
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

• WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

November 9, 1970

Honorable Myron Tribus
Assistant Secretary for
Science and Technology

Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20320
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- DIRECTOR

Dear Dr. Tribus:

I have asked Mr. Walter Hinchman to take primary respon
si-

bility for the time being for coordination between O
T and

OTP of the over-all work program. On those matters involving

Federal spectrum management support, Mr. Dean is the
 con-

tinuing focal point within the OTP.

By letter of October 14, 1970, we furnished informat
ion

regarding the assistance desired_by the Department 
of

Commerce in support of the Interdepartment Radio 
Advisory -

Committee Secretariat. A number of studies and recommenda-

tions have been made in recent years which should be us
eful

in structuring the Commerce support program (e.g., o
n EMC

Analysis, data base requirements, automatic data proces
sing,

spectrum standards, and spectrum monitoring). I have asked

Mr. W. Dean to forward these materials to Dr. Kandoian, and

to arrange for further discussions of these topics.

Sincerely,

'lay T. Whitehead



OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20504

March 24, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

Our discussion last week on the organization of telecommunications
functions within the Executive Branch of the Government has substantially
modified my conceptual approach to this problem.

•
Formerly, based on experience with previous submissions to the Bureau
of the Budget, my concepts were constrained by what I thought it was
possible to accomplish.

Our discussion indicated to me the possibility of more substantial changes
than I previously thought attainable and I will be ready shortly to discuss
with you some concepts which would take additional and bigger steps toward
improving the organization in the Executive Branch of telecommunications.

OIConnell

Note: Reference your question on the Department of Commerce operation
at Boulder, Colorado, a preliminary first-cut estimate is that approximately
250 of the 1500-plus personnel are engaged in communications-type activities
of a research nature which could be made more significant to the solution of
national telecommunications problems. I have requested and will soon
receive more detailed information on this subject.

0
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Dear Tom,

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, D.C. 20520

July 22, 1969

Summarizing my thoughts on reorganization (for what they
are worth):

1. I would like to see you bite the bullet and recommend
a new Office of Communications within the Executive
Office. Give it the necessary leverage and authority.
Have it report through you and Peter. This way it
would command the respect of DOD, FCC, AT&T, COMSAT
et al. It would work closely with Commerce, OEP,
OST, and BOB. As spokesman it would carry the full
authority of the President. Announce at the outset
that you intend to give it responsibility for non-
Governmental spectrum management as well -- and
prepare to send up the necessary legislation soonest.

This would be regarded, universally, as a strong
Administration response to the challenge.

would not pin much hope on the two-stage process
which you suggest; i.e. something gets done now, and
then something more happens two years from now.
What you do now, in the first Nixon year, is very
apt to become frozen. Now is the time to get
innovative changes approved, not later.

2. Second-best but still workable, in my judgment, would
be to keep the function in OEP. But to make it
viable you will have to do certain things:

(a) Make it clear that this is a whole new ballgame,
that the President wants DTM-SAPT office to

Mr. C. Thomas Whitehead
Special Assistant to the President
The White House
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be the policy-formulation and long-range
planning center, that when it speaks it is
speaking for Che Administration. (As part of
creating this New Look, you might consider
renaming the office.)

(b) Give the activity adequate budget and slots,
so that it can attract and hold capable per-
sonnel and can contract for necessary research.

(c) Make certain that when the crunches come --
and they most certainly will -- General Lincoln,
the DTM, Peter and yourself have access to the
President and will do everything possible to
keep the new authority-center from being
eroded. Unless the DTM knows this, and others
in the Government also know it, he will not be
able to succeed in his job.

3. In my opinion, it would not work in Commerce or in
any other Cabinet-level agency, even if Mel Laird
should agree. With the bulk of the budget and
personnel, DOD would find ways to override an office
in Commerce at the assistant-secretary level with no
NSC standing. This they could not do to a White
House office. In addition, it would be very difficult
for such an office in Commerce to be the Administration's
spokesman.

4. The executive recruited for this post should have no
ties to the communications interests: DOD, AT&T,
COMSAT, and the broadcasters. He will have to
build a competent staff. Previous experience in
Government and business would be helpful. Technical
background would also be useful.

Such an office, in my view, should from time to time
voice the President's moral authority on matters of media
content. The Administration has a responsibility to be heard
on this output which touches and deeply affects the lives
of millions of U.S. citizens. Should this role be left
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entirely to the FCC and other lesser levels of Government?
I do not think so. The Executive Branch has a high-level
Consumer Affairs Advisor focusing on food, clothing, and other
items affecting the human body. Media content affects our
citizens' minds, patterns of thought, and behavior. This
function could and should, of course be exercised in a way
that would avoid Big Brother implications.

Abbott Washburn
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H 1 NC TO N

July 23, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

Dr. Lee A. DuBridge
Mr. Robert Mayo
General George Lincoln
General James O'Connell
Dr. Paul McCracken
Dr. Henry A. Kissinger

Attached is a draft memorandum for the President
regarding organization in the Executive Branch for
Telecommunications Policy and Management. Can we have
your comments by Wednesday, July 30th.

It is important to reach a.decision on this matter as soon
as possible in view of the need to recruit a new Director of
Telecommunication:. Management .

Attachment

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS H ING TO N

July 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

There are a number of important problems with respect to Federal

telecommunications policies that suggest reorganization or at least

revision of our policy machinery:

1. The communications industry is heavily regulated by the

FCC and is heavily affected by the communications activities of Federal

agencies. However, neither the FCC nor the executive branch have a

significant capability for systematic analysis of telecommunications

policies and opportunities, their impact, their effectiveness, or their

costs. The cooperation between the FCC and various parts of the

executive branch appears to consist largely of gentlemen's compromises

among competing interests and Philosophies. The increasingly rapid

rate of technological change and introduction of new services makes

policy-by-precedent increasingly less relevant, more restrictive,

or counterproductive.

2. The so-called National Communications System remains a

loose confederation af agency systems. In spite of the highly desirable

interconnection capabilities that have been developed over the last

few years, there has not been adequate specification of emergency

capabilities, hardness, and priority override features necessary to

permit informed decisions about the adequacy, performance, and cost

of the system. No one seems to know whether a "unified" NCS is

desirable, what it means, would cost, or would accomplish.

3. The extremely rapid rate at which communications are

growing in the United States has brought about increasing conflicts

over the use of various parts of the frequency spectrum and the

beginnings of a spectrum shortage crisis.

Federal organization weaknesses:

Since World War II, there have been a number of studies of Federal

communications organization and a number of reorganizations and

shifts of responsibilities within the executive branch. None has
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proved particularly satisfactory, and, indeed, there does not seem
to be any neat solution to this problem. The lack of a good solution

• apparently is due in part to the quasi-independence of the FCC from
the executive branch and in part to the conflicting requirements of
Executive Office telecommunications coordination and individual

• agency mission responsibilities.

The study of the Federal Government communications organization
completed in December 1968 by the Bureau of the Budget provides a
good statement of the shortcomings of our current organization.
The Bureau of the Budget reported a need for:

(1) a strengthened organization for policy planning,
formulation and direction of Federal communications
activities.

(2) a reorganized and strengthened National Communications
System (NCS) within the Department of Defense.

(3) an improved procurement and technical assistance
effort in communications on behalf of those Federal
agencies which do not now have adequate resources in this

(4) unified frequency spectrum management process.

(5) a coordinated technical assistance program for State
and local government in this area.

The recently released GAO report focused on the government's
communications and particularly the progress toward establishment
of unified National Communications System directed by the President
in 1963. The GAO also found a need for stronger coordin;tion of
government telecommunications planning, and recommended a single
entity responsible for both planning and operation of the Government's
telecommunications activities. GAO also recommended clarification
of what the unified NCS is intended to be.

Current: organization for communications .policymaking:

• The Director of Telecommunications Management (DTM) in the
Office of Emergency Preparedness is now charged by Executive
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Order and Presic;ential memorandum with the responsibility for

coordinating telecommunications activities in the executive bran
ch.

The DTM also is designated Special Assistant to the President f
or

Telecommunications. However, the history of the organization

reveals that attempts by the DTM to exercise leadership in co
in.-

munications policy have been largely ineffectual. This situation

results from a number of factors such as organizational locatio
n,

inadequate staff, and fragmentation of policy authority among ha
lf

a dozen agencies with no one having overall responsibility. In view

of its claimed responsibilities, the credibility of the DTM is questioned

by agencies with operating responsibilities.

There is now no office in the executive branch with the responsibility

or the capability to review national telecommunications policies as

expressed in legislation and in FCC policies. The antitrust division

of Justice has occasionally filed briefs on competitive aspects of

decisions before the FCC, but these derive largely from antitru
st

considerations rather than from systematic analysis of communica-

tions issues. The Council of Economic Advisers has shown almost

no capability or interest in telecommunications, and OST is certainl
y

not equipped for addressing the fundamental economic and institutional

problems of the industry and its regulation by the FCC. The

Administration is therefore largely unable to exert leadership or take

initiatives in spite of vulnerability to criticism for FCC policies and

national communications problems.

Executive branch responsibilities:

There are six major functions that are the responsibility of the

executive branch in the telecommunications area:

1. Assignment of frequencies for Government communications.

2. Research and development.

3. Analysis of technological and economic alternatives and

formulation of recommendations for national policy

with respect to telecommunications.

4. Definition and assurance of emergency communications

capabilities.
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5. Policy vlanning responsibilities for Government

communications activities.

6. Procurement of Government communications services

and operation of Government communications facilities..

Some of these functions arc now being performed by the DTM or

various departments. The problem we now face is which of these

functions should be assigned to what ageny and how they should be

interconnected.

Agency views:

The Budget Bureau study of Federal communications organization

made a number of major recommendations (see attached summary)

and was recently distributed to the concerned departments. Agency

views on the Budget Bureau recommendations have been received

(summary attached). These views share a common theme that

(1) strong.er coordination from the top is required in establishing

Government policy for its own telecommunications requirements

and that (2) the Federal Government should take a stronger role in

the evolution of national telecommunications to deal with the

increasingly rapid rate of technological change and industry growth.

There is also agreement that a much stronger analytic capability

within the executive branch is needed to achieve these goals.

There is, however, no consensus among the agencies about the

extent to which the Bureau's specific organizational suggestions

will actually advance the above objectives. The history of this

area suggests strongly that it will be unprofitable to seek further

agreement among the agencies. There is no solution that will

represent a desirable compromise to all concerned, and no solution

appears sufficiently strong on its merits that it looms out as the

obvious choice.

Alternatives:

A number of organizational arrangements have been suggested in the

Congress or the press. These include establishment of a Department
of Communications transfer of all DTM functions to an existing

Cabinet department, and significant expansion within the Executive

Office of the President by creation of a new Office.
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Determination of emergency communications requirements clearly
must remain in CrEP. However, major involvement by the executive
branch in nongovernmental communications policy matters could
be centered in one of the Cabinet departments or in the Executive
Offices.

There appear to be three feasible alternatives:

(1) Maintain essentially the status quo, but clarify and
strengthen the conflicting Executive Orders through which the DTM
derives his authority.

(2) Alter lightly the status quo by strengthening the DTM
and including in addition a capability for analysis of non-Government
policy issues that would enable the Administration to play an expanded
role in that area. This alternative could lead toward considerable
pressure for a separate independent office in the Executive Office in
a few years.

(3) Create a new organizational unit in the Department of
Commerce that would perform the needed analysis of major national
communications issues; take an increasingly active role in advocating
policy to the FCC and (through the President) to Congress; and
eventually be responsible for unified management of spectrum resources
for both Government and non-Government users. This alternative
would require shifting of spectrum management responsibilities from
the DTM, leaving only emergency communications requirements in OEP.

The first alternative would leave the Administration largely incapable
of dealing with national communications policy problems. It also
would do little to encourage straightening out of the acknowledged
problems in the Government's own communications.

The third alternative is probably the best long-run solution. However,
the Department of Defense has long taken the position that,for national
security reasons, spectrum management responsibility for Government
uses should remain in the Executive Office. There also would be
opposition from the Congress and the FCC to moving non-Government
spectrum management to the Executive Branch at this time since there
is no demonstrated capability.
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It is probable that the second alternative would pe
rmit almost as

much to be accor4lished over the next two or thre
e years as would

the third optic). n, since such a significant upgradin
g of capabilities

is required. Furthermore, it would avoid the poli
tical opposition

that could be expected to the more sweeping proposal
.

We therefore recommend the approach of the s
econd alternative

above. This is outlined in more detail in the attached reco
mmendation.

Peter M. Flanigan

Assistant to the President

Attach\-nents



Attachi-nent 1.

BOB recommenda,tions concerning Federal  communications organization

The Bureau of the Budget report recommended that:

1. The Federal Governme.nt should establish a new and
strengthened central policy and long-range planning organization
for communications in an existing executive branch agency -.- either
Commerce or Transportation.

Z. The NCS staff should undertake implementing studies (a) to
transfer the Federal Telecommunications System from the General
Services Administration to the Department of Defense for merger with
the military administrative communications systems to provide service
for all Federal agencies and (b) to appropriately locate and combine the
roles and functions of the Executive Agent and the Manager of the NCS
within the Officd of the Secretary.of Defense to provide unified guidance
to the NCS from within the Defense Department. An effective mechanism
should be provided whereby the member agencies of the NCS can advise
and be consulted by the Manager, NCS.

• 3. The National Communications System staff within the
Department of Defense .should provide •a central source o procurement.-
related assistance for use by executive agencies.

4. The management of the Government's portion of the frequency
spectrum should be a function of the new communications policy

'organization. If a single rharfttger is provided for the entire spectrum,
thelotal function should be placed in the new organization. The new
organization should have a limited in--house research capability to
support its frequency spectrum management and general policy
development responsibilities.

5. The -new communications policy organization should coordinate
action on requests to Federal agencies froth S.tate• and local govern-
ments for technical assistance in telecommunication and should provide
such assistance to Federal agencies who lack in-house capability.
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Attachment 2

a-z,:co,•;.:.ic!:-,0ai...ior13 •
__........ . .

The Yfure?:Lu cligmlated its study report on Cliocei%gencies bzwinz:

, .
sicniTicant telecounications responibnities ana requested their -

views. The follo.,!ing is *a sUIc:lary of the asency responses:

The D.T.Irtm!?.nt of Co=erce conctirred in the report's rajor finclfs_•„•
•

and reco=ndations. The Pepax-tmz..nt stecifically suppDrted

overall'manselnent of the spectrtvn in one execuive acency. Its co:=t
. _ .

on the report's major orenizational recoi;:endation -- "The establis:1-

raent and location of such an asency in an exis”np Departtftent will

enable rIcaninful Executive Branch participation in the. develor:•lent

of comprehensive national policies."

The D:r6artment of Defense (includiv- the views of the lilecutive

Acw.nt of the T:ational C,J2iunications Systems) tli,reed ,,!ith the ne:,:d

(..
a new ana strensthened -1:".)1-.r6- and long ranGe plannin5 orc;anzaticn

but believes that it ,should be constitutd as a separate office out-

.ide but in the Executivo Orl.'ice of the Presidnt. The DC@ Coes

not concur in th:, need for an irAple;:centinj. E:tu,3y to transrer

Telco=anications'Syste7A from GSA :to D-fense nor doer; it •

ravor a co:.:1-Jinationcf th7.1 roles ana functions or t'oe f

lr, 1:0S %ritin t7.1^ Deer ient.Instc04 it recenel:; an

exploration in depth of the c tile ECS structure .and conci!pt:..

•

•



••• Th 2. ares that thf..N. role of

the reetcyal Govermlent in co=unications can and should bo .strenth-n.,d

and nade mor/effective but within the orE;anizationl frmc:w:Irk x.csentl-i

• prevailing. Thr FCC eanpletr..fly clisazxces Ilth the recommenclation to •

establish a sin&.e.radio spctruAl naml;ver in an executive a3cncy in
7

that it wo63.d adve:rsly aUect tho Co:nission'S functions. -
•

The General Service: Arl.,...linist.ratiolr a-reec. with all of the
•

study report reco2-;Aondations _except the one that a strengthened

NCS.sh6uld b located in DOD. GSA states that a lilarger of the

civilian and military ar::ministrative nr-tv:orl:s has "obvious merit"
••••

•

but it should not he organized within Defense.
•

The Deartvtent 6f. Justice agrees with the forclulation of a

new'cor,....unications policy organization. nInc pepartment disagrees

vith the transfer of the Federal Telecom:aunications System to Defense

and questions the feasibility of assigning reponsibility.for pro-

curei2ent and procurc;;6nt-related assistance for agencies without
•••

in--1L'6u.se capabilities to Defense.

. The Not5.onvl_Aeronf.lut5.c5-; and Space Ad:,linistration -- (Views no!:

.ya. received).
• • .

The Sy2ci.:!:1 Assistpit for Nationz,1 Secnritx Affairs agrees in
•••• ••••

general vith the study conclusions but does not believe that "policy

midance with respect to the objectives, 1-(!uircents and coposition

of the ECS" should be vestcd in CoLerce or Transportation% Furthc-r,

bc believes a Nationl. Securitj -Council stucly sllo-J1d be initiated to

rc-cy.iloinc the ohjective5 and alternative systen concepts prior to

any reorl.,ani.7.ation.
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The Oqicc of Ez.lnrenr.iy Preparedness:-(including the views of the

Director of Telecounications Nana3cent-.) points out that the study

report does no, focus. adequately on the eraergency preparedness aspects*

of teleccmunica:jons management. ' Oencral Lincoln pl.-oposes that the
a•

Office of TelecomUnicetions M,.niigement remain under OE? :i 3. the

emergency preparedness 5.:T1ications of relocatjon are examined

thorou3h1y. AN.

The Off5ce_ofSc1ence _and Technolou (views not yet received).

The Dep3rtw2nt of SLatc has no objection to the study report't.

*proposals fro the 5:tandpo5nt of fôr-policy consideriltions and •

believes that- "advantages would flow from a strengthened central

policy formulation and planning organization."

-- The Department of*Tral‘sportation agrees on the- need for coordinated

policy direct:50n at departmental level, 5r:Troved procurcent and teehnici-.1

nssistance, and the unificat5on of radio frequency spectrum nanagei,*.ent.

The Department differs with the st'.udy• report in that it believes that

the Executive Acnt role provided by DOD for the National Co=unications
.4 7

'Systeia should not within Defense but shoulcl be transferred to

policy oranization.

-- The Central Intelligence Agency aggrecs with- the need for a new and

. .
. .strengthened central policy organization but,since it should have direct

access to the President it should not be a subordinate function within

a Department or Agency. CIA is opposed to relocating or reorganizing

the Office of the Executive Agent, NCS before the policy organization

is establish.ccl and an assessment of its effectivenes.s completed.



Attachment 3

Recommendation 
•

The Office of the pirector of Telecommunications Manage
ment should

be strengthened and expanded to enable the DTM to serve as t
he

focal point for all executive branch telecommunications activi
ties

and to be the Administration spokesman on national telecom
munications

policy issues. The DT.1\,1 would be expected to be the primary execu-

tive branch office for the analysis and formulation of reco
mmendations

for both national communications policy and Federal telecommun
ications

procurement. These responsibilities would include:

economic, technical, and systems analysis of

communications policies and opportunities;

taking an increasingly active role in advocating policy

to the FCC and through the President to the Congress,

to include specific recommendations on spectrum

management for non-Government uses.

management and allocation oi Government spectrum

use, to include development of improved spectrum

management techniques aimed toward eventual unified

Government and non-Government spectrum management.

guidance and information to Federal, State, and local

Government agencies in communications planning and

procurement.

responsibility for policies and standards for procure-

ment of Federal administrative telecommunications

services and/or systems.

A Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center would be

established in the Department of Commerce, reporting to the

Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology. The Center would

be responsible for both technical and economic analysis and research,

responsive to the needs defined by the DTM. The TRAC would

incorporate the current research program of the Institute for

Telecommunications Sciences, as well as appropriate elements o
f

other Commerce activities in telecommunications. Its specific

functions would include:
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- establishment and operation of a national electro-
magnetic compatibility analysis facility.

- research and analysis of improved spectrum utiliza-
tion techniques to support the DTM in Government
spectrum management and in making recommendations
to the FCC on non-Government spectrum management
policies.

- research and analysis leading to the development by
DTM of improved technical and operating standards.

- continuation of basic telecommunication science research
and provision of services to other Government agencies
and industry.

The DTM should be raised immediately to executive pay level IV and
authorized an expanded staff that would include a limited capability for
economic, legal, technical, and systems analysis. He would be
expected to contract for significant portions of the research and
analysis required to .support his responsibilities and also to draw
heavily on the Commerce Telecommunications Research and Analysis
Center.

A NSSM should be issued as soon as the new DTM is selected. This
study should define appropriate NSC machinery for dealing with
national security and emergency telecommunications issues and should
provide general guidance to the DTM on emergency requirements and
policies.

Implementation 

This recommendation could be implemented almost immediately through
. the following actions:

A. By Executive Order 

-- clarify and bolster DTM authority and eliminate
existing patchwork of Presidential memor anda
and conflicting Executive Orders. The Office of
Telecommunications Management should be
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institutionalized as a separate Office within OEP,
eliTinating the positions of Assistant Director
and Special Assistant to the President for
Telecommunications. The DTM should be raised
to Level IV and should report to the President
for all matters except emergency preparedness
requirements, for which he would support the
Director of OEP.

-- similarly clarify authority and responsibility of

the Department of Commerce.

B. By Secretarial Order 

-- establish a Telecommunications Research and

Analysis Center under the Assistant Secretary

of Commerce for Science and Technology.

C. Subsequent Action 

Once sufficient capability in the analysis of national

communications policy issues and the associated

capability for improved Government and non-Government

spectrum management is achieved, Government and non-

Government spectrum management responsibilities should

be consolidated. This almost certainly will require

in a few years establishment of a new agency outside OEP,

either in the Executive Office, in a Cabinet Department,

or as an independent agency.

-- at an appropriate time, introduce legislation to

establish a new agency and transfer non-Government
spectrum management from the FCC to the new
agency; emergency preparedness functions would
remain in OEP.

at an appropriate later time, transfer to the new
agency by Executive Order responsibility for
procurement of Federal administrative telecommunica-
tions services and/or systems.



ADMINISTRATION

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301

September 10, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR Mr. Clay T
. Whitehead

Staff Assistant

The White House

You are correct, Tom, I did back 
off a little bit after

I touched base with some of my 
colleagues.

I do understand that you are tal
king about not only the

current office of OEP but also nat
ional communications

policy generally.

Robert F. Froehlke



EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

BUREAU OF THE BUDGET

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

SEP 1 iSbJ

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

Subject: Federal Communications Organization

Now that we have reviewed comments from the various

departments concerning the Bureau's study of last

December, I believe we should get together for a review

of what action we should take. I regard the study as

basically sound, but some of my views do not coincide

with the specific recommendations.

Dwight A.
Assistant irector for
Executive Management
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Bureau of the Budget
ROU TE SLIP

To Mr. Clay T. Whitehead 

FROM

Take necessary action

Approval or signature

Comment

Prepare reply

Discuss with me

For your information

See remarks belowEl

Howard Schnoor  DATE  9/29/69

REMARKS

Attached are our comments on your alternative
proposals for telecommunications. I will be on
leave for the next three weeks and in my absence
Seymour D. Greenstone will handle any problems.
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Recommendations on Federal Communicati
ons Organization

The following comments are offere
d with respect to the Office of the

Director of Telecommunications Mana
gement recommendation:

1. The ODTM should serve as the focal po
int for all executive

branch telecommunications policy ac
tivities and formulate recommenda-

tions for both national communicat
ions policy and Federal telecommuni-

cations procurement policy and stand
ards.

2. What would be the status of the Inter
department Radio

Advisory Committee in this recommenda
tion? Would it be continued?

(Executive Order No. 10995 of Februa
ry 16, 1962).

3. If the DTM is raised to Executive P
ay Level- IV he will be

on an equal level with the Deputy Dir
ector of OEP. Is this desirable?

4. Should the DTM continue to serve as a "Sp
ecial Assistant to

the President for Telecommunications"
? (President's Memorandum of

August 21, 1963 - 28. F.R. 9413)

Implementing Actions

Attention to the following is needed in im
plementing either recommendation:

A. Policy-National Communications System Ar
ea

1. Executive Order No. 10995 of Februar
y 16, 1962 and 11084 of

February 15, 1963 - "Assigning Telecom
munications Management Functions"

(authorities of the President delega
ted to the Director of OEP).

2. President's Memorandum of August 21,
 1963 - "Establishment

of the National Communications System" 
(28 F.R. 9413)

3. Executive Order No. 11191 of January 4, 1965, 
vesting

responsibilities in the Director of Te
lecommunications Management with

respect to the functions conferred upon
 the President by the Communications

Satellite Act.

B. EmeiTency Preparedness Functions 

1. Executive Order No. 10705 of April 17, 
1957 - "Delegating

Certain Authority of the President Rela
ting to Radio Stations and

Communications". (War powers of the Pres
ident in 47 U.S.C. 606(a), (c)

and (d) delegated to the Director of OEP
).

MON.,
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2. Executive Order No. 11051 of September 27, 1962 - "Prescribing
Responsibilities of the Office of Emergency Planning in the Executive
Office of the President". (Sections 301, 306, and 406 dealing with
telecommunications).

3. Executive Order No. 10952 of July 20, 1961 - "Assigning
Civil Defense Responsibilities to the Secretary of Defense" (Section 1(iv)
dealing with functions pertaining to communications, including a warning'
network, reporting on monitoring, instructions to shelters and communi-
cations between authorities).

4. Executive Order No. 11092 of February 26, 1963 - "Assigning
Emergency Preparedness Functions to the Federal Communications Commis-
sion" (Section 3(d) for development of plans and procedures covering
radio frequency assignments).

5. Executive Order No. 11093 of February 26, 1963 - "Assigning
Emergency Preparedness Functions to the Administrator of General
Services". (Section 2(c) on telecommunications facilities for Federal
civilian departments and agencies during an emergency).

C. Spectrum Management

1. Executive Order No. 10705 of April 17, 1957 and Executive
Order No. 10995 of February 16, 1962, delegating to the Director of
OEP the authority to assign radio frequencies to Government agencies,
vested in the President by 47 U.S.C. 305(a)).

2. The responsibility for frequency management vested in the
Federal Communications Commission by the Communications Act of 1934,
as amended (47 U.S.C. 303(c)).

3. Status of the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee.

The desirability of the DTM alternative recommendation is questionable
in view of the intention eventually to consolidate spectrum management
responsibilities in a new agency outside OEP. Strengthening the DTM
within the OEP context could well serve to perpetuate his location in
OEP rather than provide an intermediate location enroute to a new agency.

D. Administrative Telecommunications Systems 

Transfer of responsibility for the Federal Telecommunications
System from GSA to another agency would require reorganization plan
action. The Federal TelecommuniCations Fund was authorized by Public
Law 87-847, approved October 23, 1962 (Sec. 110 of the Federal Property
and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended.). This fund finances,
on a reimbursable basis, a telecommunications system which provides local

.1.11wir
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and long-distance voice, teletype, data, facsimile and other communica-

tions services. Initial capital of $9 million for the fund was appro-

priated by Public Law 88-25, approved May 17, 1963. Estimated 1970

funded program costs are $123.1 million.

E. Representation of Agencies Before Regulatory Bodies 

Responsibility with respect to representation of Federal Govern-

ment interests in telecommunications matters before Federal and Sta
te

regulatory bodies is vested in the Administrator of General Services

under Section 201(a)(4) of the Federal Property and Administrative

Services Act of 1949, as amended. Transfer of the responsibility to

another agency would require reorganization plan action.

F. Level of the Administrator, Federal Communications Administration

Currently, two of Commerce's major operating unit heads are at

Executive Pay Level IV and seven are at Level V. The five assistant

secretaries and the General Counsel are at Level IV.
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As ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF OEP, incumbent advises on the

mobilization of communications as a resource important

and critical to mobilization for any national emergency.

He coordinates such planning and preparedness throughout

the Executive Branch. / The Assistant Directorship is the

vehicle for his Presidential appointment to discharge the

overall telecommunications management function

As DIRECTOR OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT, incumbent

discharges all telecommunications management responsibilities

assigned to OEP, including the assignment of radio frequencies

for all Federal Government use, and the research and development

of techniques (1) to get better use of the radio spectrum,

(2) to advance telecommunications technology, and 43) to

protect the United States interests internationally. Also,

on special assignment from the President through the Director

of OEP, incumbent provides policy surveillance and coordination

of Government activities regarding communication satellites.

As SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT coordinates Executive

Branch policies and actions for developing the National

Communications System. Implicit in this and the DTM role is

incumbent's advice and assistance to the Department of State

in international telecommunications policy.



UYX(DATIOITiS TO REf:faGANIZE FZD
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STRUCTURE APPEAR TO CAIN NEW II=TUS 
w1T.1.1 O'COELL DE

PAaTUaE, E;.:11Y

ARalVAL OF TWO NEW 
FCC MEMBERS; STANS L

EADING THOSE ADVO
CATING CEAA3E

Proposals to reorgani
ze the federal go

vernment's telecommu
nica':ions

ltructure seemed las
t week to be gaining

 a new impetus wi
th the depart-

ure from the Washi
ngton scene of reti

ring Director of 
Telecommunications

:an,Igement Jam's D. 
O'Connell and the 

imminent arrival o
f two new Nixon .

appointeras to the Fed
eral Communications

 Commission.

Coming to the surface
 were a number of

 docum:mts, lette
rs and memo-

randa—as well as w
ord-of-mouth report

s—that stirred the
 interest of

both government and 
industry circles 

and gave rise to n
ew speculation

that the Prosident mi
ght soon announce

 some significant 
changes involv-

ing both regulatory 
functions and the 

government's own 
practices as a

major user of commun
ications services.

HIGHLIGHTS: Commerce Secretary
's proposals thlt 

would transfer

some important functio
ns to his depart

ment reportedly r
eceiving luke-

warm, reception from mo
st other Cabinet 

members. . .1?ollow
ing up Budget

Bureau's conclusions,
 recommendations,

 Stans sees more 
effective opera-

tion with DIM respons
ibilities, some ac

tivities of FCC s
hifted to Com-

merce, which would be 
center for polic

y-making.

Leader of the advocat
es of change appear

s to be Secretary
 of Com-

merce Maurice H. Stans
, who has been pu

shing for a reor
ganization that:

would bring functions o
f the Office of 

Telecommunications 
Management in-

to his department and t
urn over the major 

responsibilities rel
ated to

frequency allocation 
matters to Commerce.

Although Mr. Stans is
 reported to have s

ome important ba
cking with

in the White House staff
, it is understood t

hat the response 
to his re-

commendatir.r.s from oth
er Cabinet officia

ls has been less
 than lukewarm.

It was said last week
 that Secretary of 

Defense Melvin R. 
Laird, on the

advice of Pentagon of
ficials concerned. w

ith communications
 matters, was

showing no enthusiasm
 for the proposals 

being made by his 
fellow Cabinet

member. Some sources said th
at the Department 

of Transportation wa
s

about the only Cabine
t-level office indi

cating supp'ort for
 some of the

Commerce Department 
recommendations.

Following the circula
tion of the Bureau

 of the Budget docum
ent on

a "Study of the Federa
l Communications O

rganization," interes
ted govern-

ment officials were in
vited to comment: o

n this and on some s
uggested

modifications of the 
plan as contained i

n a series of "major
 conclu-

sions" listed by the B
oB.

Commerce ha T proposed 
a transfer to it of

 the policy functions e
x-

isting in the Office of
 Telecommunications

 Management, and the sp
ectrur
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management functions of the Federal Communications Commis
sion, includ-

ing frequency allocation and geographic 
assignment and responsibility

for technical studies. Commerce would also conduct economic studies

and direct research aimed at achieving a mo
re effective use of the fre-

quency spectrum.

The Budget Bureau, in its conclusions in the study 
which was or-

dered by President Johnson at the same time he name
d the task force on

communications policy, said there is a need for a strength
ened organiza-

tion for policy planning, formulation, and direction
 of federal communi-

cations activities; a reorganized and strengthened Nati
onal Communica-

tions System within the Defense Department, an improve
d procurement and

technical assistance effort on behalf of those federal ag
encies which

do not now have their own resources in this field, a 
unified frequency

spectrum management process, and a coordinated techn
ical assistance pro-

gram for state and local governments in this area."

On policy planning, formulation and direction, BoB recommended

"new and strengthened central policy and long-range pla
nning organiza-

tion for communications," to be established in the execut
ive branch.

The nucleus for this organization, it said, should be 
created using as

a base the OTM, with the proposed communications policy or
ganization to

be established in either the Commerce or Transportation Depar
tments.

BoB also recommended transfer of the Federal Telecommunic
ations

System to the Defense Department for merger with the mi
litary adminis-

trative communications system to provide service to all
 federal agen-

cies, the transfer to be subject to an implementing study 
by the Natio-

al Communications System staff to confirm the feasibility 
of the trans-

ier; and a study of the appropriate location and combinat
ion of the

roles and functions of the Executive Agent and the Manager o
f the NCS

within the office of the Secretary of Defense in order to pro
vide uni-

fied guidance to the National Communications System from wit
hin the B:-

fense Department.

The Budget Bureau declared that the general policy guidanc
e prod.-

cd th2 NCS Executive Agent (Secretary of aafense) by the DTM shoield

come a responsibility of the new communications policy organization.

Also recommended by BoB was that the NCS organization with D
oD

should provide a central source of procurement and procurement

s3.sLanc2 for use by el:ecui:ive egeneies; that the new com7lunic
ezio:-.e

pnlicy oranization should have a limited in-hour research ccp:bi
lit-

i suppol% its frequency spectrum manage:eant and general policy dev
e7c,)-

t.Lnt rcsponqibility;Thnd

That the manae,ement of thc, porL:ion of the frequency spectrum

iA to fLalx—al .,,,eeies should he a function of the new communicc.-
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-17-tions policy orzanization, and that if thn proposal for a unified sp,

trum manager should be adopted the total function should be ploed is
the new organization.

Opposition to some of BoB's conclusions and recomnondattons is
dicated in the recent report to Congress by the Comptroller General
(TELECC:a7JNICATIOS, July 21), in which he reco=ended a major roan
of the existing ilotional Communications System structure, with a stx,
central telecowaunications authocicy located in an independent, rnroli
stituted OTM.

Mr. Stans, however, in a memorrndum to Peter M. Flanigan, of the
nite House stafE, has advised that the Coel:ce Depart_Liptitt concurs i
the major findings of the Budget Bureau study. This apparently was it
response to an invitation from 1,1r. Flanigan for comments on a variatio
of the BoB recommendations under which the Office of Em,.!rgency Prepare
ness would retain the functions of the DTI which related speciEically
to the preparedness issue, with the balance being transferred to a new
Federal Telecommunications Policy Agency, which would be located in
either the Commerce or Transportation departments.

"As I understand it," Mr. Stans replied, "this department would
then be responsible for establishing broad policy on all phases oE tel
communications, but not including the Pre.sident's responsibility and
authority to take emergency actions during national cmergfancy or war-
time, or to prepare for mobilization of communications in time of emer-
gency.

"In addition, while the department would allocate the frequency
spectrum and set broad policies for its use, it would not be responsi-
ble for specific assignments of federal, or licensing of non-fcderal,
individual channels, or the regulatory phases of non-federal use."Mr. Stans said he "strongly supported the establishment of a Fed-
eral Teleccnmunications Policy Agency in his department, but noted that
executive and Congressional actions would be required.

He recommended legislation permitting a transfer to the Commerce
Department of the following functions of the FCC and their support
staff and resources: "Policy making authority for the most efficient
use of the telecommunications resource in the public interest; alloca-
tion and geographic assignment oE he frequency spectrum (but not indi-
vidual station licensing); authority to set technical standards for
communications systems and equipment."

Under Mr. Stans' proposal, the FCC would "confine itself to the
regulatory and ratemaking aspects of both common carrier and non-com-
mon carrier services and to the selection of individual licenses."
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Earlier this year, Mr. Stans sent a memorandum to President Ninon

in which he declared that "Mismanagement of the electromagnetic spec-

trum has resulted in valuable spectrum space lying unused and technical
improvements unexplored. I propose you delegate a responsibility for
policy formulation and management to the Department of Commerce."

In that memorandum, the Commerce Secretary declared that as "key
issues have become increasingly technical, the Director (of Telecommuni-
cations Management) has become -less able to function because he lacks
the substantial research facilities necessary to properly consider the
policy changes required by evolving technology. This is also true to a
lesser extent for the FCC."

He observed that "the Director often competes with the FCC on con-
trol pver portions of the spectrum because both offices are responsible
for aspects of spectrum management. This unfortunate situation is coo-
pounded by the needs of operating agencies (such as NASA, Transporta-
tion, Defense and GSA) whose heavy functional involvement with telecom-
munications creates competing demands which no central policy authority
has been able to balance in the national interest."

- Noting that BoB and the task force on communications policy both
recommended consolidating telecommunications policy and research func-
tions in an existing cabinet agency, Mr. Stans advised the President
that "By Executive Order, you can transfer the policy function from
your office to mine. I could then create a telecommunications analysis
program to support the office by putting our research arm at the dispo-
sal of the Director. With the exception of the Defense and space agen-
cies, Commerce has the largest research facilities in this, field. I
could also combine our data collection and economic analysis reources
with the research effort in order to properly support the policy office."

He pointed out in this memorandum that "legislation (or a reorgeni-
zation plan if the Reorganization Act of 1949 is revived) would be

necessary to transfer the spectrum management function from the FCC to
my office. The FCC would continue its regulatory functions and licerse

Spectrum space, but the policy direction would be unified under my of-

fice. This combined policy direction would materially assist coordirwu-

in the agencies in governiacnt who use the spectrum with private civilian
a!td inde.striel requirements."

Mt. Stens concluded that "Sufficient evidence exists that the pre-
tL cannot fu:Iction. Logic suggests that the coordinating agen-

k2'; zot he a heavy user of the spectrum (in order to remain obiective)
rien.ey 14.ave eubscantial uelecounicetions researc1-. faei-

Corlflerce mee:A:s those requirements. Finally, I believe it is
t1 il thJet policy ma - :gement in this vital area he directly 1.clspon-
(0 :'ou at th2 Cabinet. level."



October 7, 1969

Dear Mr. klogant

Thank you for your letter of September Z4th eettin,forth your thoughts on Fccieral organization fortelecommunications policy and operating rezponsibitities.

We are grateful to have your well thought out and viellpresentzci views. I agree with you that it is an extremelycomplicated rtrea and one that 0.1:8erv:_s the 1-4-sovt ai.riousattention.

We are cuxrently reviewin.c; this question ttniel hope to haveour rocornmendations in the not-too-diatant future. Theissuer you have raised in your letter are recelvinaconsideration.

Sincerely.

Peter Flo.nigan
Aosistant to the Preeident

tic.nural)10. Lawrence J. liogan
trouno of Repre3entatives
Washington, Z. C.

cc: Mr. Timmons rlanLiian
Vel hi tellead

Mr. Kriegernan
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed
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To: Bill Timmons

From: Tom Uhitehead

S pdanber 29, 1969

.1)'P

Attached is a letter from-tozgressman La.rry Hogan
regarding telecommunications policy and organi2:ation
in tile executive branch.

This [cecina to be much too cogent and well-thought-out
a letter to be the random thoughts of a concerned
Congressman. Lo you have any way of checking whether

or not thin was planted by AT&T? or what his motivation

is in sending such a letter?

This is important to our future plane for reorganization

and I want to be very careful about how we reply.

Iittaclunent

cc
i
Mr. Flanigan -----
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:d

•

•

r v• ,• I t
• / r ^La v e• t t.



THE WHITE HOUSE

WAS

September 29, 1969

To: Bill Timmons

From: Tom Whitehead

Attached is a letter from ongressman Larry Hogan

regarding telecommunica ions policy and organizati
on

in the executive branch.

This seems to be much too

a letter to be the random tho

Congressman. Do you have a

or not this was planted by AT

is in sending such a letter?

gent and well-thought-out

ghts of a concerned

y way of checking whether

T? or what his motivation

This is important to our fu re plans for reorganization

and I want to be very caref about how we reply.

Attachment
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LAWRENCE J. HOGAN
5TH DISTRICT, MARYLAND

TELEPHONE

202-225-4131 Congre5csof tbe ZEiniteb Otate5
3Ooti5e of 3Aepregentatibe5

Ellacsbington, n.e. 20515

September 24, 1969

Mr. Peter M. Flanigan
Assistant to the President
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Mr. Flanigan:

1027 LontowoRTH Houst OFFICE BUILDING

COMMITTEES:

POST OFFICE AND CIVIL SERVICE

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

I am concerned with reports of a possible transfer of natio
nal telecom-

munications policy responsibility to the Department of Com
merce.

I do not know if such a possibility is being given serious 
consideration,

and know of no support within other agencies and departments 
of the Federal

Government for this type of an arrangement. However, my 
interest and con-

cern is such that I feel I should make my views known to the 
White House.

It has been the expressed policy of the Federal Govern
ment to depend upon

the American common carriers for the telecommunications ser
vices and capabil-

ities so vital to its operations and security. This responsibilit
y is being met

primarily by the telephone companies represented by the Bell Tel
ephone System,

U. S. Independent Telephone Association and by the Western 
Union Company.

I know firsthand of the complexities in providing service to
 Government

agencies. Unlike business organizations, the departments and agenci
es have

very diverse missions, responsibilities, and concepts which cannot b
e easily

reconciled within the framework of simple and non-complex total 
objectives.

-Even more than most business enterprises, policy direction is req
uired at the

Executive level. This is particularly true for telecommunications,
 where

effectiveness is so sensitive to systems criteria and design.

I believe the progress which has been realized in government tele
com-

munications is related to the trend toward higher policy directi
on and that

establishment of the Office of Telecommunications Management wit
hin the



Mr. Peter M. Flanigan
Page 2
September 24, 1969

Executive Office of the President has proved to be a progressive and beneficial
step. The July 14 report to the Congress by the Comptroller General on the
progress and status of the National Communications System contains conclusions
which we believe support my view that telecommunications policy responsibility
should be vested in an independent office within the Executive Office of tl-le
President and given the resources necessary for this important function.

I submit that it is inappropriate for any Department of the Executive
Branch to supervise this activity.

It seems to me that this would lead to the fragmentation of telecommuni.:a-
dons systems and planning, and general problems and frustrations which I had
hoped were largely behind us in this area of activity.

Another aspect of such a possibility which gives me concern is related
to the fact that telecommunications policy must not only cross government
departmental boundaries, but must also include the public at large.

Executive Department representatives charged with representing the
government's interest in telecommunications matters have said that they con-
sider their role as being quite narrow in that they believe the government's
interests will often be in conflict with the public's interests in telecommunica-
tions matters. This again raises serious questions that reposing this
responsibility in a department would provide the broad perspective required
for national policy making.

It seems to me that only the Executive Office of the President provides
the proper environment for considering and developing national telecommunicaticns
policy.

In a severe national emergency, it might be necessary to evoke priorities
and allocate resources for telecommunications. This could involve decisions
which only the President in his dual role of Commander of the Armed Forces and
National Executive Authority could properly make. Plans and arrangements for
effective control of the telecommunications resource in a national emergency are
telecommunications policy functions.



Mr. Peter M. Flanigan
Page 3
September 24, 1969

The frequency spectrum is rapidly being exhausted as a national resourze.
A painful policy decision as to its assignments in the areas representing rnaxin-.1:m
public interest is inevitable.

The common carrier service concept which has served this country so well
for almost a hundred years and achieved its world pre-eminence in telecommu.— ca-
tions is under attack by manufacturers seeking new markets for apparatus and
supplies. These and similar developments indicate the necessity of a strong
telecommunications policy capability within the Executive Office.

I respectfully urge your consideration of the national interest in retainiz_g
and supporting the statutory responsibilities of the Federal Communications Cc-
mission and and providing telecommunications policy support from the Executive Otfice.

In connection with these same reports, there are questions raised as to
whether the individual appointed to the top position in telecommunications policy
will have communications background. The present Director - Telecommunica-
tions Management spent his life in communications activities. With his retirer:ent
imminent, I hope that, not only the position, but the individual filling it will
represent the best expert the Administration can obtain.

Sincerely,

Lawre J. Hogan'
Mem f Con e



MEMORANDUM

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

November 21, 196 9

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: Proposed Telecommunications Policy Organization

1. Based on our discussions on the subject on 13 November, Colonel
Redman and I have reviewed the papers you left with me, and my

suggested changes are shown in the attachment. The recommended
deletions are struck out with a hyphen, while the recommended
additions are underlined.

2. The rationale for the suggested changes is as follows:

a. An important function that should be carried out by the
new OTP is that of establishing operational performance criteria for
the Federal telecommunications networks and managing the testing
and evaluation of these networks in the light of these criteria.

b. The National Communications System is a viable reality.
The Executive Agent, NCS and Manager, NCS are performing
responsibilities involving planning, design, and operations of the NCS
on a daily basis. Accordingly, the proposed paper should recognize
the continuing role played by both the NCS system and its management
organization until such time as suitable alternatives are identified and
approved.

c. The NCS was born in, and its objectives were set by, the
National Security Council in an atmosphere of international crisis.
Accordingly, the future of the NCS should be considered by the NSC,
rather than an ad hoc committee, as suggested in the paper.

d. Certain sensitive Federal telecommunications networks
already under the purview of an office at the Executive Office of the
President level, such as those networks of the White House Communi-
cations Agency, should be excluded from the purview of the OTP.

COLONEL JAME ai-GFIES



DRAFT 11/17/69

MEMORANDUM FOR

In spite of the rapidly growing importance of telecom-

munications to the Nation and for the government's own

missions, there is no effective policy-making capability

for telecommunications in the executive branch. Government-

wide coordination of its own telecommunications activities

has not been adequate. The Administration is therefore

largely unable to exert leadership or take initiatives in

spite of vulnerability to criticism for FCC policies.

1. There is a serious lack of effective machinery for

dealing expeditiously with domestic telecommunications

issues. The government has been grappling for several

years, with only limited success, with such issues as

"foreign attachments" to the public telephone network,

cable TV and pay TV, the possible uses and industry structure

for a domestic satellite communications system, and policies

for computer communications. There is a current tendency

to resolve such issues by past precedents and by compromises

between the FCC and various agencies in the executive branch.

The increasingly rapid rate of technological change and

introduction of new services makes policy-by-precedent

increasingly less relevant, more restrictive, or counter-

productive. Neither the FCC nor the executive branch have



a significant capability for systematic, economic and

technical analysis.

2. EcfeFlos-te-eeepelRat,e-tke-peeel,tFemeRt-and-lise-ef

teleeemmiiReatelis-caetieG-anel-GeFvees-by-t14e-FeelepaI

gevernffielat-ave-Ret-been-yey-sue9egsc.61IT--The-e1412pent

eeereliziateR-aFFaRgemeRtsT-embeded-n-the-Nat4enaI-gegaill4R4.-

eetteRs-gyf4teN4NgS4.-Flaet-RFeT-have-ael:14,eved-eeptan.

def4pabe-nteFeelaReeteRs-aA4-epeFatylg-ppeee41,110egT-19-144

have-Ret-pFeellieed-the-dee4Fed-a6slapaRee6-that,-tke-gevel41-

ment-6-pveelig-the-Gepvi-ee6-needeel-41-a14-ecceent

PiaRnerr--Ne-e)4e-seePis-.4e-kpiew-wi4ethe-a-2'Reda-Ngg-s

dee4pab",hey-what-AeansT-wel,G4-ees4T-e-we.614-d-ae.eeRlpIgh.

2. Efforts to coordinate the procurement and use of 

telecommunications facilities and services by the Federal 

Government have been reasonably successfu3, however, greater

benefits still can be obtained. The current coordination 

arrangements embodied in the National Communications System 

(NCI structure have achieved an enhancement in emergency and 

interagency communications capability, but only limited 

progress toward more effective procurement and use is possible 

within the current authority and resources of the NCS structure.

3. The current procedures for i allocation of the frequency

spectrum pre highly inflexible and are increasingly creating

a spectrum shortage crisis. The shortage is especially severe

in the land mobile radio allocations, which are becoming



increasingly important to local police and fire protection

services, among many other claimants.

Current organization for communications  policy-making and 

coordination: The Director of Telecommunications Manage-

ment (DTM) in the OffiCe of Emergency Preparedness is now

charged by Executive Order and Presidential memorandum

with the responsibility for coordinating telecommunica-

tions activities in the executive branch. The DTM also

is designated Special Assistant to the President for

Telecommunications. However, the history of the organiza-

tion reveals that attempts by the DTM to exercise leader-

ship in communications policy have been largely ineffectual.

This situation results from a number of factors such as

organizational location, inadequate staff, and fragmentation

of policy authority among half a dozen agencies with no one

having overall responsibility. In view of its claimed

responsibilities, the credibility of the DTM is questioned

by agencies with operating responsibilities.

There is now no office in the executive branch with

the responsibility or the capability to review national

telecommunications policies as expressed in legislation
• •

and in FCC policies. The antitrust division of Justice

has occasionally filed briefs on competitive aspects of

decisions before the FCC, but these derive largely from

4/ •



antitrust considerations rather than from familiarity with

communications issues. The Council of Economic Advisers

has shown almost no capability or interest in telecommuni-

cations, and OST is certainly not equipped for addressing

the fundamental economic and institutional problems of the

industry and its regulation by the FCC.

Federal organization weaknesses:

Since World War II, there have been a number of studies

of Federal communications organization and a number of

reorganizations and shifts of responsibilities within the

executive branch. None has proved particularly satisfactory,

and, indeed, there does not seem to be any neat solution to

this problem. The lack of a good solution apparently is

due in part to the quasi-independence of the FCC from the

executive branch and in part to the conflicting requirements

of Executive Office telecommunications coordination and

individual agency mission responsibilities.

The study of the Federal government communications

organization completed in December 1968 by the Bureau of

the Budget provides a good statement of the shortcomings

of our current organization. The Bureau of the Budget

reported a need for:

(1) a strengthened organization for policy

planning, formulation and direction of Federal communica-

tions activities.

(2) -a reorganized and strengthened National

Communications System (NCS) within the Department of Defense.



(3) an improved procurement and technical assistance

effort in communications on behalf of those Federal agen-

cies which do not now have adequate resources in this

field.

(4)
(5)

unified frequency spectrum management process.

a coordinated technical assistance program

for State and local government in this area.

The recently released GAO report focused on the government's

communications and particularly the progress toward establish-

ment of unified National Communications System directed by

the President in 1963. The GAO also found a need for stronger

coordination of government telecommunications planning, and

recommended a single entity responsible for both planning

and operation of the Government's telecommunications

activities. GAO also recommended clarification of what

the unified NCS is intended to be.

Issues in reorganization:

The Budget Bureau study of Federal communications

organization made a number of major recommendations and

was recently distributed to the concerned departments.

Agency views on this study have the common theme that

(1) stronger coordination from the top is required in

establishing Government policy for its own telecommunica-

tions requirements and that (2) the Federal Government

should take a stronger role in the evolution of national



telecommunications to deal with the increasingly rapid

rate of technological change and industry growth. There

is also agreement that a much stronger analytic capability

within the executive branch is needed to achieve these

goals.

There are a variety of possible ways in which tele-

communications responsibilities could be reshuffled or

strengthened. As a starting point, there is widespread

agreement that a single office should bear ultimate

responsibility for:

(1) analyses and formulation of overall_ tele-

communications policy for the executive branch.

(2) policy-level coordination of Federal Govern-

ment procurement and use of telecommunications services

and equipment.

(3) allocation and assignment of spectrum resources

to government users.

There are two competing sets of considerations about

where such a central office should be located. Further

expansion of telecommunications activities within the

Executive Office of the President is undesirable because:

(1) it forces growth in the Executive Office of the President,

and (2) it is not felt that telecommunications warrants the

degree of direct Presidential attention implied by a loca-

tion within the Executive Office. On the other hand, placing

the central office within an executive department (e.g.,
41•11

Commerce or Transportation) raises questions about: (1) the

6



impartiality of frequency allocation and assignment among

government users, and (2) the protection of vital national

security interests.

Another issue is whether the authority to allocate and

assign frequency spectrum to nongovernment users, now vested

in the FCC, should be transferred to the central, executive

branch policy office. Consideration of spectrum allocation

authority would permit greater flexibility in assignment

policies and eventually, even more efficient spectrum use.

However, such a move requires legislation, it raises

concerns about political interference in the assignment of

frequencies, and it would inundate the new office with a

high routine workload. (The FCC now processes Boo,000

applications yearly, compared to 37,000 now handled by the

OTM.) For these reasons, immediate consolidation of these

responsibilities is not recommended, but planning for

eventual consolidation should be started.

A-thliod-4,sslae-apseg-eeReenang-tke-Nat4,eRal-PeANI4114-

Gatj,eRs-gyGtemT--lt-is-Re4i-eIeap-tkat-the-NPP-Reedg-4,e-be

eeRt4o4ed--114-4,tt4-ppeseRt-feFmr--The-epePat..4eRaI-prebIema

whAek-piceApted-eatablghffieRt-eP-te-Wgg-kR-196;)-have-1=ieen

laFgely-eveFeeeT--There-RPe-a-varq.ety-ec-pee'sble-alzpaRge-

memAss-laR4e-wh4.e14-404e-pFeaent-Ieve-ec-eeey4440i4eR-Ele4,4

be-FetEARed,---The-(4196eet4vesy-FiyG4eA-€1eReept6-eald-ePaR4,iia-

t4enal-acloaRgemnts-cei2-‘14e-Ngg-g4ez-ild-be-Fevewed-by-a#4
••••
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Another question arises concerning the National 

Communications System. This question really divides into 

two parts, the first dealing with  the objectives of the 

NCS toward which it is to evolve and secondly, the organiza-

tional arrangement nece.tsary to effect coordination of 

Federal telecommunications programs to achieve the desired

goals. Both the BoB and GAO studies  concluded that changes 

are desirable in the NCS arrangements, but such changes 

raise  too many complex questions to be settled in the reorgani-

zation of policy machinery.  Accordingly, the NCS arrangements

should not be changed at this time but should be studied

as a matter of priority by the reorganized  central policy 

office when it is  established. Such study should include

a reexamination of the objectives of the NCS by the National 

Security Council inasmuch as the establishment of the NCS 

was the direct result of action by the National Security 

Council. It should also include an evaluation of the

effectiveness of the present NCS organization as a coordina-

tion mechanism for Federal telecommunications programs.

Recommendation:

In view of all the considerations set forth above, it

appears preferable to retain telecommunications policy function

in the Executive Office of the President. however, it is

not desirable to expand the size of the Executive Offices,

nor is it desirable to make the detailed coordination,

8



planning, research and analysis that is required dependent

on funding limitations facing Executive Office agencies.

Attached are a recommended organizational change and a

description of the responsibilities of a new Office of

Telecommunications Policy. May I have your comments by

November 24, prjor to submitting the recommendation to the

President.

Attachments.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OFFICE OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

of the Office of Telecommunications Policy
executive branch position on national tele-

'ons policy, coordinates the planning, testing, 
'on of the telecommunications systems of the
--,.rnment, discharges responsibilities assigned
'ident in the areas of spectrum management and
-ommunications, and performs emergency planningl_
-d control functions for telecommunications.

-Jr serves as the President's principal advisor
-n.unications policy, including:

• organization, practices, and regulation of
c: U.S. domestic and international communica-
'ons industry.

• allocation, use, and management of the
idio spectrum resource for both government and
,-mercial uses.

preparation of U.S. positions for international
ommunication conferences, conventions, and
-ganizations.

(4,
--3eral research and development programs in
,pport of the above.

iJe Dil
11 tel'_
,) the ,

the

0,

,- assures that the executive branch position
-unication policy issues is effectively presented
'rress and to the Federal Communication Commission

of legislative proposals, recommendations, and
s required.

,r's responsibilities for the planning, testing, 
on of Federal government telecommunications

-velopment of government-wide standards for
':uipment, operationaliperformance, and procedures,

required in the interest of compatibility.,
-7onomy or effectiveness.



(2) Testiu and evaluatienng. (3 the ability of
national communications resources to adequately
and efficiently 15e-4fiee4F, respond to established
national security and emergency communications
requirements.

(3) Recommendations to the Bureau of the Budget
concerning the funding of communications systems
and research and development programs.

(4) Preparation of guidelines for the most economical
procurement of Federal telecommunications services.

He is assisted in fulfilling, the above responsibilities
by  the Executive Agent., National Communications System 
and the Manager, National Communications System.

With regard to the above, the Director will not be
responsible for the day-to-day operational  matters of the
WETIe nouse Communications A2,•enc-----771y,ort-ri-L-t-nT,
__GcottriffE+447#7. -em.

The Director exercises the authority, delegated by the
President, to assign radio frequencies for use by the
government. He is assisted in this responsibility by
the Electrospace Research and Engineering Agency in the
Department of Commerce and the Interdepartmental Radio
Advisory Committee. He carries out the responsibilities
conferred on the President by the Communications Satellite
Act.

(new para) The Director coordinates the development of
plans and programs for the mobilization and use of telecommuni-
cations resources in an emergency, and prepares to a4R4/c4s‘ep
manage national telecommunications resources in the event of
war under the overall policy guidance of the Director, OEP.
He is assisted in fulfilling this responsibility as it 
applies to Federally owned or controlled telecommunications 
resources by the Executive Agent NCS, and  the Manager, NCS. 

To carry out these responsibilities, the Director must have
the following qualifications:

(1) The ability to plan, organize, staff, direct, measure
and control the resources necessary to achieve effec-
tive Federal_policy formulation and execution in 
matters affecting national telecommunications.

4101
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(2) A thorough grasp of the national security,
social, economic, and engineering factors which
must be considered in formulating telecommunications
policies and standards.

(3) Familiarity with telecommunications needs and
opportunities of government, industry, and the
public, and with the structure of private and
governmental telecommunications institutions,
both national and international.

-(-34 (4) The ability to initiate and coordinate tele-
communications policy matters on an interdepartmental
basis in cooperation with industry and public
interest groups, and to define and analyze those
key policy issues requiring Presidential involvement.

444 (5) The ability to direct and evaluate studies
utilizing systeFAs operations analysis, systems
engineering, management encineerin and
economics needed for the systematic analysis of
telecommunications 2peration, design, policies and
opportunities, their impact, their effectiveness,
and their costs.

(6) The ability to effect evaluation and interagency
coordination of planning and operational matters
affecting the acquisition and use of the Federal
telecommunications resources. 



Recommendation

An Office of Telecommunications Policy should be established
as independent entity in the Executive Office of the
President. The Director of this office, appointed by the
President, would have primary executive branch responsibility
for both national telecommunications policies and Federal
administrative telecommunication operations. The responsi-
bilities of the Office of Telecommunications Policy would
include:

economic, technical and systems analysis of
telecommunications policies and opportunities
in support of national policy formulation and
U.S. participation in international telecommuni-
cations activities.

developing executive branch policy on telecommuni-
cations matters including, but not limited to,
industry organization and practices, regulatory
policies, and the allocation and use of the
electromagnetic spectrum for both government
and nongovernment use.

-- advocating executive branch policies to the FCC,
and through the President to the Congress.

- exercising final authority for the assignment
of the spectrum to government users, and develop-
ing with the FCC a long-range plan for improved
management of the total radio spectrum.

reviewing and evaluating the research and develop-
ment for, and the planningl procurementpoperation,
testing, and use of, telecommunication systems
and services by the Federal government; developing
appropriate policies and standards for such
system; and making recommendations to the Bureau
of the Budget and responsible departmental officials
concerning the scope and funding of competing,
overlapping or inefficient programs.

exercising the functions conferred on the President
under the Communications Satellite Act.

under the general policy guidance of the Director,
Office of Emergency Preparedness, coordinating
policy, plans and programs for, and preparing to
adm4-14A-R46,?F, manage the use of telecommunications
resources in a state of national emergency.



MOO review and report to the President, through the

National Security Council, on the ability of
national communications resources to meet
established national security requirements
efficiently and responsively.

-- coordinating Federal assistance to state and

local governments in the telecommunications

field.

In perfer144ng-these-fe“ene, carrying out these responsi-

bilities, the Director, Office of Telecommunications

Policy, will be assisted by a small staff, augmented as

required by: (1) The Executive Agent, National Communica-

tions System, fg-}   ad hoc, interagency and nongovernment

task groups, f2.} (3) independent consultants, (4) contact

studies, .(4)- (5) a new Telecommunications Research and
Analysis Center, k9.} (6) the Interdepartment Radio Advisory

Committee, and k6.)- (7) a new Telecommunications Advisory

Committee composed of experts from outside of the government.

A Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center (TRAC)

should be established in the Department of Commerce, reporting

to the Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology. The

TRAC would provide a centralized research, engineering, and

analysis capability in support of spectrum management ay14

suek-e.4heF-aPeag-a6-may-be-Fe91,112ed. Specific functions of

the TRAC would be to:

conduct research and analysis in the general
field of telecommunication sciences in support

of other government agencies or in response to

specific directives from the Office of Tele-

communications Policy, witk-palot4,e1,13,9AF-empIRas4,s

on radio propagation, radio systems characteristics,

and operating techniques leading to improved
utilization of the radio resource.

develop and operate a national electromagnetic
compatibility analysis facility under the
general policy guidance of the Director, OTP.

• .

provide the administrative and technical support
required by the Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee. This support will operate in accordance

with policies and criteria laid down by the OTP,

and will be responsive to OTP requests for
information and spool:al frequency assignment
actions.



•

The Director, Office of Telecommunications Policy will
be vested with the authority to assign radio frequencies
to government users. He will be assisted in this respon-
sibility by the IRAC, which will receive technical and
clerical support from the TRAC.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy should be established
with an initial strength of up to 30 professionsls, including
up to 15 at supergrade levels. The position of Director,
Office of Telecommunications Policy should be established
at executive pay level III. Provision should be made within
the budget of the office for adequate consulting fees and
contractual support; and for administrative support to,
and space for, task groups and personnel on detail.

The Office of Telecommunications Management in the ° EP
should be abolished. All policy functions of that office,
appropriate emergency planning functions, and final spectrum
management authority should be transferred to the Office of
Telecommunications Policy. The major portion of the
Frequency Management Directorate of the OI M should be
transferred to the Department of Commerce to provide the
technical and clerical support functions described above.
The position of Special Assistant to the President for
Telecommunications should be abolished and his NCS re_uon-
sibilities assigned to the Director of Telecommunications 
Policy.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy will exercise the
policy functions of the Executive Office of the President
with respect to the planning, integration, and emergency
use of the telecommunications systems of the executive
branch, subject to general policy guidance on appropriate
matters from the National Security Council and the Director,
OEP. Currently, this function is exercised through the
mechanism of the National Communications System (NCS). An
ad-oe-grel-tp-wlt144,14-4,14e-eelAt4-ve-@“qee-@f-the-PFee4deRt

The objectives, vstem concepts, and organizational arrange-
ments for the NCS should be reexamined by the National 
Security  Council, which recommended its establishment, and 
by the new Office of Telecommunications Policy. These 
organizations should develop recommendations for the
President concerning the need for the NOS and the proper
objectives, configuration and management arrangements for
the overall coordination of executive branch telecommunications.

4•11,
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The Office of Telecommunications Policy would not
exercise responsibility for the operation of telecommunica-
tions  networks of the White House Communications Agency.
and-the Interagency Communicat-jonly-Rem.



December 3, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. FLANIGAN

I agree that a statement on communications should be

Included In the State of the Union Mesgase. The first

two paral;rapho of Burch's proposal could stand some

rewriting but are roughly appropriate.

flowever, I think we should not include any statement

about the ICC, particularly in the detailurch

Since our reorganization presumably will be announced

by that time, I think a para,5..;raph on that would be

appropriate. I will prepare a statement along these

lines for future inclusion.

Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant

cc: Mr. WhiteheadV
Central Files

CTWhitehead:ed



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

12/3/69

TO: DARRELL TRENT
TOM WHITEHEAD V
DAN HOFGREN
WILL KRIEGSMAN
ROGER FREEMAN
JON ROSE

FROM: PETER FLANIGAN

For your comments, if any, regarding

the attached suggested for inclusion in the

State of the Union Message.

This should be done immediately, as

our comments are to be sent to Ehrlichman by

5 P.M. today.
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION

OFFICE OF
'THE CHAIRMAN

MEMORANDUM FOR

WASHINGTON

December 2, 1969

The Honorable John D. Ehrlichman
The White House

In response to the President's request for State of the
Union Message material, I enclose a proposed statementon communications.

This has been prepared very rapidly because I and the
rest of the Commissioners were testifying all day yester-day in the Senate. If you are interested in this material,I would be happy to redraft the statement or provide you
with whatever information you might desire.

can Burch

•



PROPOSED' STATEMENT ON COMMUNICATIONS FOR INCLUSION 

IN
PRESIDENT'S STATE OF THE UNION MESSAGE

The field of communications is one of the most vital elements in

our national life, since it affects every aspect of the national economy and

welfare and has a day-to-day impact on the lives of all our people. One of

our great natural resources in this regard is the radio frequency spectrum,

utilized for all forms of communication, ranging from local radio broadcasts

and transcontinental telephone calls to global communications satellites;

and even to the delivery of televis$.on signals from the surface of the moon
-

to homes all over the world.
• r •

I believe that we must move ahead in government programs for im-

provement in the utilization of our communications resources to expedite

the realization of our goals in urban and rural development, education, and
• .

welfare, and in commerce and industry.

Accordingly, I am requesting funds from the Congress for the

-inauguration of a program of improved radio frequency spectrum management

to be initiated by the Federal Communications Commission. The means to this

end is decentralized management: Crowding of the air waves will be reduced.

More adequate two-way communications will become available to our state and

local governments, thereby contributing to improved public safety and public

service. Business and industry also will benefit.

This program would be consistent with a major objective of this

Administration, which is to decentralize government activities wherever it

1



is feasible and productive to do so. In this way, government programs

can become more effective by being more responsive to the needs of our

citizens across the nation. (We also plan that the program eventually will

become self-sustaining through the collection of fair and reasonable fees,

and will not thereby become yet another burden on the general taxpaperl.

:

•

,

. •
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY COUNCIL ON EXECUTIVE ORGANIZATION

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20506

December 10, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR

CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

The Council, at its meeting today, decided that it could not,

in the forseeable future, include within its Executive Branch

organizational studies the subject of telecommunications.

7.
I

4.4tto-Ifr 1L4

Murray Comarow
Executive Director



MEMORANDUM

• THE WHITE HOUSE

WASH IMO TON

December 15, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR MR. CLAY T. WHITEHEAD

SUBJECT: Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP)

In your 8 December memorandum to me, on the subject, you indicated
that you believed that it would be more appropriate to handle the matter
of the White House Communications Agency (W}-ICA) in a memorandum
from the President. I agree to your proposed method of handling the
relationship between WHCA and OTP. Also, I agree with your thoughts
that neither the Director of OTP nor his staff should be involved in WHCA
operations in any way. Further, I do not question the statement that the
Director be the President's principal advisor on telecommunications
matters. I do, however, have some reservations on the degree to which
he needs to know about the "needs, capabilities, and activities of WHCA."
For example, communications support provided by WHCA to the President
basically falls into three categories, as follows:

a. Personal communications.
b. Communications in support of the President as the head

of the Republican Party.
c. Those communications in support of the President as the

head of state and the Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces.

In viewing the above categories, I believe it is apparent that only the latter
of these three categories should be of any direct interest to the Director of
OTP. I do not believe that it would serve any useful purpose to have the
Director of OTP nor his staff involved in any way with the WHCA needs,
capabilities or activities associated with the first two categories.

I would like to suggest that we get together soon to draft a Presidential
memorandum to clarify these relationships. Further, I believe it would
be appropriate that this memorandum be signed prior to, or concurrently
with, the publication of the OTP charter.

4----4COLONEL JAM-IUGHES
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Thursday 12/18/69

11:30 Mr. Whitehead talked with Dr. Dean Watkins of

Watkins-Johnson Company (Palo Alto, California)

and we have scheduled an appointment with him

for 1 o'clock today.

MEETING
12/18/69
1:00 p.m.
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF •THE OFFICE OF
TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

The Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy develops
the executive branch position on national telecommunications
policy, coordinates the planning and operation of the telecomunica-
Lions systems of the Federal government, discharges. responsibilities
assigned to the President in the areas of spectrum management and
satellite communications, and performs emergency planning and
control functions for telecommunications.

The Director serves as the President's principal advisor on
telecommunications policy, including:

(I) The organization, practices, and regulation of the
U. S. domestic and international communications
industry.

(2) The allocation, use, and management of the radio
spectrum resource for government use, and prepara-
tion of recommendations to the FCC on spectrum
allocation for civilian us e.

3) The preparatign of U. S. positions for international
communication conferences, conventions, and
organizations.

(4) Federal research and development programs in
support of the above.

The Director assures that the executive branch position on
telecommunication policy issues is effectively presented to the

Congress and to the Federal Communications Commission in the

form of legislative proposals, recommendations, and testimony as

required..

The Director's responsibilities for the planning and operation of

Federal government telecommunications systems include:

(1) Development of government-wide standards for
equipment and procedures, as required in the
interest of economy o. r effectiveness.



(2)

(3)

-2-

Evaluation of the ability of national communications
resources adequately and efficiently to meet estab-
lished national security and emergency communications
requirements.

Recommendations to the Bureau of the Budget con-
cerning the funding of communications systems and
research and development programs.

(4) Preparation of guidelines for the most economical

procurement of Fedem 1 telecommunications services.

The Director exercises the authority, delegated by the President,

to assign radio frequencies for use by the government. He is

assisted in this responsibility by the Telecormnunications Research

and Analysis Center to be established in the Department of Commercf:

and the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee. He carries

out the responsibilities conferred on the President by the Communica-

tions Satellite Act. The Director coordinates the development of

plans and programs for the mobilization and use of telecommunicaticl:s

resources in an emergency, and prepares to administer national.

telecommunications resources in the. event of war under the overall

policy guidance of the Director, OEP.

The Director coordinates assistance in telecommunications matters

provided by the Federal government to State and local governments.

He appoints scientists, engineers, and economists from outside

government to advise on telecommunications matters.

To carry out these responsibilities, the Director must have the

following qualifications:

(1) A thorough grasp of the social, economic,
engineering, and national security factors which

must be considered in formulating telecommunications

policies and standards.

(2) Familiarity with telecommunications needs and
opportunities of government, industry, and the

public, and with the structure of private and
governmental telecommunications institutions,
both national and international.



(3)

-3-

The ability to initiate and coordinate telecommunications

policy matters on an interdepartmental basis in

cooperation with industry and public interest groups,

and to define and analyze those key policy issues

requiring Presidential involvement.

(4) The ability to direct studies utilizing systems analysis,

systems engineering, and economics needed for the

systematic .analysis of telecommunications poll cies

and opportunities, their impact, their effectiveness,

and their costs.



EXECUTIVE BRANCH ORGANIZATION
FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS

In spite of the rapidly growing importance of telecommunications

to thc Nation and for the government's own missions, there is no

effective policy-making capability for telecommunications in the

executive branch. The Administration is therefore largely unable

to exert leadership or take initiatives in spite of vulnerability to

criticism for FCC policies. Government--wide coOrdination of its

own telecommunications activities has not been adequate. These

problems have been manifested in several ways:

1. There is a serious lack of effective machinery for

dealing expeditiously with domestic telecorrununications issues.

The government has been grappling for several years, with only

limited success, with such issues as "foreign attachments" to the

public telephone network, cable TV and pay TV, the possible uses

and industry structure for a domestic satellite communications

system, and policies for computer communications. There is a

current tendency to resolve such issues by past precedents and by

compromises between the FCC and various agencies in the executive

branch, but the increasingly rapid rate of technological change and

introduction of new services makes policy-by-precedent increasingly

less relevant, more restrictive, or counterproductive. Neither the

FCC nor the executive branch has a significant capability for

systematic economic and technical analysis.

2. Efforts to coordinate the procurement and use of tele-

communications facilities and services by the Federal government

have had limited success. The current coordination arrange-

ments, embodied in the National Communications System (NCS)

structure, have achieved certain desirable interconnections and •

operating procedures, but have not produced the desired assurances

that the government is procuring the services needed in an efficient

manner. Although present policies call for a "unified" NCS, there

is little agreement on what further unification is needed, or what

it would cost or accomplish.

3. The current procedures for spectrum allocation arc

highly inflexible and are increasingly creating a spectrum shortage

crisis. The shortage is especially severe in the land mobile radio

allocations, which are becoming increasingly important to local

police and fire protection services, among many other claimants.
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Current organization for communications policy-ma
king  and coordination 

The Director of Telecommunications Management (DTM
) in the Office

of Emergency Preparedness is now charged by Executi
ve Order and

Presidential memor andum with the responsibility for 
coordinating

telecommunications activities in the executive branch. The DT.M.

also is designated Special Assistant to the President for
 Telecom-

munications. However, the history of the organizatio
n reveals that

attempts by the DTM to exercise leadership in communicati
ons policy

have been largely ineffectual. The responsibilities and authority of

the DTM. are questioned by agencies with operating responsib
ilities.

This situation results from a number of factors includi
ng organizati.:nal

location, inadequate staff, and lack of clear authority.

There is now no office in the executive branch with t
he responsl'oll:

or the capability to review the whole range of nati
onal telecomm•.:mi:ation 

policies as expressed in legislation and in FCC policies
. The Anti-

trust Division of the Department of Justice has occasion
ally filed

briefs on the competitive aspects of decisions before th
e FCC, but

these derive largely from antitrust considerations rat
her than from

familiarity with communications issues. The Department of Commerce

has a telecommunications research capability, but no
 responsibility

or familiarity with communications policy. Neither the Council of

Economic Advisers nor the Office of Science and Technol
ogy are

equipped to address the fundamental economic and i
nstitutional

problems of the communications industry and its regula
tion by the

FCC, or the problems of the government's own telecommuni
cations.

Studies of Federal organization

Since World War II, there have been a number of studies o
f Federal

communications organization and a number of reorganizatio
ns and

shifts of responsibilities within the executive branch. None has

proved particularly satisfactory, and, indeed, there is no id
eal

solution. This is due in part to the quasi-independence of the FCC

from the executive branch and in part to the conflicting individv.al

agency mission responsibilities within the executive bran
ch.

-

The study of the Federal government communications organizat
ion

completed in December 1968 by the Bureau of the Budget provide
s
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a good statement of the shortcomings of our current organiza
tion.

The Bureau of the Budget reported a need for:

(1) a strengthened organization for policy planning,

formulation and direction of Federal communications

activities.

(2) a reorganized and strengthened National Communications

System (NCS) within the Department of Defense.

(3) an improved procurement and technical assistance

effort in communications on behalf of those Federal

agencies which do not now have adequate resources

in this field.

(4) a unified frequency spectrum management process.

(5) a coordinated technical assistance program for State

and local government in this area.

The recently released report of the Government Accounting Office

focused on the government's communications and evaluated the

progress toward establishment of a unified National. Communications

System as directed by the President in 1963. The GAO found a need

for stronger coordination of government telecommunications

planning, and recommended a single entity be responsible for

policy direction and control of the Government's telecommunications

systems. The GAO also recommended clarification of what a

"unified" NCS is intended to be.

Reorganization issues 

The Budget Bureau study of Federal communications organization

made a number of major recommendations and was recently

distributed to the departMents concerned. Agency views on this

study have the common themes (1) that stronger coordination from

the top is required in establishing Government policy for its own

telecommunications requirements, and (2) that the Federal government

should. take a stronger role in the evolution of national telecommunica-

tions to deal with the increasingly rapid rate of technological change

and industry growth. There is also agreement that a much stronger

analytic capability within the executive branch is needed to achieve

these goals.
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There are a variety of possible ways in w
hich telecommunications

responsibilities could be reshuffled or strength
ened. As a start-

ing point, there is widespread agreement
 that a single office

should bear ultimate responsibility for:

(1) analyses and formulation of overall telecommunica
tions

policy for the executive branch.

(2) policy-level coordination of Federal gove
rnment

procurement and use of telecommunications s
ervices

and equipment.

(3) allocation and assignment of spectrum r
esources to

government users.

There are several further issues.

The first is where such a single office should
 be located. There

are two competing sets of considerations. Further expansion of

telecommunications activities i thin the Executive Office of the

President would force undesirable growth in th
e size of the

Executive Office of the President, while te
lecommunications does

not require the frequent direct Presidential at
tention implied by

a location within the Executive Office. On the ot
her hand, placing

the central office within an executive depart
ment (e.g., Comma- cc

or Transportation) raises serious questions a
bout the impartiality

of frequency allocation and assignment amo
ng government users

and assurance of vital national security interest
s. Both sides of

this issue have considerable merit, but from
 the standpoint of

practicality and the need to minimize even tempo
rary disruptions

of our policy machinery, the policy functions sh
ould for the time •

being remain in the Executive Office. However
, as much of the

operational and research responsibilities as possib
le.should be

carried out in the departments and agencies.

Another issue is whether the authority to allocat
e and assign

frequency spectrum to nongoverxu-nent 'uses,, now vested in the

FCC, should be transferred to the central, exec
utive branch policy

office.



Consolidation of spectrum allocation ;Authori
ty would permit

greater. flexibility in assignment policies
 and eventually, even

more efficient spectrum use. However,
 such a move requires

legislation, it raises concerns about politica
l interference in

the assignment of frequencies, and it wou
ld inundate the new

office with a highly routine workload. (T
he FCC now processes

800, 000 applications yearly, compared to 3
7, 000 now handled by

the DTM. ) For these reasons, immediate 
consolidation of these

responsibilities is not recommended, but pla
nning for eventual

consolidation should be started.

A third issue concerns organizational 
arrangements for management cf

Federal communications networks to i
mplement policy guidance. Th iE is

currently done through the National Comm
unications System (NCS) 5:n:du:-

Both the 13013 and GAO studies concluded
 that changes should be made in

the NCS arrangements. However, the 
issues involved are too detaile::

and too complex to be settled in the con
text of reorganization of pclicy

machinery. Therefore, the NCS arrangements 
should not be chal-.zer: at

this time, but should be studied as a pri
ority matter by the new central

policy office as soon as it is established. The study would review

objectives, system concepts, organizational arrangements
, and

effectiveness of the NCS structure, and should include 
a thorough

examination by the National Security Council of nationa
l security

objectives for telecommunications. Recommendations
 should be

developed for the President regarding the best objectives
 and

manageMent arrangements for overall coordination o
f Federal

telecommunications activities.

Recommendation

An Office of Telecommunications Policy 
should be established as

an independent entity in the Executive Offi
ce of the President.

The Director of this office, appointed by t
he President, would

have primary executive branch responsibili
ty for both national

telecommunications policies and Federal admi
nistrative telecom-

munication operations. The responsibilities
 of the Office of

Telecommunications Policy would include:

economic, technical and systems analysis
 of

telecommunications policies and opportu
nities in

support of national policy formulation and U. S.

participation in international telecommunic
ations

activities.

h.... C

developing executive branch policy on telecomm
unications

matters including, but not limited to, indus
try organizat:on

and practices, rPgulatory policies, and the all
ocation an:

use of the electromagnetic spectrum for bo
th government

and nongovernment use.

,......•••••.".•OCMrr••*•*••"IL••,....•Pr,•• •
 • .1•1•,•••••••••••••/}.
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-- advocating executive branch policies to the FCC, and
'through the President to the Congress; and representing
the executive branch in FCC proceedings.

exercising final authority for the assignment of
the spectrum to government users, and developing
with the FCC a long-range plan for improved
management of the total radio spectrum.

- reviewing and evaluating the research and development
for, and planning, operation, testing, procurement, and
use of all telecommunication systems and services by the
Federal government; developing appropriate policies and
standards for such systems; and making recommendations
to the Bureau of the Budget and responsible departmental
officials concerning the scope and funding of competing,
overlapping, or inefficient programs.

- exercising the functions conferred on the President by
the Communications Satellite Act.

under the policy guidanc'e of the Director, Office of

. anergency Preparedness, coordinating plans and
programs for testing of and preparing to
the use of telecommunications resources in a state
of national emergency.

- test, review, and report to the President, through

the National Security Council, on the ability of
national communications resources to meet established
national security requirements efficiently and
responsively.

• coordinating Federal assistance to state and local
governments in the telecommunications field.

In performing these functions, the Director, Office of Telecommunicaticns
Policy, will be assisted by a small staff, augmented as required by:
(1) ad hoc, interagency and nongovernment task groups, (2) independent
consultants, (3) contract studies, (4) a new Telecommunications Research.
and Analysis Center, (5) the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee,
and (6) a new Telecommunications Advisory Committee composed of

experts from outside of the government. So long as the NCS structure

is retained, he vill also be assisted by the Executive Agent of the NCS..
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A Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center (TRAC) should
• be 'established in the Department of Commerce, reporting to the
Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology. The TRAC would pro
vide a centralized research, engineering, and analysis capability in
support of spectrum management and such other areas as may be
required. Specific functions of the TRAC would be to:

0.41.

conduct research and analysis in the general field of
telecommunication sciences in support of other govern-
ment agencies or in response to specific directives
from the Office of Telecommunications Policy, with
particular emphasis on radio propagation, radio
systems characteristics, and operating techniques
leading to improved utilization of the radio resource.

develop and operate a national electromagnetic
compatibility analysis facility under the general
policy guidance of the Director, OTP.

provide the administrative and technical support
required by the Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee. This support will operate in
accordance with policies and criteria laid down by
the OTP, and will be responsive to OTP requests
for information and special frequency assignment
actions.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy should be established with
an initial strength of up to 30 professionals, including up to 15 at super-
grade levels. The position of Director, Office of Telecommunications
Policy should be established at executive pay level M. Provision
should be made within the budget of the office for adequate consulting
fees and contractual support; and for administrative support to, and
space for, task groups and personnel on short-term detail.

The Office of Telecommunications Management in the OEP should be
abolished. All policy functions of that office not directly related Co
emergency preparedness should be transferred to the Office of
Telecommunications Policy, along with appropriate emergency
planning functions, final spectrum management authority, and NCS
responsibilities. The major portion of the Frequency ManagementDirectorate of the OTM should be transferred to the Department ofCommerce to provide the technical and clerical support functionsdescribed above. The position of Special Assistant to the President
for Telecommunications should be abolished.
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The Office of Telecommunications Policy will exercise the policy

functions of the Executive Office of the President with respect to the

planning, integration, and emergency use of the telecommunications

systems of the executive branch, subject to general policy guidance

on appropriate matters from the National Security Council and the

Director, OEP. This function will continue to be exercised through

the mechanism of the National Communications System (NCS). until

such time as changes in that mechanism are suggested by the policy

review recommended above and approved by the President.
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WP:OaGANIZAT".i:a..7; PY,2t LO. OF 3.970

'Prepared by the President and transittcd to the Scnai...r.:
and the Louse of Rcprecntatives in'Conciress

, 1970, pvxsuarlt to the pL.ovisions of
chaote:c 9 oi title 5 of the United States Code.,

OFPXCE OF WLECMT..111N:f.C:WIONS POIACY
;

L).e.ns.f::,:s of funr!tions 'The followinl;; Section 14

are transferred to the Director of the Office of Tele-
..

communications Policy hereinafter provided for:

(a) All function: relating to assinit-.4

- .
- to radio stations belo.ng:Lng to mid oPeKatea by the

United StateL;, or to class thereof, conferred upon

the President by the provisions of section 305(a) of

. the Co:t1T.aunications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. 305(a).

.To the e:-:tent that they are with rc:Spet to

telceonic;:.tions, all functions :c3. t:.rc4 to prc:-

scribing and methocls of orocurcnt and s111...91y

of pc.rsonl laoperty and nnprr.on;A services, inclv.

.re).atc!d functions, conferreel upc)n thc! Administrator of

Servics by section 201(a)(1) of the

Proy..)erty Servicc. Act of 19 '?19, 40

4.M.(a)(1).
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Sec 2. Pstablishment of Office. . There is hereby

established in the Executive Office of thePresident the

Office of Telecommunications

,•,••
referred to as the 0:cr -..ce.

•
7

Policy,. hereinafter

Sec. 3. Director and doputv. (a) There shall be•

at the head of the Office the Director of the Office Of

Telecommunications .hercinafter referred to

as the Director. The Director shall be appointed by the

• President by and with the advice and consent of the

Senate and shall be compensated at the rate now or here-

Eater provided for Level III of the Executive Schedule

Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5314).

(b) There shall be in the Office a Deputy Director

of the Office of Telecommunications Management who shall

be alipointeel by the Presietent by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate and shall be compensated at the rate

now or. hereafter provided for Level IV of the Executive

Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5315). The Deputy Director

shall perform such functins afl the Dircctor may from time

•

1
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to time prescribe and, unless thc President shall 60 -;g-..

nate another person to so nct, shall act as Director

during the absence or disability of the .Director or in

the event of acanc in the office of.Director.

(c) No person shall while holding office as

Director or Deputy Director engage in any other businezz, •

vocation, or employment.

Sec. 4. Performnncfe of functions of Director.

The Director may .appoint employees necessary for the

Of the   under the cla-s ified civil service and

their compensation in accordance with .the elassificaticn

. laws.
•

(b) The Director may from time to time mike such

prov.sions. as he shall deem appropriate authorizing the

• performance of z-my of his functions by any other offf_cL:,

•

or by any organizational entity or employee, of the

Office.

[MORY1

11-14-7C))
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Sec. 5.  Abolition of office. That office of Ass:;_s".:-

ant Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness

which is on the date of the trnsm5ttal of this reorgan-

ization plan to the Congress held by the Director of

Telecoavtunications Managemcht under Executive Ore:r 17..

10995 of February 16, 1962, as amended is abolid.

The foregoing abolition of 'office 'shz.11 -13,!come. effect:lye

when the person fir0: appo
t

inted as Director of t!.,2

of TelecomT.unications Policy (under section 3 hereof

or by recess appointm'ent, as the case .may be) enters

upon office as such Director. The Director of the

Office of Emergency Preparedness shall make such pro-

visions as he may deem to be necessary with respect to

winding up any outstanding affairs of the office abol-

ished by the foregoing .provisitons of this section.

Sec. 6. 6. Incidental transfers. (a) So muc'r, of

personnel, property, records, and unexpended balances of

= appropriations, allocations, and other funds employe,

held, or used 1-), or available or to be made aval.lablc.

to, the Office of Emergency Preparedness in connc!cticn

with functions affected by the provisions of this reo.r-

cianil,:ation plan as the Dirc:c'!.-.or ,r
1/4. •-- the of the
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1.1tidet shall determine shall bc trans
ferred to the Office

of Tolecomunications Policy at such tithe or times

as he shall direct.

,1 (b) Such further measures and dispositi
ons as the

Director of the Bureau of the Budget
 shall deem to be

necessary in order to effectuate the 
transfers provided

for in subsection (a) of this sectio
n shall be carried

out in such manner as hn shall direct and by su
ch agencies

as he shall. desi.gnate.

Sec. 7. Ynteim, Director. The President may au-

thorize any person who immediately 
prior to the effective

date of this reorganization plan 
holds a position in the

Executive Office of the President 
to act as Director of

the Office of Telecommunications 
Policy until the

• office of Director is for the fir
st time filled pursuant

to the provisions of section 3 of thi
s reorganization

plan or by recess appointment, as the 
case may be. The

President may authorize any person who 
serves in an

ing capacity under the foregoing pro
visions of this

section to receive the co7ApenE,ation at
tached to the

office of Di_rector. Such compz:nsation, if authocel,

shall be in 'Icu of1 but not in F.:7Vlition to, othe

pensati.on from the UniLecl StF.tei... to which su:'11 er son

may be entitled. [1 -14 •-".
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EXECUTIVE ORhER

ASSIGNING TELECg=ICATIONS NAUGHANT FUNC
TIONS

TO FEDERAL ETARMENTS AND AGENCIES

By v.irtue of the authority vested in me as 
President of the United

States, and purnuant to ReorE,anization Pl
an No. of 3970, section 606

of the Com:aunications Act of 3934, as am
ended (47 U.S.C. 606), suction 201

of the Co.-qunications Satellite Act of 19
62 (4/ U.S.C. 723), section 301

of title 3 of the United States Code, and 
title lii of the Intergovern-

mental Cooperation Act of 1963 (P.L. 90-577
; 82 Stat. 1102), it is hereby

ordered as follows:

Section 1. Functions of the Director of the Office o
f Telecommuni-

cations Policy. ln addition to those functions assigned t
o the Director

of the Office of Teleco:munications Policy (h
ereafter referred to in this

order as The "Director") by Reorganization P
lan No. of 1970, the Director,

subject to the authority and control of t
he President, shall:

(a) Serve as the Presieent's principal adviser on
 telecommunications

policy, including national connunications po
licies and Federal adnin5st.ra-

tive telecounicrtion op :rations.

(b) Conduct econonic, technical, and systems 
analyses of national

telecommunications policies, activities, and 
opportunities.

Eveluate telecorzlunications industry or
ganization, practices,

nd reit,uletou policies, with specific attent
ion to their impact on

comnunications develvdT,ent and service to in
dustry •and the public.

(d) Advocate telecc=unications policy before th
e Federal

Co:,-.aunicatio:v; and through the President to Congress, to

include specific rem-rendatiohs on spect
rva nanagcnc.nt for non-i_,ovorn.aent

USC,.



: (e), Develop, in cooperation wit.b the Federal. Con.munications•

a ccmprehenive long-range plan for improved management of the total ne110

spectrum resource, with allocation and assignment_ criteria related to

quantifiable m2asures of resource utilization and socioeconomic value.

(f) Establish a rational, continuing progra:n of analysis and :carch

to support U.S. participation in international te1eco-.1.raunication confcrences,

conventions, negotiations, and operating organizations.

(g) Develop and prolulgate Government-wide procurement guide751-

and standards for teleco=unications services, eiluipment ant procee-::,

as required In the interest of economy and efficiency.

(h) Review existing and planned telecommunications systems, 1.ot,

governental and prjvate, to cretennine whether national security and

emergency preparedness requirements arc being met adequately and effi-

ciently, and report the results of this review and any remedial act5c:.3

remmended to the President through the National Security Council.

(1) Review teleco;amunications research, development, and syste

improvement and expansion prograns of Federal agencies to identify cc_:e.-

ting, overlapping, duplicating or inefficient programs; and mal:e recc=en-

dations to appropriate agency officials and to the Director of the F.:7_au

of the Ludget concerning the scope and funding of these progra;ls.

(1) Exercise the functions conferred upon the President under

Communications Satellite Lot of 3962, as amended.

(k) Coordinate the development of policy, plans, and progra-:s fzr

the mobilization and use of telecommunications resources in any emer,y...ncy,

under the overall policy direction of the Director, Office of

Preparedness.
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(1) Prepare plctits to administer. the use of telecm:aunications

resources if directed to do so in the event of war or other national

emergency.

(u) Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local governs

the teleco.,...annications area.

(n) Assure that the executive branch position on telecounic:-..:

policy issues is presented effectively to the Congress and to the Feeter7.1

Communications Comission in the form of legislative proposals, recc:_7:7-

dations, and testimo,ny as required.

Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect of his

T esponsibilities.

. Sec. 2. The authority to authorize a foreign goverment 
to con-,trv:t

and operat,e a radio station at the scat of government vested in the

President by subsection 305(d) of the ColoJaunications Act of 1934, as

amended (47 U.S.C. 305(d)), is hereby delegated to the Director of

Teleeoul.aunications Policy. Authorization for the construction and cc--

ti on of a re.dio station pursuant to this subsection and the assign::,:-.1t

of a frequency for its use shall be pade only upon recor,nendaLion of tLa

Secretary of State and after consultation with the Attorney General and

the Chairman of the Federal Ce:-.7annicat5ons
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Se.C. 3. Executive Order No. 311  9). oJ: jeuuery 4, 1965, headud

"Providing for carrying out of certain provisions of the Co=unicatIons

Satellite Act of 1962," is hereby amended by substituting "Director of

Teleco;,oiunications Policy" for "Director of Telecorcxunications Manage7.-.a.7.t.."

Sec. 4. kic.2.1mila....fLur.t.ii,c.las... (a). The authority vested in the

President by subsections 606(a), (c), and (d), of the Ccumunications

of 1934, as a;fiended (47 U.S.C. 606 (a), (c), and .(4)), is delegated to

the Director of Telecommunications Policy. Such authority shall be

exercised under the overall policy direction of the Director, Office of

Emergency Preparedness.

(b) Nothing in this order shall be construed as authorizing tha

exercise of any authority with respect to the content of any station

-program or of eorvaunications transmitted by any copnunication facility.

(c) The authority vested in the President by said subsections (0 e)

and (d) and delegated to the Director by subsection 4(a) of this order

to take over or use facilities or stations or to remove apparatus or

equipmnt from facilities or stations shall be exercised only by the

Director or with his express approval in each case.

(d) Section 1802 and subsections 40)(27) and 2002(3) of Executive

Order No. 11490 of October 23, 1969, h:.aded'"AssiLning emergency prc.pr.!-

ness functions to rederal departments and agencies," are hereby r-lon:!:7 to

conform to the provisions of this order.

Sec. 5. Vational Co::launications Systeil. (a) The Presidential

Nemorandu:n of August 21, 1963, "Establishent of the National Co...:::Aun!...2r_lio..:3

Syste;i" (23 P.P.. 9413), is hereby mended by substituting for the sect';;:.

headed "Executive Office Responsibilities" thereof) the folloYing:
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"ExecuLive Office 11(top0ns11)i1ities

The Director of TeJeco=unications Po] icy will e;:ercise the

policy functions of the Executive Office of the President with

respect to the planning, integration, and emergency use of the

telemmunications systems of the executive branch."

(b) Subject Presidential memorandum is hereby further amended by

substituting "Director of Teleco:munications Policy" for "Special
;

Assistant to the President for TelecommunicatIonf" wherever it way

Sec. 6. The Director shall establish such interagency advisory c:::-

mittees and working groups composed of representatives of interestc-f.

cies and consult with such departments and agencies as may be necessz:i

for the most effective performance of his functions. The Director als:

shall establish a Telecor,:nunications Advisory Committee composc...ci or

in the telecom!unication's area outside the Covernm2nt.

Sec- 7. The Director shall issue such rules and regulations as 7:1=ly

be necessary to carry out the duties and responsibinties vested in

by this order or delegated to him under this order.

Sec. S. All executive departments and agencies of the Federal

Coerntaent are authorized and directed to coo'perate with the Directoynd

to furnish him such information, support and asEJstance, not inconsist:nt

with the law, as he may require in the performance of his duties.

Sec. 9. Vothinz contained in 'this order shnil be demed to 5_ afr

any existing authority or jurisdiction of the Federal Communications

Cmnission.

. .Sec. 10. The Director ttnd Lilo. Federal Communicr!tions

assist and g.va policy al:'.,vice to the ))apartment. of State in the diszie.'
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..
of 3i functions Jo the fieLl of interoationol

"positions, vnd negotiations.

Sec. 31. Nothing contained in this order shall be deetaed to 1:1;'2i7"."

the responsibilities of the Aeoinistrator of General Services under thc

Federal Properly and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended,

'with respect to the representation of agencies in negotiations vith

carriers and in proceedings before Federal and State regulatory bodies

or the procurement either directly or by delegation of authority to

other agencies of public utility communications services. The

Administrator shall coordinate his activities in these areas with tl-a

Director.

Sec. 32. Functions of the Secretor.), of Commerce. The Secretary cf

ColLterce (hereinafter referred to in this order as the nSecretary"), in

.supporting the Director in the performance of his functions, shall:

(a) • Provide a centralized research and engineering capability wit:.in

the executive branch for the coordination of Federal frequency uses and

assignments.

(b) Develop and operate a national electromagnetic compatibility

analysis facility.

(c) Conduct research and analysis on radio propagation, radio sys.tems

characteristics, and operating technique:, leading to improved utilization

of the radio resource.

(d) Conduct research and analylAs in the general field of f-roe-

co:omunication sciences in support of other Government agencies and in

response to specific .requests fro:a the Director of Telecommunications

Policy.
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Sec. 33. The Secretary, in fulfilling his responsibilities un,ler

section 32 of this order, shall operate under general spectru:.1 manz, e::cat

guidelines and criteria prescribed by the Director, who shall
 retain

ultimate authority for the allocation and assignent of r
adio frequencf2s

to Government agencies. The interdepartment Radio Advisory Co—littee

secretariat shall be an operating unit within the Department of
 0077.C7:'

and shall make its recoEmendations to the Director 
through the Secretz7v.

Sec. 14. Retention of E...:Istino Authority. Except as

provided therein, nothing in this order Miall be deeDed to derogale

• 4

cny now exIstIng ass5.gnr2.nt of functions to any department or age :y

officer thereof made by statute, Executive order, or Presidential

tives, 

 ci-

in io.moranda.

Sec. 15. Revoked Orders. The following are hereby revoked:. . _ . . . . . .

.(1) Executive Order 1.:o. 30705 of April 17, 1957.

(2) Executive Order No. 10995 of February 16, 1962.

(3) . Executive Order No. flog': of February 15, 
1963.

THE Man ROUSE
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December 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Peter Flanigan has submitted the attached
memorandum regarding a reorganization and strengthening

of executive branch telecommunications activities. It

proposes:

(1) a small new policy office in the
Executive Office and

(2) an expanded research, analysis, and
spectrum assignment office in the
Department of Commerce. FCC
responsibilities are not affected.

John Ehrlichman
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December 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Office of
Telecommunications
Policy

There has been widespread dissatisfaction with
executive branch organization for telecommunications policy
and operations for many years. There are many important,
complex, and quite fundamental issues that will have to
be resolved in the telecommunications industry during
your Administration; there are also many issues related to
the government's own communications procurement and
operations.

Since January, we have been dealing with the
most important issues largely on an ad hoc basis and
simultaneously studying how these capabilities could be
strengthened. We have concluded that the following
organizational arrangements, together with several first-
rate new people in the key positions, offer a significant
improvement.

0. A small new Office of Telecommunications
Policy (OTP) would be established in the Executive Office
of the President, replacing the more narrowly defined
functions of the Office of Telecommunications Management
in the OEP. This office \\O u3d be delegated all Presidential
responsibilities in the telecommunications area.

2. A Telecommunications Research and Analysis
Center would be established in the Department of Commerce to
provide research, engineering, economic, and frequency
assignment support to the OTP and to other executive depart-
ments as needed. •

3. No FCC responsibilities would be affected, but
planning for eventual consolidation of government and civilian
radiospectrurn management would be started.
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4. One of the first responsibilities of the OTP
would be a major review in conjunction with the National
Security Council of the objectives and management arrange-
ments for the government's own telecommunications operations.

The Bureau of the Budget, the Office of Emergency
Planning, the Office of Science and Technology, and the
major departments and agencies affected by this plan agree
with this proposal. The President's Advisory Council on
Executive Organization has seen this proposal and decided
not to consider this issue in their work.

RECOMMENDATION

That you approve the preparation of a reorganization
plan and associated executive order implementing the above
plan as soon as possible.

Approve Disapprove

Peter M. Flanigan
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December 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Peter Flanigan has submitted the attached
memorandum regarding a reorganization and strengthening
of executive branch telecommunications activities. It
proposes:

(1) a small new policy office in the
Executive Office and

(2) an expanded research, analysis, and
spectrum assignment office in the
Department of Commerce, rcc
responsibilities are not affected.

John Ehrlichrnan
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COPY

December 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Office of
Telecommunications
Policy

There has been widespread dissatisfaction with
executive branch organization for telecommunications policy
and operations for many years. There are many important,
complex, and quite fundamental issues that will have to
be resolved in the telecommunications industry during
your Administration; there are also many issues related to
the government's own communications procurement and
operations.

Since January, we have been dealing with the
most important issues largely on an ad hoc basis and
simultaneously studying how these capabilities could be
strengthened. We have concluded that the following
organizational arrangements, together with several first-
rate new people in the key positions, offer a significant
improvement.

(1. A small new Office of Telecommunications
Policy (OTP) would be established in the Executive Office
of the President, replacing the more narrowly defined
functions of the Office of Telecommunications Management
in the OEP. This office 3.to uld be delegated all Presidential
responsibilities in the telecommunications area.

2. A Telecommunications Research and Analysis
Center would be established in the Department of Commerce to
provide research, engineering, economic, and frequency
assignment support to the OTP and to other executive depart-
ments as needed.

3. No FCC responsibilities would be affected, but
planning for eventual consolidation of government and civilian
radiospectrum management would be started.
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4. One of the first responsibilities of the OTP
would be a major review in conjunction with the National
Security Council of the objectives and management arrange-
ments for the government's own telecommunications operations.

The Bureau of the Budget, the Office of Emergency
Planning, the Office of Science and Technology, and the
major departments and agencies affected by this plan agree
with this proposal. The President's Advisory Council on
Executive Organization has seen this proposal and decided
not to consider this issue in their work.

RECOMMENDATION 

That you approve the preparation of a reorganisation
plan and associated executive order implementing the above
plan as soon as possible.

Approve  Disapprove 

Peter M. Flanigan



THE WHITE HoUSE.

WASH I N GTO N

December 20, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDE NT

AC TION
Office of
Telecommunicationi„
Policy

In spite of the rapidly growing importance of telecommuni-
cations to the Nation and for the government's own missions, thereis no effective policy-making capability for telecommunications
in the executive branch. The Administration is therefore largely
unable to exert leadership or take initiatives in spite of
vulnerability to criticism for FCC policies. Government-wide
coordination of its own telecommunications activities has not been
adequate. There has been widespread dissatisfaction with executive
branch organization for telecommunications policy and operations
for many years.

There are many important, complex, and quite fundamental.
issues that will have to be resolved in the telecommunications
industry during your Administration; there are also many issues
related to the government's own communications procurement and
operations. Since January, we have been dealing with the most
important issues largely on an ad hoc basis and simultaneously
studying how these capabilities could be strengthened.

Among the alternatives examined were a Department of
Communications, an independent agency, assignment to an existing
Cabinet department, and the status quo. Each of these was found
to have serious drawbacks organizationally or to cause unacceptable
disagreements among executive branch agencies.

We have now concluded that the following organizational
arrangements, together with several first-rate new people in the
key positions, offer a significant. improvement and will be widely
accepted as a valuable step forward.

1. A small new Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP)
would be established in the Executive Office of the President,
replacing the more narroWly defined functions of the Office of
Telecommunications Management in the OF:;P. All Presidential
responsibilities in the telecommunications area would be delegated
to this office.
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2. A Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center

•would be established in the Department of Commerce to provide

research, engineering, economic, and frequency assignment

support: to the OTP and to other executive departments as needed.

3. No FCC responsibilities would be affected, but

planning for eventual consolidation of government and civilian

radio spectrum management would be started.

4. One of the first responsibilities of the orrP would be a
major review in conjunction vith the National Security Council of

the objectives and man,7,.;.c;ement arrangements for the government's

own telecororoynAcioalf; operations.

• The cost of this arrangement would be $1 to $z minion

annually above cur 3! Crlt levels for the next few years.

The Bureau of the Budget, the Office of Emergency Planning,

the Office of Science and Technology, and the major departments and

agencies affected by this plan agree with this proposal. *The

President:Is Advisory Council on 7,xecutive Organization has seen

this proposal and decided not to consider this issue in their work.

We expect. ..).p ..significant opposition from industry or Congress.

RECOMMENDATION

That you approve the preparation of a reorganization plan

and associated executive order implementing the above plan as soon

as possible.

. App. r
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NOTE: This draft is exploratory and of
a highly tentative nature.

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. OF 1970

12-19--69

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate
and the House of Representatives in Congress assembled,

, 1970, pursuant to the provisions of
chapter 9 of title 5 of the United States Code.

OFFICE OF TELECOMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT

Section 1. Transfers of functions. The following

functions are hereby transferred to the Director of the

Office of Telecommunications Management hereinafter pro-

vided for:

(a) Those conferred upon the President by the

provisions of section 305(z-,) of the Communications Act

of 1934, 47 U.S.C. 305(a) (relating to the assignment of

frequencies to radio stations belonging to and operated

by the United States or to classes thereof).

(b) To the extent that they are with respect to

telecommunications, those conferred upon the Administrator

of General Services (i) by section 201(o)(1) of the

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949,

40 U.S.C. 481(a)(1), (relating to prescribing policies and

methods of procurement and supply of personal properLy

and nonpersonal services, including relating functions,

and repairing and converting), rand (ii) by sec-

tion 201(a)-(4) of that Act, 40 U.S.C. 481(a)(/2), (relating

to representation before Federal and State regulatory bodies).
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NOT): It appears that either section 1(a) or section 1(b)

(together with the abolition which would be effected

by section 5 of the reorganization plan) would con-

stitute sufficient reorganizations to sustain the

reorganization plan.

Sec. 2. Establishment of Office. There is hereby

established in the Executive Office of -the President the

Office of Telecommunications -Management, hereinafter

referred to as the Office.

Sec. 3. Director and deputy. (a) There shall be

at the head of the Office the Director of the Office of

Telecommunications Management, hereinafter referred to

as the Director. The Director shall be appointed by the

President by and with the advice and consent of the

Senate and shall be compensated at the rate now or here-

after provided for Level III of the Executive Schedule

Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5314).

(b) There shall be in the Office a Deputy Director
(7 /

of the Office of Telecommunications Management who shall

be appointed by the President by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate and shall be compensated at the rate

now or hereafter provided for Level IV of the Executive

Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5315). The Deputy Director

shall perform such functions as the Director may from time
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to time prescribe and, unless the President shall desig-

nate another person to so act, shall act as Director during

the absence or disability of the Director or in the event

of vacancy in the office of Director.

(c) No person shall while holding office as Director

or Deputy Director engage in any other business, vocation,

or employment.

Sec. 4. Personnel. The Director may appoint cm-
•

ployces necessary for the work of the Office under the

classified civil service and fix their compensation in

accordance with the classification laws.

••

[MORE)
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Sec. 5. Abolition of office. That office of Assist-

ant Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness

which is on the date of the transmittal of this reorgan-

ization plan to the Congress held by the Director of

Telecommunications Management under Executive Order No.

10995 of Vebruary 16, 1962, as amended, is abolished.

The foregoing abolition of office shall become effective

when the person first appointed as Director of the Office

of Telecommunications Man-agement (under section 3 hereof

or by recess appointment, as the case may be) enters

upon offjcc as such Director. The Director of the

Office of Emergency Preparedness shall make such pro-

visions as he may deem to be necessary with respect to

winding up any outstanding affairs of the office abol-

ished by the foregoing provisions of this section.

Sec. 6. Incidental transfers. (a) So much of the

personnel, property, records, and unexpended balances of

appropriations, allocations, and other funds employed,

held, or used by, or available or to be made available

to, the Office of Emergency Preparedness in connection

with functions affected by the provisions of this reor-

ganization plan as the Director of the Bureau of the
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Budget shall determine shall be transferred to the Office

of Telecommunications Management at such time or times

as he shall direct.

(b) Such further measures and dispositions as the

Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall deem to be

necessary in order to effectuate the transfers provided

for in subsection (a) of this section shall be carried

out in such manner as he shall direct and by such agencies

as he shall designate.

Sec. 7. Interim Director. The President may au-

thorize any person who immediately prior to the effective

date of this reorganization plan holds a position in the

Executive Office of the President to act as Director of

the Office of Telecommunications Management until the

office of Director is for the first time filled pursuant

to the provisions of section 3 of this reorganization

plan or by recess appointment, as the case may be. The

President may authorize any person who serves in an act-

ing capacity under the foreyoinj provisions of this

section to receive the comt)ensation attached to the

office of Director. Such compensation, if authorized,tig

shall be in lieu of, but not in addition to, other com-

pensation from the United States to which such person

may be entitled.



January 8, 1970

Dear Charlie:

I hate to talz.e is gue with such a cogent and concise memo as your 
oa telecommudcatious organization. Let me firt cli.::arm you Liy
saying I agree with most of your inclinations, and then elain v‘hy
we came out so differently.

l'irst, I believe there Li acieT4ate provision for ipreved policies
for the L;overnment'a C47/11 cornmunications needs under the new
organization. The need for improvement hero is uncoutrovorsial
and largely r.lanagerial in rare, but quite complex. therefore
U did not receive pzoyainence in the memorandum; rather, we
wanted to establish the machinery necessary to get it done.

Second, I :simply did not and do not feel that the eecutive branch
can develop the cr.,:klerlence and coLfipetence rapidly enouzh to tuite
on the :FCC spectrum allocation and authority at this time, even if
Conaress would agroe. To do so would result in strong political
preszures being brought to bear directly on tJ-ie President by
competing economic and social interests, not unlike Lle interna-
tional airliae route cases. ithout a very stror.g, profescional
capability hi the eecutive branch, this has the potential to cause
the President aignifico.nt and needess political trouble. have
(le:thitlisitii U&o vice.;LorLctter z.i.)LIctruni 1-..1ia1 erlicuth IN. o y :

(l) by building up the e.):•:tcutive branch capability, tapressed through
improved management of 1,;overn.lneut spectrum uaa0 and through
occasional recommendations to the FCC on civilian spectrum
unage where v.,e: are on solid ground; and (2.) by' formal
conaultation between tile e.:ecutive and the on conz6b1idated
spectrum man.a.gement possibilities. I an convinced n-aach good •
can be done N.vitbout 'lat.-dna over" tie 1C.0 recponsii.)ilities
if o',.ecutive branch compete- co is built up and believe tair. alroroac.h
builds for the future more soundly than immediate consolidation.



lour p,ILLL ental. It is important to note that

we have not proposed any formal clianE;e fa the relative rerpone3-

bilities or authoritle)$ of the ycc, the (..ondiress, or tile cr,„:ecutivo.
Rather, we have erraphasized the strethenirez of el;.ecutive uz-a.iada

abilities i carzying out it3 esin reoport:ii!..41i.irio and in forrnulatinf;

its pozitions ort ii4ne3 in the policy diuloLue with the FCC anti

Congress.

While a very 1ar.o pa rt of the riew office'u eMarto will be devoted

tn Interral executive t)ranc4 matters, this ali..ma wLi not warmr,t

Executive Of.lice prominonce. must realize the need for a

atrorer e.kecutive r.:4;z1; i IlefQu-

1atLoi of red eral telecommuctictins policies. Telecommunicatioas

is becoming increitainz;ly important la Qti-ser aspects of our economy

aud society. The I"CC cart by 'Ladd fully consider tile broacler

implications of its actions and is too rnuch caught in the reconcilia,-

tion fdisputas among cornpetiag interests arid. firms. I see V40

satisfactory alternative to a broader e...e,ecutive branc14 role. V:e

need some place in to .17ederal ..:,soverallent where 1:Lf...traa issues can

be a.14.treascel more flally on their merits and in close cooperation

witli other policy-v,a1;:ors, zilch as Crdi,I...XL:T. 11,12V:, ;Ind DOT.
i'AIrcia at the FCC iU be a great help, 14ut overy

regulatory ageucy chairman operates under *severe coastraints, Id

we need help in forrmilating our OW13 pOratiCollii.

hare your concern about thot4-e 33 (or fewer) policy-:ilakers shovining

up for Work each -AI:Inking; there will undoubtedly be pressure to get

irvolveddicputee....lot vital to tl:e Aertlivlistration's ir.terestu. How.

ever, I believe this is ve:rtewhat ntitiatvci by the -:::Nocutive Glace

location and the opportunity for vihite Nouse control on major policy

iSSUC; the13.4ecittive (*Vice location -alb°  helps us control itthø
by various departments before tile FCC.

In summary. I feel strongly that we need an improved 024ccut1ve
branch capability and that o;2r pr,cq-Jor.;a1 ofic,rsn.or pe)tential
protection to the President vian poteLalal harm cvn though strong

overs4;i4 will be ueeded for soirxe tiro. I also feel
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that our proposal is a gook': rriiA between getting important thin4
done aid preserving flexibility for the future. I vvoulta vielcozr;o
talking to you about this in the near future.

Sincerely,

Clay T. '.hitchead
Stiff A zin talat

Mr. Charles Mcv.-1-3orter
America'1 lelepIlone awl laic:graph
195 BroacliAay
NO1W York, i•:evo York iono7

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. V,11.itellead
Central Files

CTVIThitehead:jm
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WASHINGTON

January 2, 1970

'1'orri Whitehead

Peter M. Fivnigain

Charlie McWhorter is a thoughtful fellow with a lon
g history of

service to the President. His memorandum of December 233:d

(attached) cuts directly across your proposals. I think it deserves

a thoughtful answer which 1 would appreciate your pr
eparing.

Particularly, you should respond to his charge that 
the White House

should not be involved in policy formulation. I would appreciate

seeing the draft as soon as it is prepared.



January 7, 1970

To: F3,7..3.11g,zn

Torn hit

you
cu!...Y,3estb,-..roc... I

Lotter to C!).-.),rlie tir.c1Vb.orter re

tele?, ccyr1 ca L:ions o ti

memo,
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. December 23, 1969

CONFIDEVIAL

n:101randum

To: Messrs. Peter M. Flanigan and Clay T. Whitehead%.\

From: Charlie 1:-!Wrh-)rter-

Re: Reorganization of the Office of the Director of TelecommunicationsManagement

This memorandum is sub::.itted by me in order to express to you mypersonal thoughts and concern with regard to the proposed changes for re-organization of the ODTM within the Executive Office of the President,. Thcvicws expronsed herein are my anf are not presenLed on behalf of A.T.e, T.since their comments have been expressed separately. My comments deal withonly two aspects of this matter. First, in my opinion, there is a failureto provide adequately for the two problems which almost everybody admitsexist in this area, namely:
A

1. To coordinate the effective use of the frequency spectrum.

2. To develop the necessary policies for the government in connectionwith its acquisition of cone:,..inications facilities for its own needs.

If the Administration could take the initiative in providingleadership and developing the necessary policy and internal strucLure todeal with these two problems, there would be widespread approval withinthe comunications industry. This in turn should provide some politicalbenefits to the extent that "good government is good politics."

The other point, however, which troubles mn most deeply is thesumeslion that a policy making group for teleeoramnicatiohs maLLers be se!,up within the Executive Office which would "initially" have up to 30 people.This proposal does not make sense to me either on the merits or politically.The implicit suggestion that there is no present, policy making group withinthe Federal Government for com,ainications is simply not true. Tho Congressitself in the CominunicaLions Act of 1934 delegated to the Federal Communica-tions Commission a broad policy role in comunicaLions matters. Thin polio:.role of the FCC, has been sustained by the courts and expancled to cover newsituations in many instances. It could reasonably be expected that Congref.:would strongly resent any effort by the Adm:nisUration to preempt this palmaking role that Congress has delegated to the FCC.

To the extent that the White House feels it is necessary orpolitically advantageous to tal:e on the responsibility for resolving p)1:1.c....disputes, this could be handled on an basis as was done in the mttrof domestic satellites. I ques Lion, he'.-:ever, whether it is politically wi:.e



any Admini.stratIon to attel..pt to resolve most such "policy question"
since maqy arc really a contest between various cconomi.c interests. Politi-
cally, it would be much better to let the FCC carry out its responsibilities
in this area, particularly where we have a strong chairman to represent any
views of the Administration.

If the Executive Office has to maintain an initial staff of somr-
30 policy making people for tc,,lc,co:r.-nunicationri matters, it would inevitably
result in the employment of a group of theoretical and academic types who
would attempt to use their status as Mite . House policy makers to restructure
and meddle with the industry in competition with the FCC. This would
inevitably drag the White HO',32:: into t'ne middle of unnecessary dispAcs.
Politically, there is no way you can yin with this approach. Rather, it is
my dpinion that the White House staff should attempt to discourage their
Involvement in economic contoversics which are a healthy and vital part of
OUT private enterprise syste:!..

In nv view the Nixon Administration staff procedures which call
for the use of special task forces as needed to deal with a specific problem
and then go out of existence to be the best approach. If you Inve 30
policy makers showing up for work every morning trying to justify their
existence and providjng a basis for larger appropriations and staff the
following year, the Administration would be stuck with a trouble-making
aparatus that would inevitably create unnecessary political problems.
Rather, I would strongly recommend that this suggestion for such a policy
making group be rejected and that the Nixon Administration rely .on either
Doan Burch as Chairman of the FCC or the special task force approach where
that seems to be the best alternative.

cc: Hon. John D. Ehrlichman
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• DAFT 1-14-70
P. 1 r'iv. 1-20-70

M.:ORG2N:1=5:0N PLAN NO.. OF 1970

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the ScnEltr,

and the House of Representatives in 'Congress assembled,
, 1970, pursuant to the provisions of

hapter 9 of title 5 of the United States Code.

OFFICE OF TELECOUNICATIONS POLICY

Section 1. Transfers of functions. The following

are transferred to the Director of the Office of Tele
-

communications Policy hc;Ireinafter provided for:

(z.1) All functions relating to assigninc:i freclunncie.7:

to radio stations belonging to and operated by the

United States, or to classes thereof, conferred upon

the President by the provisions of section 305(n) of

the Communications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. 305(a).

(b) Tb the extent that they are with rspect to

telecorc,mlinic;:ttions, all functions relating to pre-
.

scribin policies t',-.1:ods of procrcont ZflCt sv1.1..)p1y

of personal property and nonpersonal scrvices,

related functions, conferred upon the Administrator of

General Services by section 201(a)(1) of the Federal

Pro2erty and 7:drtlinistrEtt1vc: Services Act of 1919, 40

U.S .C. 4;11. (a) (1) .



Sec. 2. Establishment of Office. There is hereby

establibhed in the Executive Office of thePresident the

Office of Telecommunications Policy,. hereinafter

referred to as the Office.

Sec. 3. Director and denutNL. (a) There shall be

at the head of the Office the Director of the Office of

Telecommunications
- _

'Policy, hereinafter referred to

as the Director. The Director shall be appointed by the

President by and with the advice and consent of the

Senate and shall be compensated at the rate now or here-

after pLovided for Level III of the Executive Schedule

Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5314).

(b) There shall be in the Office a Deputy Director

of the Office of Telecommunications Management who shall

be appointed by the President by and with the advice and

consent of the S.enate and shall be compensted at the rats

now or hereafter provided for Level IV of the Executive

Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5315). The Deputy Director

shall perform sun functions the Director may from
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to time prescribe and, unless the President shall desig-

nate another person to so act, shall act as Director

during the absence or disability of the Director or in

the event of vacancy in the office of Director.

(c) No person shall while holding office as

Director or Deputy Director engage in any other business,

vocation, or employment.

Sec. 4. PerformanCe of functions of Director. (a)

The Director may appoint employees necessary for the work

of the Office under the classified civil service and fix

their compensation in accordance with'the classification

laws.

• (b) The Director may from time to time make such

provisions as he shall deem appropriate authorizing the

performance of any of his functions by any other officer,
1

or by any organizational entity or employee, of the

Office.

[MORE]

[1.-14-70)
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Sec. 5. Abolition of office. That office of Assist-

ant Director of the Office of Emergency Prepar
edness

which is on the date of the transmittal of t
his reorgan-

ization plan to the Congress held by the Directo
r of

Telecommunications Management under Executi
ve Order No.

10995 of February 16, 1962, as amended, i
s abolished.

The foregoing abolition of 'office shall 
become effective

when the person first appointed as Director
 of the Office

of Telecommunications Policy (under section 3 hereof

or by recess appointment, as the case. may 
be) enters

upon office as such Director. The Director of the

Office of Emergency Preparedness shall make 
such pro-

visions as he may deem to be necessary with re
spect to

winding up any outstanding affairs of the offic
e abol-

ished by the foregoing provisions of this secti
on.

Sec. 6. Incidental transfers. (a) So much of the

personnel, property, records, and unexpended b
alances of

appropriations, allocations, and other funds emp
loyed,

held, or used b'y, or available or to be made availab
le

to, the Office of Emergency Preparedness in conn
ection

with functions affected by the provisions of th
is reor-

ganization plan as the Director of the Bureau of
 the
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Midget shall determine shall be tra
nsferred to the Office

of Telecommunications Policy at such time or times

as he shall direct.

." (b) Such further measures and dispositio
ns as the

Director of the Bureau of the Budget
 shall deem to be

necessary in order to effectuate the
 transfers provided .

for in subsection ) of this section shall be carri
ed

out in such manner as 1-16 shall di
rect and by such agencies

as he shall designate.

Sec. 7. Interim.  Director. The President may au-

thorize any person who immediately 
prior to the effective

date of this reorganization plan hold
s a position in the

Executive Office of the President to 
act as Director of

the Office of Telecommunications
Policy until the

office of Director is for the first 
time filled pursuant

to the provision:3 of section 3 of t
his reorganization

plan or by recess appointment, as th
e case may be. The

, President may authorize any pe
rson who serves in an act-

ing capacity Under the foregoing provisi
ons of this

section to receive the compensation att
ached to the

office of Director. Such compensation, if authorized,

shall be in lieu of, but not in a:lcl
ition to, other com-

pensation from the United States to
 which such person'

may be entitled. [l-14-7-:
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DRAFT
1/29/70

EXECUTIVE ORDER

ASSIGNING TELECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS
TO FEDERAL DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the United

States, and pursuant to Reorganization Plan No. of 1970, section 606

of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended (47 U.S.C. 606), section 201

of the Communications Satellite Act of 1962 (47 U.S.C. 721), section 301

of title 3 of the United States Code, and title III of the Intergovern-

mental Cooperation Act of 1968 (P.L. 90-577; 82 Stat. 1102), it is hereby

ordered as follows:

Section 1. Functions of  the Director of the Office of Teleco=uni-

cations Policy. In addition to those functions assigned to the Director

of the Office of Telecommunications Policy (hereafter referred to in this

order as the "Director") by Reorganization Plan No. of 1970, the Director,

subject to the authority and control of the President, shall:

(a) Serve as the President's principal adviser on telecommunications

policy, including national communications policies and Federal administra-

tive telecommunication operations.

(b) Conduct economic, technical, and systems analyses of national

telecommunications policies, activities, and opportunities.

(c) Evaluate telecommunications industry organization, practices,

and regulatory policies, with specific attention to their impact on

communications development and service to industry and the public.

(d) Advocate telecommunications policy before the Federal

Communications Commission and through the President to Congress, to

include specific recommendations on spectrum management for non-government

use.
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(e) Develop, in cooperation with the Federal Con.munications Comiaission,

a comprehensive long-range plan for improved management of the total radio

spectrum resource, with allocation and assignment criteria related to

quantifiable measures of resource utilization and socioeconomic value.

(0 Establish a rational, continuing program of analysis and research

to support U.S. participation in international telecmmunication conferences,

conventions, negotiations, and operating organizations.

kg) Develop and promulgate Government-wide -procurement guidelines

and standards for telecommunications services, equipment and procedures,

as required in the interest of economy and efficiency.

(h) Review existing and planned telecommunications systems, both

governmental and private, to determine whether national security and

emergency preparedness requirements are being met adequately and effi-

ciently, and report the results of this review and any remedial actions

recommended to the President through the National Security Council.

(1) Review telecommunications research, development, and system

improvement and expansion programs of Federal agencies to identify compe-

ting, overlapping, duplicating or inefficient programs; and make recommen-

dations to appropriate agency officials and to the Director of the Bureau

of the Budget concerning the scope and funding of these programs.

(j) Exercise the functions conferred upon the President under the

Communications Satellite Act of 1962, as amended.

(k) Coordinate the development of policy, plans, and programs for

the mobilization and use of telecommunications resources in any emergency,

under the overall policy direction of the Director, Office of Emergency

Preparedness.
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(1) Prepare plans to admintster the use of telecommunications

resources if directed to do so in the event of war or other national

emergency.

(m) Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local governments in

the telecommunications area.

(n) Assure that the executive branch position on telecommunications

policy issues is presented effectively to the Congress and to t
he Federal

Communications Commission in the form of legislative proposal
s, recommen-

dations, and testimony as required.

Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect of his

responsibilities.

Sec. 2. The authority to authorize a foreign 
government to construct

and operate a radio station at the scat of government vested in the

President by subsection 305(d) of the Communications Act of 1934, as

amended (47 U.S.C. 305(d)), is hereby delegated to the Director of

Telecommunications Policy. Authorization for the construction and opera-

tion of a radio station pursuant to this subsection and the assignment

of a frequency for its use shall be made only upon recommendation of the

Secretary of State and after consultation with the Attorney General and

the Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission.
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Sec. 3. Executive Order No. 11191 of January 4, 1965, headed

"Providing for carrying out of certain provisions of 
the Communications

Satellite Act of 1962," is hereby amended by substi
tuting "Director of

Telecommunications Policy" for "Director of Telecomun
ications Management.

Sec. 4. Emer&qm_Smactions. (a) The authority vested in the

President by subsections 606(a), (c), and (d), of the
 Communications Act

of 1934, as amended (47 U.S.C. 606 (a), (c), and
 (d)), is ddegated to

the Director of Telecommunications Policy. Such authority shall be

exercised under the overall policy direction of the 
Director, Office of

Emergency Preparedness.

(b) Nothing in this order shall be construed as author
izing the

exercise of any authority with respect to the content
 of any station

lprogram or of communications transmitted by any c
ommunication facility.

(c) The authority vested in the President by said subse
ctions 606(c)

and (d) -ind delegated to the Director by subsection
 4(a) of this order

to take over or use facilities or stations or to rem
ove apparatus or

equipment from facilities or stations shall be exe
rcised only by the

Director or with his express approval in each case
.

(d) Section 1802 and subsections 401(27) and 2002(3) o
f Executive

Order No. 11490 of October 28, 1969, headed "A
ssigning emergency prepared-

ness functions to Federal departments and agen
cies," are hereby amended to

conform to the provisions of this order.

Sec. 5. National Communications System. (a) The Presidential

Memorandum of August 21, 1963, "Establishment of t
he National Communications

System" (28 F.R. 9413), is hereby amended by subst
ituting for the section

headed "Executive Office Responsibilities" thereof
, the following:



"Executive Office Responsibilities

The Director of Telecommunications Policy wi
ll exercise the

policy functions of the Executive Office of t
he President with

respect to the planning, integration, and
 emergency use of the

telecommunications systems of the executiv
e branch."

(b) Subject Presidential memorandum is hereby 
further amended by

substituting "Director of Telecommunications 
Policy" for "Special

Assistant to the President for Telecommunica
tions" wherever it may appear.

Sec. 6. The Director shall establish such intera
gency advisory com-

mittees and working groups composed of re
presentatives of interested agen-

cies and consult with such departments and a
gencies as may be necessary

for the most effective performance of his 
functions. The Director also

shall establish a Telecozmunications Advisory
 Committee composed of experts

in the telecommunications area outside the 
Government.

Sec— 7. The Director shall issue such rules and r
egulations as may

be necessary to carry out the duties and 
responsibilities vested in him

by this order or delegated to him under th
is order.

Sec. 8. All executive departments and agencies of 
the Federal

Government are authorized and directed to 
cooperate with the Director and

to furnish him such information, support 
and assistance, not inconsistent

with the law, as he may require in the p
erformance of his duties.

Sec. 9. Nothing contained in this order shall be 
deemed to impair

any existing authority or jurisdiction of
 the Federal Communications

Commission.

.Sec. 10. The Director and the Federal Communication
s Commission shall

assist and give policy advice to the Dep
artment of State in the discharge'.
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of its functions in the field of international telecommunications policies,

positions, and negotiations.

Sec. 11. Nothing contained in this order shall be deemed to impair

the responsibilities of the Administrator of General Services under the

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended,

with respect to the representation of agencies in negotiations with

carriers and in proceedings before Federal and State regulatory bodies

or the procurement either directly or by delegation of authority to

other agencies of public utility communications services. The

Administrator shall coordinate his activities in these areas with the

Director.

Sec. 12. Functions of the Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary of

Commerce (hereinafter referred to in this order as the "Secretary"), in

• supporting the Director in the performance of his functions, shall:

(a)_Provide a centralized research and engineering capability within

the executive branch for the coordination of Federal frequency uses and

assignments.

(b) Develop and operate a national electromagnetic compatibility

analysis facility.

(c) Conduct research and analysis on radio propagation, radio systeas

characteristics, and operating techniques leading to improved utilization

of the radio resource.

(d) Conduct research and analylds in the genonl field of rt-

communication sciences in support of other Governmnt agencies and in

response to specific requests from the Director of Telecommunications

Policy. •
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Sec. 13. The Secretary, in fulfilling his responsibilities under

section 12 of this order, shall operate under general spectrum management

guidelines and criteria prescribed by the Director, who shall retain

ultimate authority for the allocation and assignment of radio frequencies

to Government agencies. The Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee

secretariat shall be an operating unit within the Department of Commerce

and shall make its recommendations to the Director through the Secretary.

Sec. 14. Retention of Existinn Authoritm. Except as specifically

provided therein, nothing in this order shall be deemed to derogate from

any now existing assignmant of functions to any department or agency or

officer thereof made by statute, Executive order, or Presidential direc-

tives, including memoranda.

Sec. 15. Revoked Orders. The following are hereby revoked:

(1) Executive Order No. 10705 of April 17, 1957.

(2) Executive Order No. 10995 of February 16, 1962.

(3) . Executive Order No. 11034 of February 15, 1963.

THE MITE HOUSE
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January 30, 1970

To: Mr. I;.cogh

From: Tom Whitehoad

Attached are a number of materials
relating to our Telecommunications

RcorE,rarlizz...tion. For eNternal reL,tiona

purposes, we aro stressing the need to

Improve the government operation of
Its own extensive communications and
the strengthening of the executive
branch's capability to be a responsible
partner in the national communications
policy dialogue between the executive
branch, the ICC, and the Congress. It
L s Important to note that this proposes
taking no authority away from the FCC.

If you have any questions, I would be
glad to discuss them or to review your
dmit message for any substantive or
political subtleties.

Attachments

cc: Mr. Whitehead



COPY

December 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Peter Flanigan has submitted the attached
memorandum regarding a reorganisation and strengthening
of executive branch telecommunications activities. It
proposes:

(I) a small new policy offtce in the
Executive Office and

(2) an expanded research, analysis, and
spectrum assignment office in the
Department of Commerce, rcc
responsibilities are not affected.

John Ehrlichman
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COPY

December 19, 1969

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

Office of
Telecommunication•
Policy

There has been widespread dissatisfaction with
executive branch organization for telecommunication,s policy
and operations for many years. There are many important,
complex, and quite fundamental issues that will have to
be resolved in the telecommunications industry during
your Administration; there are also many issues related to
the government's own communications procurement and
operations.

Since January, we have been dealing with the
most important issues largely on an ad hoc basis and
simultaneously studying how these capabilities could be
strengthened. We have concluded that the following
organisational arrangements, together with several first-
rate new people in the key positions, offer a significant
improvement.

(1. A small new Office of Telecommunications
Policy (OTP) would be established in the Executive Office
of the President, replacing the more narrowly defined
functions of the Office of Telecommunications Management
in the OEP. This office VA uld be delegated all Presidential
responsibilities in the telecommunications area.

2. A Telecommunications Research and Analysis
Center would be established in the Department of Commerce to
provide research, engineering, economic, and frequency
assignment support to the OTP and to other executive depart-
ments as needed.

3. No FCC responsibilities would be affected,but
planning for eventual consolidation of government and civilian
radiospectrum management would be started.
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4. One of the first responsibilities of the OTP
would be a major review in conjunction with the National
Security Council of the objectives and management arrange-
ments for the government's own telecommunications operations.

The Bureau of the Budget, the Office of Emergency
Planning. the Office of Science and Technology, and the
major departments and agencies affected by this plan agree
with this proposal. The President's Advisory Council on
Executive Organization has Seen this proposal and decided
not to consider this issue in their work.

RECOMMENDATION 

That you approve the preparation of a reorganisation
plan and associated executive order implementing the above
plan as soon as possible.

Approve  Disapprove 

Peter M. Flanigan
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• RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OFFICE OF

TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

The Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy develops
the executive branch position on national telecommunications
policy, coordinates the planning and operation of the telccomunica-
Lions systems of the Federal government, discharges. responsibilities
assigned to the President in the areas of spectrum management and
satellite communications, and performs emergency planning and
control functions for telecommunications.

The Director serves as the President's principal advisor on
telecommunications policy, including:

(1) The organization, practices, and regulation of the
U. S. domestic and international communications
industry.

(2)

(3)

The allocation, use, and management of the radio

spectrum resource for government use, and prepara-

tion of recommendations to the FCC on spectrum
allocation for civilian us e.

The preparation of U. S. positions for international

communication conferences, conventions, and

organizations..

(4) Federal. research and development programs in

support of the above.

The Director assures that the executive branch position on

telecommunication policy issues is effectively presented to the

'Congress and to the Federal Communications Commission in the

form of legislative proposals, recommendations, and testimony as

r e qui r ed.

The Director's responsibilities for the planning and operation of

Federal government telecommunications systems include:

(1) Development of government-wide standards for

equipment and procedures, as required in the

interest of economy Or effectiveness.



(2)

(3)

-2-

Evaluation of the ability of national communications

resources adequately and efficiently to meet estab-

lished national security and emergency communications

requirements.

Recommendations to the Bureau of the Budget con-

cerning the funding of communications systems and

research and development programs.

(4) Preparation of guidelines for the most economical

procurement of Fedeia 1 telecommunications services.

The Director exercises the authority, delegated by the President,

to assign radio frequencies for use by the government. He is

assisted in this responsibility by the Telecommunications Research

and Analysis Center to be established in the Department of Commerce

and the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee. He carries

out the responsibilities conferred on the President by the Communica-

tions Satellite Act. The Director coordinates the development of

plans and programs for the mobilization and use of telecommunications

resources in an emergency, and prepares to administer national.

telecommunications resources in the. event of war under the overall

policy guidance of the Director, OEP.

The Director coordinates assistance in telecommunications matters

provided by the Federal government to State and local governments.

He appoints scic-utists, engineers, and economists from outside

government to advise on telecommunications matters.

To carry out these responsibilities, the Director must have the

following qualifications:

(1) A thorough grasp of the social, economic,

engineering, and national security factors which

must: be considered in formulating telecommunications

policies and standards.

(2) Familiarity with telecommunications needs and

opportunities of government, industry, and the

public, and with the structure of private and

governmental telecommunications institutions,

both national and international.
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The ability to initiate and coordinate telecommunications

policy matters on an interdepartmental basis in

cooperation with industry and public interest groups,

and to define and analyze those key policy issues

requiring Presidential involvement.

(4) The ability to direct studies utilizing systems analysis,

systems engineering, and economics needed for the

systematic analysis of telecommunications policies

and opportunities, their impact, their effectiveness,

and their costs.



EXECUTIVE BRANCH ORGANIZATION

FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS

In spite of the rapidly growing importance of telecommunications

to the Nation and for the government's own missions, there is no

effective policy-making capability for telecommunications in the

executive branch. The Administration is therefore largely unable

to exert leadership or take initiatives in spite of vulnerability to

criticism for FCC policies. Government-wide coordination of its

own telecommunications activities has not been adequate. These

problems have been manifested in several ways:

1. There is a serious lack of effective machinery for

dealing expeditiously with domestic tel.ecommunications issues.

The government has been grappling for several years, with only

limited success, with such issues as "foreign attachments" to the

public telephone network, cable TV and pay TV, the possible uses

and industry structure for a domestic satellite communications

system, and policies for computer communications. There is a

current tendency to resolve such issues by past precedents and by

compromises between the FCC and various agencies in the executive

branch, but the increasingly rapid rate of technological change and

introduction of new services makes policy-by-precedent increasingly

less relevant, more restrictive, or counterproductive. Neither the

FCC nor the executive branch has a significant capability for

systematic economic and technical analysis.

2. Efforts to coordinate the procurement and use of tele-

communications facilities and services by the Federal government

have had limited success. The current coordination arrange-

ments, embodied in the National Communications System (NCS)

structure, have achieved certain desirable interconnections and

operating procedures, but have not produced the desired assurances

that the government is procuring the services needed in an efficient

manner. Although present policies call for a "unified" NCS, there

is little agreement on what further unification is needed, or what

it would cost or accomplish.

3. The current procedures for spectrum allocation are

highly inflexible and are increasingly creating a spectrum shortage

crisis. The shortage is especially severe in the land mobile radio

allocations, which are becoming increasingly important to local

police and fire protection services, among many other claimants.
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Current organization for communications policy-mai:1.11r* 
and coordination

The Director of Telecommunications Management (DT
M) in the Office

of Emergency Preparedness is now charged by Executi
ve Order and

Presidential memor andum with the responsibility for c
oordinating

telecommunications activities in the executive branch. The DTM

also is designated Special Assistant to the President for Telecom-

munications. however, the history of the organization
 reveals that

attempts by the DTM to exercise leadership in communica
tions policy

have been largely ineffectual. The responsibilities and authority of

the DTM are questioned by agencies with operating responsibil
ities.

This situation results from a number of factors incl
uding organizational

location, inadequate staff, and lack of clear authority.

There is now no office in the executive branch with the respo
nsibility

or the capability to review the whole range of national telecommuni
cations

policies as expressed in legislation and in FCC policies. 
The Anti-

trust Division of the Department of Justice has occasio
nally filed

briefs on the competitive aspects of decisions before the F
CC, but

these derive largely from antitrust considerations rather th
an from

familiarity with communications issues. The Department of Commerce

has a telecommunications research capability, but no respon
sibility

or familiarity with communications policy. Neither the Council of

Economic Advisers nor the Office of Science and Tech
nology are

equipped to address the fundamental economic and ins
titutional

problems of the communications industry and its regula
tion by the

FCC, or the problems of the government's own telecommunicatio
ns.

Studies Of Federal organization 

Since World War II, there have been a number of studies of Fed
eral

communications organization and a number of reorganizatio
ns and

shifts of responsibilities within the executive branch. None has

proved particularly satisfactory, and, indeed, there is no ideal

solution. This is due in part to the quasi-independence of the FCC

from the executive branch and in part to the conflicting individual

agency mission responsibilities within the executive branc
h.

The study of the Federal government communications organizatio
n

completed in December 1968 by the Bureau of the Budget provides
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a good statement of the shortcomings of our current organizati
on.

The Bureau of the Budget reported a need for:

(1) a strengthened organization for policy planning,

formulation and direction of Federal communications

activities.

(2) a reorganized and strengthened National Communications

System (NCS) within the Department of Defense.

(3) an improved procurement and technical assistance

effort in communications on behalf of those Federal

agencies which do not now have adequate resources

in this field.

(4) a unified frequency spectrum management process.

(5) a coordinated technical assistance program for State

and local government in this area.

The recently released report of the Government Accounting Office

focused on the government's communications and evaluated the

progress toward establishment of a unified National Communicatio
ns

System as directed by the President in 1963. The GAO found a nee
d

for stronger coordination of government telecommunications

planning, and recomm.ended a single entity be responsible for

policy direction and control of the Government's telecommunications

systems. The GAO also recommended clarification of what a

"unified" NCS is intended to be.

Reorganization  issues

The Budget Bureau study of Federal communications organization

made a number of major .recommendations and was recently

distributed to the departments concerned. Agency views on this

study have the common themes (1) that stronger coordination from

the top is required in establishing Government policy for its own

telecommunications requirements, and (2) that the Federal government

should. take a stronger role in the evolution of national telecommunica-

tions to deal with the increasingly rapid rate of technological change

and industry growth. There is also agreement that a much stronger

analytic capability within the executive branch is needed to achieve

these goals.
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There are a variety of possible ways in which
 telecommunications

responsibilities could be reshuffled or strengt
hened. As a start-

ing point, there is widespread agreement th
at a single office

should bear ultimate responsibility for:

(1) analyses and formulation of overall telecommun
ications

policy for the executive branch.

(2) policy-level coordination of Federal gov
ernment

procurement and use of telecommunications s
ervices

and equipment.

(3) allocation and assignment of spectrum 
resources to

government users.

There are several further issues.

The first is where such a single office should be 
located. There

are two competing sets of considerations. Further expansion of

telecommunications activities \\i. thin the Executiv
e Office of the

President would force undesirable growth in the
 size of the

Executive Office of the President, while telec
ommunications does

not require the frequent direct Presidential atte
ntion implied by

a location within the Executive Office. On the ot
her hand, placing

the central office within an executive departmen
t (c. g., Comma. cc

or Transportation) raises serious questions ab
out the impartiality

of frequency allocation and assignment among 
government users

and assurance of vital national security interests.
 Both sides of

this issue have considerable merit, but from th
e standpoint of

practicality and the need to minimize even tem
porary disruptions

of our policy machinery, the policy functions should
 for the time •

being remain in the Executive Office. However,
 as much of the

operational and research responsibilities as possi
ble. should be

carried out in the departments and agencies.

Another issue is whether the authority to allocate
 and assign

frequency spectrum to nongovernment -use
s,, now vested in the

FCC, should be transferred to the central, executi
ve branch policy

office.



Consolidation of spectrum allocation authorit
y would permit

greater flexibility in assignment policie
s and eventually, even

more efficient spectrum use. However,
 such a move requires

legislation, it raises concerns about politi
cal interference in

the assignment of frequencies, and it
 would inundate the new

office with a highly routine workload. (
The FCC now processes

800, 000 applications yearly, compared to 
37, 000 now handled by

the DTM. ) For these reasons, immedia
te consolidation of these

responsibilities is not recommended, but p
lanning for eventual

consolidation should be started.

A third issue concerns organizational 
arrangements for management of

Federal communications networks to 
implement policy guidance. This is

currently done through the National 
Communications System (NCS) structl,lre.

Both the BOB and GAO studies conclude
d that changes should be made in

the NCS arrangements. However, the 
issues involved are too detailed

and too complex to be settled in the c
ontext of reorganization of policy

machinery. Therefore, the NCS arrangements s
hould not be changed at

this time, but should be studied as a 
priority matter by the new central

policy office as soon as it is established. The study would review the

objectives, system concepts, organizational arrangeme
nts, and

effectiveness of the NCS structure, and should includ
e a thorough

examination by the National Security Council of nation
al security

objectives for telecommunications. Recommendations
 should be

developed for the President regarding the best objective
s and

management arrangements for overall coordination of
 Federal

telecommunications activities.

Recommencla.tion

An Office.of Telecommunications Policy
 should be established as

an independent entity in the Executive Off
ice of the President.

The Director of this office, appointed by 
the President, would

have primary executive branch responsi
bility for both national

telecommunications policies and Federal a
dministrative telecom-

munication operations. The responsibilitie
s of the Office of

Telecommunications Policy would include:

economic, technical and systems analysis
 of

telecommunications policies and opportuni
ties in

support of national policy formulation and U.
 S.

participation in international telecommunicati
ons

activities.

developing executive branch policy on telecommun
ications

matters including, but not limited to, indu
stry organization

and practices, regulatory policies, and the
 allocation and

use of the electromagnetic spectrum for b
oth government

and nong,overnment use.
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- advocating executive branch policies to the FCC, and
*through the President to the Congress; and representing
the executive branch in FCC proceedings.

exercising final authority for the assignment of
the spectrum to government users, and developing
with the FCC a long-range plan for improved
management of the total radio spectrum.

reviewing and evaluating the research and development
for, and planning, operation, testing, procurement, and
use of all telecommunication systems and services by the
Federal government; developing appropriate policies and
standards for such systenis; and making recommendations
to the Bureau of the Budget and responsible departmental
officials concerning the scope and funding of competing,
overlapping, or inefficient programs.

-- exercising the functions conferred on the President by

the Communications Satellite Act.

— under the policy guidance of the Director, Office of

Dalergency Preparedness, coordinating plans and

programs for testing of and preparing to
the use of telecommunications resources in a state

of national emergency.

test, review, and report to the President, through

the National Security Council, on the ability of

national communications resources to meet established

national security requirements efficiently and

responsively.

-- coordinating Federal assistance to state and local
governments in the telecommunications field.

In performing these functions, • the Director, Office of Telecommunications
Policy, will be assisted by a small staff, augmented as required by:
(1) ad hoc, interagency and nongovernment task groups, (2) independent
consultants, (3) contract studies, (4) a new Telecommunications Research
and Analysis Center, (5) the Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee,
and (6) a new Telecommunications Advisory Committee composed of

experts from outside of the government. So long as the NCS structure

is retained, he will also be assisted by the Executive Agent of the NCS.
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A Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center (TRAC) should
• be 'established in the Department of Commerce, reporting to the
Assistant Secretary for Science and Technology. The TRAC would pro-
vide a centralized research, engineering, and analysis capability in
support of spectrum management and such other areas as may be
required. Specific functions of the TRAC would be to:

conduct research and analysis in the general field of
telecommunication sciences in support of other govern-
ment agencies or in response to specific directives
from the Office of Telecommunications Policy, with
particular emphasis on radio propagation, radio
systems characteristics, and operating techniques
leading to improved utilization of the radio resource.

develop and operate a national electromagnetic
compatibility analysis facility under the general
policy guidance of the Director, OTP.

provide the administrative and technical support
required by the Interdepartment Radio Advisory
Committee. This support will operate in
accordance with policies and criteria laid down by
the OTP, and will be responsive to OTP requests
for information and special frequency assignment
actions.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy should be established with
an initial strength of up to 30 professionals, including up to 15 at super-
grade levels. The position of Director, Office of Telecommunications
Policy should be established at executive pay level Ili. Provision
should be made within the budget of the office for adequate consulting
fees and contractual support; and for administrative support to, and
space for, task groups and personnel on short-term detail.

The Office of Telecommunications Management in the OEP should be
abolished. All policy functions of that office not directly related CO
emergency preparedness should be transferred to the Office of
Telecommunications Policy, along with appropriate emergency
planning functions, final spectrum management authority, and NCS
responsibilities. The major portion of the Frequency Management
Directorate of the OTM should be transferred to the Department ofCommerCc to provide the technical and clerical support functions
described above. The position of Special Assistant to the Presidentfor Telecommunications should be abolished.
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The Office of Telecommunications Policy will exercise the policy

functions of the Executive Office of the President with respect to the

planning, integration, and emergency use of the telecommunicationc

systems of the executive branch, subject to general policy guidance

on appropriate matters from the National Security Council and the

Director, OEP. This function will continue to be exercised through

the mechanism of the National Communications System (NCS). until

such time as changes in that mechanism are suggested by the policy

review recommended above and approved by the President.
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PrepzIrod by the President and tranitted to the Senatc,
and the Eouse of Rc.:2xeontatives in'Congross a'ssembled,

, 1970, pursuar!t to the pfovisions of
.11ztpter 9 of title 5 of the United States Code.

OFF IC OY? TELLCOUN".1.C2\TOn POYACY

* Section 1. Transfers of functions. The following

are transferred to thu Director of the Office of Tele-
.

S•

comwnications Policy horeinafter provided for:

(a) All function: relziting to assigning frequc,neier:

.
- to rad.i..o statlons beloilgIng to and operated by the

United State:, OK to clisF.es thereof, conferred upc)n

the President by the provisions of section 305(n) of

. the Cori.munications Act of 1934, 47 U.S.C. 305(a)

(b) -T-O the c2:t.r.:nt that they are withrcspct to

teloconic;.Ition, all function relating to pre-

scribin-r poi ( d Pr" 1C.)•.S of 1»:OCV.1.7C:V:•:`rit..

of prsonal p::áporty ET.d nonpc.iron71 services, including

Tunction::, conferred upon the Administrato of

Geney,:al Servics by section 201(a)(1) of the rodral

Pro.i..)rty and 7'.(7nIii..iistrtive Servicc Act of 1F:419, 40

U . S . 4:11 (0 (1) .
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• Sec. 2. Y.qtablishment of Office. There is here7:7

established in the Executive Office of the President the

• Office of Telecommunications

referred to as the Office.

-•,

Policy,.~~ hereinafter

Sec . 3. Director and deputy.
••••-•

(a) There shall

-

at the head of the OffiCe the Director of the 
Office of

Telecommunications ioiicy,.hereinafter referrefi to

as the Director. The Director shall be appointed by the

. President by and with the advice and consent of t
he

Senate and shall be compensated at the rate now or here-

a.r...er provided for Level of the Executive SChealle

Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5314).

(b) There shnl.l be in the Office a Deputy Direct.or

of the Office of Telecommunicatioris Management who shall

=be akipointed by the President by and with the advice

consent of the S'enate and shall be compensated at the rate

now or. hereafter provided for Level IV of the 1-7,xecative.

Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5315). The Deputy Direer

shall p.1,r2orm s'.1c211 functicr:s a::1 the Dirccto2: may from ti



to timc prescribe and, unless thc President shall dcsig-

nate another person to so act, shall act as Director

during the absence or disability of the .Director or in

the event of vacancy in the of.fice of.Director.

(c) No person shall while holding office as

Director or Deputy Director engage in any other business, •

vocation, or employmnt.

See. 4. Peri:ormancfe of functions of Director.
•

The Director may .z?.ppoint employees necessary for the work

of the UFfice under the cla-sSified civil service and fix

their compensation in accordance with 'the classification

laws.

(b) The D r i'recto may fro-1 time to time make such-

1)rovision5.;. as he shall deem appropriate authorizing the

• performance of ny of his functions by any other officer,

•

or by any organizatonal entity or employee, of the

[MME]

[1-14-70j
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•Sec. 5. Abolition of office. That office of Assist-

ant Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness

which is on the date of the transmittal of this reorgan-

ization plan to the Congress held by the Director of

Telecommunications Managcmc.nt under Executive Order No.

10995 of February 16, 1962, as amenoco, is abolished.•

The foregoing aboli-il_ion of 'office shall become effective

t
whell the person fir01 appointed as Director of the Office

of Telecommunications Policy (under section 3 hereof

• . . . . - -
or by recess appointm'ent, as the case .may be) enters

upon office as such Director. The Director of the

Office of Emergency Preparedness shall make such pro-

visions as he may deem to be necessary with respect to

winding up any outstanding affairs of the office abol-

ished by the foregoing .provisions of this section.

Sec. 6. Incidc.ntal trEolsfer..;. (a) So much of the

personnel, property, records, and unexpended balances of

appft)priations, allocations, Ernd other funds employed,

held, or used 1-)y, or available or to be made available

to, the office of Emergency Preparedness in connection

with functions affecte0 by the provisions of this reor-

gLnil:'.ation plan as the Dire.:cor of th2 nu::.. c:lu of Cnr,



Midget shall determine shall he trans
ferred to the 0-:'fice.

of Telecomiunications Policy at such time or times

as he shall direct.

,1 (b) Such further measures and Oisposit
ions .as the

Director of the Bureau of the Budget
 shall deem to be

necessary in oreler to effectuate the
 transfers provided .

for in subsection (a) of this sec
tion shall be carried

out in such manner as 116 shall dire
ct and by such agencies

as he shall' desi.gnate.

Sec. 7. Interim_Director. The President may au-
•

• thorize any person who immediately p
rior to the effective

date of this reorganization plan ho
lds a position in the

Executive Office of the President to 
act as Director of

the Office of Telecommunications
Policy until thc

office of Director is for the first 
time filled pursuant

to the provisions of s6ction 3 of th
is reorganization

plan or by recess appointmcmt, as th
e case may be. The

president p.i.y. authorize any person who serves in
 an act-

ing capacity Uneler the foregoing prov
isions of this

section to receive the compensation 
attached to the

office of Director. Suea compnE;ation, if authorized,

shall be in lieu of, but not in ait
ion to, ot'5 .

pensation from thc2 Unitccl StF.tei... to which such '):21:son*

may be (!ntitled. [ 1-14
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EXECUTIVE OlthER

ASSIGNING TELECTMNICATIONS MANAGE4ENT
 FUNCTIONS

TO FEDERAL DEPARMENTS AND AGENCIES

Ey virtue of the authority vested in m
e as President of the United

States, and pursuant to ReorE,anization 
Plan No. of 1970, section 606

of the Communications Act of 3.93/!, as
 amended (0 U.S.C. 606), section 201

of the Cm.nunications Satellite Act of
 1962 (0 U.S.C. 721), section 301

of title 3 of the United States Code, 
and title III of the Intergovern-

mental Cooperation Act of 196S (P.L. 9
0-577; 82 Stat. 1102), it is hereby

'ordered as follows:

Section 1. Functions of the Director of the Offi
ce of Telecouni-

.c.aticn2s.Pplicy. In addition to those functions assign
ed to the Director

of the Office of Telecm-lunications Policy (hereafter referr
ed to in this

order as The "Director") by Reorganization 
Plan No. of 1970, the Director,

subject to the authority and control of the
 President, shall:

(a) Serve as the President's principal adviser
 on telecommunications

policy, including national co=unications p
olicies and Federal administra-

tive telccomminication operations.

(b) Conduct econwlic, technical, and systems 
analyses of national

telecommunications policies, activities,
 and opportunities.

(c) Evaluate telecommunications industry o
rganization, practices,

alnd rcgulz,tory policies vith specific attention to their impact on

communications develodlsont and service to 
industry and the public.

(d) Advocate telecc=unications policy before t
he Federal

Co:r.;lunicatioxt Cc ,;ssion and through the President to Cong
ress, to

include specific recc=rindations on spe
ctrum nrnrgcnent for non-government

USC,.



i•ommimonnommir
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•" (e). Develop, in coope)alion with the Federal Con.municaLions Ccijsion

Z colvrchensive long-rz.nge plan for improved management of the total rk.,dic,

spectrum resource, with allocation and assign:acnt criteria related to

quantifiable mcasures of resource utilization and socioeconomic- value.

(0 Establish a rational, continuing progra.a of analysis and research

to support U.S. participation in international teleco=unication conferences,

conventions, negotiations, and operating organizations.

;
(g) Develop and pruaulgate Covernment-wide procurement guidelines

and stzmdards for telecmwaications services, equipment and procedures,

as required in the interest of economy and efficiency.

(h) Review existing and planned telecommunications systems, both

govermlental and private, to determine %/hether national security and

emergency preparedness requirements arc being met adequately and effi.,-

eiently, and report the results of this review and any remedial actions

recommended to the President through the National Security Council.

(1) Review telecommunications research, development, and system

Improvement and expansion programs of Federal agencies to identify compe-

ting, overlapping, duplicating or inefficient programs; and make recommen-

dations to appropriate agency officials and t the Director of the Bureau

of the Dudget concerning the scope and funding of these programs.

(j) Exercise the functions conferred upon the President under the

Communications Satellite Act of 1962, as amended.

(k) Coordinz!te the development of policy, plans, and programs for

the mobilization and use of telecommunications resources in any emergency,

under the overall policy direction of the Director, Office of Emergency

Preparedness.
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(j) rieldre pinits to adinister the use of telecounicntions

resources if directed to do so in the evont of var or other national

emergency.

(Q) Coordinate Federal assistance to State and local govermaents in

the telecounications area.

(n) Assure that the: executive branch position on telecounications
•

policy issues is presented effectively to the Congress and to the Federal

Communicatims Coission in the form of legislative proposals, recommen-

&Lions, and testiony as required.

(0) Contract for studies and reports related to any aspect of his

responsibilities.

. Sec. 2. The authority to authorize a foreign government 
to construct

and operate a radio station at the scat of government vested in the

President by subsection 305(d) of the Communications Act of 1934, as

amended (47 U.S.C. 305(0)), 5s hereby delegated to the Director of

7e1eco;J:aunicat5ons Policy. Authorization for the construction and opera-

tion of a radjo station pursuant to this subsection and the assignment

of a frequency for iLs use shall be made only upon recor,;nendation of the

Secretary of State and after consultation with the Attorney General and

the Chairman of the Federal Ce;-:aunications Co:.-15ssion.



Sec. 3. Executive Order No. 11.19J. 'of .7auu;:try 4, 1965, headed

"Providing for carrying out of certain provisions of the CommuniCations

Satellite Act of 1962," is hereby amended by substituting. "Director of

Telecomunications Policy" for "Director of Telecorc.munications Management."

Sec. 4. Emervency function.3. (a). The authority vested in the

President by subsections 606(a), (c), z,n(1 (d), of the CommunicationS Act

of 3934, as amended (47 U.S.C. 606 H, (c), and .(ci)), is delegated to

the Director of Tejecohlmunications Policy. Such authority shall be

exercised under the overall policy direction of the Director, Office of

Emergency Preparedness.

(b) Nothing in this order shall be construed as authorizing the

exercise of any. authority with respect to the content of any station

-program or of communications transmitted by any comunication facility.

(c) The authority vested in the President by said subsections 606(c)

and (d) -i7nd delegated to the Director by subsection 4(a) of this order

to take over or use facilities or stations or to remove apparatus or

equipment from facilities or stations shall be exercised only by the

Director or with his express approval in each ease.

(d) Section 1802 and subsections 401(27) and 2002(3) of Executive

Order No. 11490 of October 2C, 1969, headed "Assigning emergency prepared-

ness functions to rederal departments and nencies,". are hereby amended to

conform to the provisions of this' order.

Sec. 5. National Co-::.munications .ystem. (a) The Presidential

Memorandum of August 21, 1963, "Establishment of the National Comunicatios

System" (28 F.R. 9113), is hereby amended by substituting for the section

headed "F.....ecutive Office Responsibilities" thereof, the following:
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"Executive Office PJ!.oponsib5lities

The Director of Teleco=unications Pol5cy vill exercise the

pol5cy functions of the Executive Office of the President with

respect to the planning, integration, and emergency use of the

telemmunicalions systems of the executive branch."

.(b) Subject Pre3identia3. mc.saorandum is hereby further amended by

substituting "Director of Telecw.Imunications Policy" for "Special

Assistant to the President for Telecommunications" wherever it may appear.

Sec. 6. The Director shall establish such interagency advisory com-

mittees and woaing groups composed of representatives of interested agen-

cies and consult with such departments and agencies as may be necessary

for the most effective performance of his functions. The Director also

shall establish a Telecmnunications Advisory Co:Imittee composed of experts

in the telecommunications area outside the Covernmomt.

Sec- 7. The Director shall issue such rules'ard regulations as may

be necessary to carry out the duties and responsibilities vested in him

by this order or delegated to him under this order.

Sec. 8. Al) executive departments and agencies of the Federal

Coermlent are authorized and directed to cooperate with the Director and

to furnish him such information, support and asSistance, not inconsistent

with the law, as he pay require in the performance of his duties.

Sec. 9. othing contained in .thin order shall be demcd to impair

any existing authority or jurisdiction of the Federal Communications

10, The Director the Federal CmmuniePtions Cmmission shall

ass5st k.:114 give policy ae!vice to the Department of State in the discharge—
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of -its fun,:tic.ns In the f5e3:1 of international tcle ..unications

'positions, and negotiations.

Sec. 11. Nothing contained in this order shall be domed to impair

the responsibilities of the Afoinistrator of Ceneral Services under the

Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended,

with respect to the representation of agencies in negotiations with

carriers and in proceedings before Federal and State regulatory bodies

or the procurement eithef directly or by delegation of authority to

other agencies of public utility communications services. The

Administrator shall coordinate his activities in these areas with the

Director.

Sec. 12. Functions of the Secretary of Commerce. The Secretary of

Comerce (hereinafter referred to in this order as the "Secretary"), in

.supporting the Director in the performance of his functions, shall:

(a) • Provide a centralized research and engineering capability within

the executive branch for the coordination of Federal frequency uses and

assignments.

(b) Develop and operate a national electro:angnetic compatibility

analysis facility.

(c) Conduct research and analysis on radio propagation, radio systems

characteristics, and operating techniques leading to improved utilization

of the radio resource.

(d) Conduct research and analy1;is in the gencr0 field of tr,le-

co:amunieation sciences in support of other Government agencies an:1 in

response to specific requests from the Director of Telecommunications

Policy.
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Sec. 13. The Secretary, in fulfilling his responsibilities under

section 32 of this order, shall operate under general 
spectrum management

guidelines and criteria prescribed by the Director, who sha
ll retain

ultimate authority for the allocation and assignment 
of radio frequencies

to Government agencies. The Interdepartment Radio Advisory Committee

secretariat shall be an operating unit within the 
Department of Commerce

and shall make its recmmendations to the Director 
through the Secretary.

Sec. 14. Retention of ExistinLI.uthoritv. Except as specifically

provided thnrein, nothing in this order shall be deel,ed to derogate from

any now existing assignmmt of functions to any department Or agency or

officer thereof nade by statute, Executive order, or Presidential direc-

tives, including neEoranda..

Sec. 15. Reyol:.ctOrdcrs. The following are hereby revoked:

(1) Executive Ordcr i0. 10705 of April 17, 1957.

(2) Executiw: Order No. 10995 of February 16, 1962._

(3) . Executive Order No. 1104. of February 15, 1963.

THE VOTE HOUSE



February 2, 1970

To: l‘tr. Keogh

From: Tom Whitehead

The Telecommunications Reorganization
Message is scheduled for February 9th.
and I have just been informed that itizi
protocol to clear both the reorganization
plan and the Message with the Government
Operations Committee in advance, and I am
further advised that the legal clearance
requirement involves sending both to the
Justice Department before it goes to the
Congress.

AU of this has to be done before the President
signs it. Therefore, you should arrange for
the BOB to get it at the earliest possible date.

CTIMitehead:ed



February Z. 1970

To: Mr. Ron Ziegler

From: Clay T. Whitehead

I could also forward copies of the
reorganization plan and Executive
Order if you are so fascinated you
can't put the subject out of your
mind. I will also send a copy of
the message transmitting the
reorganization plan to Congress
when I receive it from Keogh.

CTWhitehead:jm
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DRAFT
2-4-70

REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. OF 1970

Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate

and the House of Representatives in Congress assembled,

, 1970, pursuant to the provisions of

chapter 9 of title 5 of the United States Code.

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

Section 1. Transfer of functions. The functions

relating to assigning frequencies to radio stations

belonging to and operated by the United States, or to

classes thereof, conferred upon the President by the

provisions of section 305(a) of the Communications Act

of 1934, 47 U.S.C. 305(a), are hereby transferred to

the Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy

hereinafter provided for.

Sec. 2. Establishment of Office. There is hereby

established in the Executive Office of the President the

Office of Telecommunications Policy, hereinafter re-

ferred to as the Office.

Sec. 3. Director and deputy.. .(a) There shall be

at the head of the Office the Director of the Office of

Telecommunications Policy, hereinafter referred to as the

Director. The Director shall be appointed by the President

by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and shall

be compensated at the rate now or hereafter provided for

Level III of the Executive Schc:dule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C.

5314).



(b) There shall be in the Office a Deputy Directo
r

of the Office of Telecommunications

2

Policy who shall

be appointed by the President by and w
ith the advice and

consent of the Senate and shall be compen
sated at the rate

now or hereafter provided for Level Iv of
 the Executive

Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5315). The Deputy Director

shall periorm such functions as the Direc
tor may from

time to time prescribe and, unless the Pr
esident shall

designate another person to so act, shall act 
as Director

during the absence or disability of the Direc
tor or in

the event of vacancy in the office of Directo
r.

(c) No person shall while holding office as Di
rec-

tor or Deputy Director engage in any other
 business,

vocation, or employment.

Sec. 4. Performance of functions of Director. (a)

The Director may appoint employees necess
ary for the work

of the Office under the classified Civil ser
vice and fix

their compensation in accordance with the clas
sification

laws.

(b) The Director may from time to time make such

provisions as he shall deem appropriate au
thorizing the

performance of any function transferred to him
 hereunder

by any other officer, or by any organizational enti
ty

or employee, of the Office.
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Sec. 5. Abolition of office. That office of Assist-

ant Director of the Office of Emergency Preparedness

which is on the date of the transmittal of this reorgan-

ization plan to the Congress held by the Director of

Telecommunications Management under Executive Order No.

10995 of February 16, 1962, as amended, is abolished.

The foregoing abolition of office shall become effective

when the person first appointed as Director of the Office

of Telecommunications Policy .(under section 3 hereof

or by recess appointment, as the case may be) enters

upon office as such Director. The Director of the

Office of Emergency Preparedness shall make such pro-

visions as he may deem to be necessary with respect to

winding up any outstanding affairs of the office abol-

ished by the foregoing provisions of this section.

Sec. 6. Incidental transfers. (a) So much of the

personnel, property, records, and unexpended balances of

appropriations, allocations, and other funds employed,

held, or used by, or available or to be made available

to, the Office of Emergency Preparedness in connection

with functions affected by the provisions of this reor-

ganization plan as the Director of the Bureau of the
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Budget shall determine. shall be transferred to
 the Office

of Telecommunications Policy at such time or times

as he shall direct.

(b) Such further measures and dispositions as the

Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall de
em to be

necessary in order to effectuate the transfer
s provided

for in subsection (a) of this section shall 
be carried

out in such manner as he shall direct and b
y such agencies

as he shall designate.

Sec. 7. Interim Director. The President may au-

thorize any person who immediately prior to th
e effective

date of this reorganization plan holds a posi
tion in the '

Executive Office of the President to act as Di
rector of

the Office of Telecommunications Policy until the

office of Director is for the first time filled
 pursuant

to the provisions of section 3 of this reorgan
ization

plan or by recess appointment, as the case may be
: The

President may authorize any person who serves in 
an act-

ing capacity under the foregoing provisions of this

section to receive the compensation attached to t
he

office of Director. Such compensation, if authorized,

shall be in lieu of, but not in addition to, o
ther com-

pensation from the United States to which such 
person

may be entitled.



February 7, 1970

Dear Mr. Rogers:

Thank you for your letter of February 5 regarding the
telecommunications reorganization. I think your thoughts
on the matter are correct, and I appreciate your setting
out your personal situation with regard to this Office.

A& I indicated, we hope to move ac quickly as possible in
establishing this Office and getting its work under way.
I look forward to talking with you again and will be in
touch in the near future.

Mr. T. F. Rogers
Vice President
Urban Affairs
The Mitre Corporation
Westgate Research Park
McLean, Virginia ZZ101

cc: Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CrWhitehead:jm

Sincerely,

Clay T. V, hitehead
Staff Assistant



THE MITRE CORPORATION
WESTGATE RESEARCH PARK

McLEAN, VIRGINIA 22101

T. F. ROGERS
VICE PRESIDENT

URBAN AFFAIRS

Dr. Clay T. Whitehead
Staff Assistant
The White House
Executive Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20500

Dear Dr. Whitehead:

5 February 1970

I thought that you might like to have a written summary of certain
portions of our recent conversations as I recall them.

The most important matter, of course, is that of the intended re-
organization itself. On the basis of my study of the papers that you
provided to me, and the views that you expressed subsequently in
response to the questions raised in my mind by this study, I would
agree that the recommendations concerning the organizational
location, the "charter" and the mode of operation of the new Office
certainly can - and should - allow the telecommunications field to
receive the attention that it requires.

Whether or not it will do so will depend upon the support that it
receives from the President, its staffing and staff support and the
cooperation that it engenders among those groups within and without
the government - but particularly within the executive branch - that
are importantly concerned with the provision and use of telecommuni-
cations services. To a very great extent, the level of cooperation
eventually extended to the new Office by these groups will reflect the
energy and care with which the Office undertakes its work, the pro-
fessional soundness of the conclusions it reaches, and the ,objectivity
and utility of the policies and recommendations which it generates.

The Director of this new Office must undertake to assure the President
that the telecommunications facilities and services required for national
security are confidently in hand, that he is purchasing all of the Federal



Dr. Clay T. Whitehead 2-

government's telecommunications services economically, that the
electromagnetic spectrum is being used effectively and conservatively,
that the telecommunications industry is being stimulated to accomo-
date to great changes in technology and service demand, that the
international aspects of telecommunications activities further our
national interests and that, in general, it is conducting its activities
in consonance with his political philosophy. Undoubtedly, the White
House will experience difficulty in identifying very many men who can
bring to the new Office the *scope and level of experience that these
variegated tasks demand. But, of course, this is oftentimes the case
at this level in the government, and it is particularly likely to be so
when the organization is a new one. Therefore, a Director should be
selected who has the qualifications best suited to addressing those
areas which the President deems to be the most in need of attention
over the nearer term, and the Director should enlist others who are
competent to address the remaining ones.

On the basis of my present limited knowledge of the hazards, oppor-
tunities and issues in the telecommunications area as they are perceived
in the White House, I an-i not able to reach truly useful conclusions in
regard to the "rank ordering" of the task areas beyond agreeing that
an early review of the present NCS arrangements should rank highly.
Therefore, I cannot comment on the professional qualifications that
should be emphasized now in the selection of a Director.

As to my personal views in regard to accepting any request to head
this Office, I would make the following observations:

a. I am now convinced that the responsibilities and
authority of the new Office will be great, that these
responsibilities must be discharged satisfactorily,
and that its intended character will allow it to do so.

b. I could bring to the Office useful experience in many
of the areas for which it would have responsibility, with
much of this experience concentrated in the areas of
technology, executive branch operations, Defense and
industry, but lesser in the Federal-State-local relation-
ships and international areas.
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c. My understanding of the responsibilities of this Office is
that they would be expected to be discharged by the
exercise of professional skills of a technical and admini-
strative nature; these skills would have to be applied, of
course, in a prudent and politic manner so as to exhibit
a sensitivity to the responsibilities, interests and concerns
of others, but, at least for the most part, they would not
require involvement in partisan politics.

d. I am not now engaged, nor have I ever been engaged, in
partisan political activity, and I have never registered as
a political party member. I am unaware of any views or
actions of this Administration that would give me pause in
regard to accepting such a position.

e. I served the Government in Washington for over five years
immediately prior to joining the MITRE Corporation eight
months ago. I am keenly mindful, therefore, of the personal
demands that high positions in the executive branch place
upon those who hold them; accepting another important and
difficult assignment - and this clearly would be one - is not a
prospect that I view with relish. My position here is a truly
excellent one. I believe that the work that I am doing is
important and it brings me a great deal of satisfaction; the
leaders of the Corporation and its Board of Trustees are out-
standing men and I take a distinct pleasure in being associated
with them.

I would not leave my present position unless the White House were able
to convince itself and my Corporation President, Mr. Robert Everett,
and the Chairman of our Board of Trustees, Mr. Robert Sprague, that,
on balance, the Corporation and the government - which the Corporation
is chartered to serve - would be served best by my leaving to take up
such a position.

I found our discussions to be quite interesting and I am pleased and
reassured to learn of this important and constructive development.

I trust that you will find these observations useful.

Sincerely,
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Thursday 2/5/70

9;10 Mr. Whitehead asked mc to 'call
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Tell them the reorganizatfon messa.ge on communications
is tentatively scheduled for the 9th and it is almost
eractly along the lines Tom discussed with them and
which was laid out. in tin release from the Ka.rth hearings.

If you would like, he would be glad to come up and discuss
in more detail with thorn or the Congressman or Senator,

Today, tomorrow, Saturday, or Monday.



Judy --

Here's a copy
of the package
(Tom still has
the chron but
I thought perhaps

we'd better have
a copy also --
in case.

Apparently they're

going to have to
redo the Message
(see note re
meeting with
Huebner and
Schn.00r at 9 a.m.

Saturday.



Friday 2/6/70

7:40 Lee Huebner will be here for a 9 o'clock

meeting tomorrow morning...or whenever
you're ready.

MEETING
7/70

9:00 a.m.



Friday 2/6/70

7:00 Mr. Huebner:

Tom Whitehead asked me to let you know that
we 17r.,,vo a problen with the .Conzress —
If we're to rne-..,..t our time schedule, we'll have
to mile the 1.1L:s!-x,3c.: by Loon V)morrow.

Schnor):.' h7,r3 co-157 of. the p::.nultirriato draft and
they N.,1.3/ chan3e3 by
9 a. )..n. morn1r:3'.

Cou1(1 yo...1. inc,"..,:t with To-,-A cand Eleb:::toor at 9 or
15.,...J.-veTic 7 wlin,.tever



February 6, 1970

en Cc.)lo

r t 171:inif:;;In

VT<:: i.cr.)E cent
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FOR TUI.0

You earlic,,.r approved the prep:tration of a Reorganizn.tion Plan and
Order p-i:ovit:ing for a reog11.11ation thin the eNecutive

fortolcco:.•ormrlicr:AL-Jaa refli:,c.-)noibilities. The meznorandurn.
nent to you v..t tIat tii I:3 ach..):1 at Tab 3).

A ttathed T.R13 A. in a Mcosage to the Ceoss co:v.(3111z a
Ree;:gr.nizaon 1.1:74.1. to 1.1.-.LT1-r.cic;lit cora,- of those rocommenclationt3.
Thiti will be followed by 1cutivo Ordr:::: to imple-inent
.-.:rraindor of the w iaell the .Pliva is approved by the
Conr,rezs.

The :1:.:1;:./11.. Ordor taken togettlex provicle for;

(1) The ol;t:IblivIlment of a crrz‘..11 independent Office of
Teleccyriamunication:; Policy In. it cuvc Ofacc of tho President

'cvLich ;.4:Ck) delogiAcd essoutially L11 of tl:“.1 Prof5idenet3 responsibilitico
for teleconlynunioationo mern.

(2) .1n e.-.-zpanrled resoarch, and Eipc.:ctruna
riac.nt office in Lho Depa::11,:.R.nt of Co7.e.vo.eree to nv.1:alytical r.nd
othc,r Lupport: for the Office of Telecolorriunicatio.on Policy.

l\To p.. -vers of the Ircdoml. Colra-nunico.tiono Comn-linLIon aro affceted.

Thei:e hi lo.a::„ boom wide agreement tIvat a Sbiftin.f.j and st-i!enztlioni.tta
of c cuhvo )L',UCh cap-2.b.ilitier) roquireCt. We. el:pect no st3..or,,,n;
oppozition to rd.ri p::0320fia1 citlier in the Crevr.; or frotn
All cor.c.c;rricl (1cpazianent:.3 and agoacies approve or 11:,.ve no
objection.
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TO '111E CONGRESS OD"EllE UNITED STATES:

We live in a time when the technology of telecommunications is

undergoing rapid change which will dramatically affect the whole of our

society, It has long been recognized that the executive branch of the

Federal government should be better equipped to deal with the issues

which arise from. telecommunications growth. As the largest single

user of the nation's telecommunications facilities, the Federal government

must also manage its internal communications operations in the most

effective manner possible.

As a step toward fully realizing these goals, I am today sending

to the Congress Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1970, prepared in accordance

with chapter 9 of title 5 of the United States Code.

• This plan would establish a new Office of Telecommunications Policy

in the Executive Office of the President. The new unit would be beaded

by a Director and a Deputy Director who would be appointed by the

President with the advice and consent of the Senate. The existing office

of the Director of Telecommunications Management in the Office of

Emergency Preparedness would be abolished.

In addition to the functions which are transferred to it by the

reorganization plan, the new Office would perform certain other duties

which I intend to assign to it by Executive Order as soon as the reorgani-

zation plan takes effect. The Office of Telecommunications Policy would

be assisted in its research and analysis responsibilities by the agencies

and departments of the Executive Branch including another new office,

located in the Department of Commerce and reporting to the Assistant

Secretary of Commerce for Science and Technology.

The new Office of Telecommunications Policy would play three

essential roles:
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1. It would serve as the President's principle adviser CM

telecommunications policy, helping to formulate government: policies

concerning a \V) do range of domestic and international telecommunications

issues. The speed of economic and technological. iclva.nee in our time

means that T1CW questions concerning communications are constantly

arising, questions on which the government must be well informed and

well advised. The new Office will enable the President and all government

officials to share more fully in the experience, the insights, and the

forecasts of government and non-government experts.

Z. The Office of Telecommunications Policy would help formulate

policies and coordinate operations for the Federal government's own vast

communications systems, It would, for example, set guidelines for the

various departments and agencies concerning their communications
(,)r

equipment and services. It would evaluate the ability of government

communications systems to meet the security needs of the nation and to

perform effectively in time of emergency. The Office would direct the

assignment of those portions of the radio spectrum which are reserved.

for government use, carry out responsibilities conferred on the President

by the Communications Satellite Act, advise State and local governments,

and perform other related duties.

3. Finally, the new Office would enable the exec-olive branch to speak

with a clearer voice and to act as a stronger partner in discussions of

communications policy with both the Congress and the Federal. Communications

Commission. This action would take away none of the prerogatives or functions

assigned to the Federal Communications Commission by the Congress. It

is my hope, however, that the new Office and the Federal Communications

Commission would cooperate in achieving certain reforms in telecommunica-

tions policy, especially in our procedures for allocating portions of •the

radio spectrum for government and civilian tu.-;e. Our current procedures

i1 .w;1 be more flexible if they are to deal adequately with proldem:1 a:T;

11(' i I 1 If ;pecicu n
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Each r CO:rganization includ.ed in the plan which accompanies this

message is necessary to accomplish one or more of the purposes set

forth in section 901(a) of title 5 of the United States Code. In particular,

the plan is responsive to section 901(a)(1), "to promote the better execution

of the laws, the more effective management of the executive branch and

of its agencie..: and functions, and the expeditious administration of the

public business;" and section 901(a)(3), "to increase the efficiency of

the operations of the government to the fullest extent practicable. "

I have also found that the accompanying reorganization plan must

provide for the appointment and compensation of new officers specified

in sections 3(a) and 3(b) of the plan. The rates of compensation fixed

for these officers are comparable to those fixed for other officers in

the executive branch who have similar responsibilities.

This plan should result in the more efficient operation of the

government. It is not practical, however, to itemize or aggregate the

exact expenditure reductions which will result from this action.

The public interest requires that government policies concerning

telecommunications be formulated with as much sophistication and vision

as possible. This reorganization plan -- and the CY ccutivc order which

would folio': it — are necessary instruments if the government is to respond

adequately to the challenges and opportunities presented by the rapid pace

of change in communications. I urge that the Congress allow this plan to

become effective so that these necessary reforms can be accomplished.

THE WHITE
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December 20, 969

MEM OJANDUM F OR THE PRESIDE N T

ACTION
Office of
Tele c omm.uni cations
Policy

In spite of the rapidly growing importance of telecommuni-cations to the Nation and for the government's own missions, thereis no effective policy -making capability for telecommunications
in the executive branch. The Administration is therefore largelyunable to exert leadership or take initiatives in spite of
vulnerability to critici. s3y) for FCC policies. Government-widecoordination of its own telecommunications activities has not been.adequate. There has been widespread ells satisfaction with executivebranch organi zation for telecommunications policy and operations
for many years.

There are many important, complex, and quite fundamentalissues that will, have to he resolved in the telecommunications
industry during your Administration; there are also many issues
related .to the governm.ent's own communications procurement and
operations. Since January, we have been dealing with the most
important issues largely on an ad hoc basis and simultaneously
studying how these capabilities could be strengthened.

Among the alternatives examined were a Department of
Communications, an independent agency, assignment to an existing
Cabinet department, and the status quo. Each of these was found
to have serious drawbacks organizationally, or to cause unacceptabledisagreements among executive branch agencies.

We have now concluded that the following organizational
arrangements, together with several first- rate new people in the
key positions, offer a significant improvement and will be widelyaccepted as a valuable step forward.

1. A small new Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP)
would be established in the Executive Office of the President,
replacing the more narroWly defined functions of the Office of
Tele communications Management in the OEP. All Pre sidenti al
responsibilities in the telecommunications area would be delegated
to this office.
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2, A Telecommunications Research and Analysis Center
.would be established in the Department of Commerce to provide

• research, engineering, economic, and frequency as sitparnent

support to the OTP and. to other executive departments as needed.'

3. No FCC responsibilities Would be affected, but
plamying for eventual consolidation of government and civilian
radio spectrum management would be started.

4. One of the first responfilbilities of the OTP would be a

major review in conjunction vith the National Security Council of
the objectives and management arrangements for the governm.en.t's
(win telecon-nmmica.tions operations.

The cost of this arrangement would be $1 to $2 million
annually above current levels for the next few years.

The Bureau of the Budget, the Office of EThergency Planning,

the Office of Science and Technology, and the major departments and
agencies affected by this p3an agree with this proposal. The
President's Advisory Council on Executive Organization has seen
this proposal and decided not to consider this issue in their work.

We expect no. significant opposition from industry or Congress.

RECOMMF,N)DATTPN_ •

That you approve the preparation of a reorganization plan

and associated executive order implementing the above plan as soon

, ••as possible.

• APP.* .)v
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Please submit a final draft of the Telecommunications Message
signed off by Mr. Keogh by early Friday afternoon, covered by
an ACTION - MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT for
Mr. Ehrlichman's signature, briefly stating the substance and
asking for the President's approval.

• Further, submit a separate status report on the legislation to
accompany the in to the Hill the same day.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

THE WHITE HOUSE, February 9, 1970.

To the Congress of the United States:
We live in a time when the technology of telecommunications is

undergoing rapid change which will dramatically affect the whole of
our society. it has long been recognized that the executive branch of
the Federal government should be better equipped to deal with the
issues which arise from telecommunications growth. As the largest
single user of the nation's telecommunications facilities, the Federal
government must also manage its internal communications operations
in the most effective manner possible.

Accordingly, I am today transmitting to the Congress Reorganiza-
tion Plan No. 1 of 1970, prepared in accordance with chapter 9 of title
5 of the United States Code.
That plan would establish a new Office of Telecommunications

Policy in the Executive Office of the President. The new unit would
be headed by a Director and a Deputy Director who would be ap-
pointed by time President with the advice and consent of the Senate.
The existing office held by the Director of Telecommunications
Management in the Office of Emergency Preparedness would be
abolished.
In addition to the functions which are transferred to it by the

reorganization plan, the new Office would perform certain other
duties which I intend to assign to it by Executive order as soon as
the reorganization plan takes effect. That order would delegate to
the new Office essentially those functions which are now assigned to
the Director of Telecommunications Management. The Office of
Telecommunications Policy would be assisted in its research and
analysis responsibilities by the agencies and departments of the
Executive Branch including another new office, located in the Depart-
ment of Commerce.
The new Office of Telecommunications Policy would play three

essential roles:
1. It would serve as the President's principal adviser on telecom-

munications policy, helping to formulate governnient policies con-
cerning a wide range of domestic and international telecommunications
issues and helping to develop plans and programs which take full
advantage of the nation's technological capabilities. The speed of
economic and technological advance in our time means that new ques-
tions concerning communications are constantly arising, questions
on which the government must be well informed and well advised.
The new Office will enable the President, and all government officials
to share more fully in the experience, the insights, and the forecasts
of government and non-government experts.

(1)
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2. The Office of Telecommunications Policy would help formulate
policies and coordinate operations for the Federal government's own
vast communications systems. It would, for example, set guidelines
for the various departments and agencies concerning their communi-
cations equipment and services. It would regularly review the ability
of government communications systems to meet the security needs
of the nation and to perform effectively in time of emergency. The
Office would direct the assignment of those portions of the radio
spectrum which are reserved for government use, carry out responsi-
bilities conferred on the President by the Communications Satellite
Act, advise State and local governments, and provide policy direction
for the National Communications System.

3. Finally, the new Office would enable the executive branch to
speak with a clearer voice and to act as a more effective partner in
discussions of communications policy with both the Congress and the
Federal Communications Commission. This action would take away
none of the prerogatives or functions assigned to the Federal Com-
munications Commission by the Congress. It is my hope, however,
that the new Office and the Federal Communications Commission
would cooperate in achieving certain reforms in telecommunications
policy, especially in their procedures for allocating portions of the
radio spectrum for government and civilian use. Our current pro-
cedures must be more flexible if they are to deal adequately with
problems such as the worsening spectrum shortage.
Each reorganization included in the plan which accom Hips t his

message is necessary to accomplish one or more of tlw purposes set
forth in section 901(a) of title 5 of the United States Code. In particu-
lar, the plan is responsive to section 901 (a) (1), "to promote the better
execution of the laws, the more effective management of the executive
branch and of its agencies and functions, and the expeditious adminis-
tration of the public business;" and section 901(a)(3), "to increase the
efficiency of the operations of the government to the fullest extent
practicable."
The reorganizations provided for in this plan make necessary the

appointment and compensation of new officers, as specified in sections
3(a) and 3(b) of the plan. The rates of compensation fixed for these
officers are comparable to those fixed for other officers in the executive
branch who have similar responsibilities.
This plan should result in the more efficient operation of the govern-

ment. It is not practical, however, to itemize or aggregate the exact
expenditure reductions which will result from this action.
The public interest requires that government policies concerning

telecommunications be formulated with as much sophistication and
vision as possible. This reorganization plan—and the executive order
which would follow it—are necessary instruments if the government
is to respond adequately to the challenges and opportunities presented
by the rapid pace of change in communications. I urge that the
Congress allow this plan to become effective so that these necessary
reforms can be accomplished.

RICHARD NIXON.

IL I)14('. 141-'2'22



REORGANIZATION PLAN NO. 1 OF 1970

(Prepared by the President and transmitted to the Senate and the
House of Representatives in Congress assembled, February 9, 1970,
pursuant to the provisions of chapter 9 of title 5 of the United
States Code)

OFriuct: OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY

SECTION 1. Transfer of functions. The functions relating to assigning
frequencies to radio stations belonging to and operated by the United.
States, or to classes thereof, conferred upon the President by the pro-
visions of section 305(a) of the Communications Act of 1934, 47
U.S.C. 305(a), are hereby transferred to the Director of the Office of
Telecommunications Policy hereinafter provided for.
SEC. 2. Establishment cy Oce. There is hereby established in the

Executive Office of the President the Office of Telecommunications
Policy, hereinafter referred to as the Office.
SEC. 3. Director and deputy. (a) There shall be at the head of the

Office the Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy, here-
inafter referred to as the Director. The Director shall be appointed by
the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and
shall be compensated at the rate now or hereafter provided for Level
III of the Executive Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5314).
(b) There shall be in the Office a Deputy Director of the Office of

Telecommunications Policy who shall be appointed by the President
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and shall be com-
pensated at the rate now or hereafter provided for Level IV of the
Executive Schedule Pay Rates (5 U.S.C. 5315). The Deputy Director
shall perform such functions as the Director may from time to time
prescribe and, unless the President shall designate another person to
so act, shall act as Director during the absence or disability of the
Director or in the event of vacancy in the office of Director.
(c) No person shall while holding office as Director or Deputy Di-

rector engage in any other business, vocation, or employment.
SEC. 4. Performance of functions of Director. (a) The Director may

appoint employees necessary for the work of the Office under the
classified civil service and fix their compensation in accordance with
the classification laws.
(b) The Director may from time to time make such provisions as

he shall deem appropriate authorizing the performance of any function
transferred to him 'hereunder by any other officer, or by any 

e
or-

ganizational entity or employee, of the Office.
SEC. 5. Abolition of o e. That office of Assistant Director of the

Office of Emergency lreparedness held by the Director of Tele-
communications Management under Executive Order No. 10995 of
February 10, 1962, as amended, is abolished. The Director of the

(8)
IT. I )oe. 111-222
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Office of Emergency Preparedness shall make such provisions as he
may deem to be necessary with respect to winding up any outstanding
affairs of the office abolished by the foregoing provisions of this
section.

SEC. 6. Incidental transfers. (a) So much of the personnel, property,
records, and unexpended balances of appropriations, allocations, and
other funds employed, held, or used by, or available or to be made
available to, the Office of Emerpncy Preparedness in connection with
functions affected by the provisions of this reorganization plan as the
Director of the Bureau of the Budget shall determine shall be trans-
ferred to the Office of Telecommunications Policy at such time or
times as he shall direct.
(b) Such further measures and dispositions as the Director of the

Bureau of the Budget shall deem to be necessary in order to effectuate
the transfers provided for in subsection (a) of this section shall be
carried out in such manner as he shall direct and by such agencies
as he shall designate.
SEC. 7. Interim Director. The President may authorize any person

who immediately prior to the effective date of this reorganization
plan holds a position in the Executive Office of the President to
act as Director of the Office of Telecommunications Policy until the
office of Director is for the first time filled pursuant to the provisions
of section 3 of this reorganization plan or by recess appointment, as
the case may be. The President may authorize any person who serves
in an acting capacity under the foregoing provisions of this section
to receive the compensation attached to the office of Director. Such
compensation, if authorized, shall be in lieu of, but not in addition
to, other compensation from the United States to which such person
may be entitled.

0
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BY WILLIAM S. KINGMAN, Vice President-Government

Continental Telephone Corp., V/a.511',,-. D.C.

HowLf(Q‘ rk%1r"ferUV1751 Ruined New
TelecornmunicatIons Pocy

Bulletin!
It was learned at presstime
that the Budget Bureau, which
assisted in the preparation of
the OTP reorganization memo-
randum, has incorporated fund-
ing of the proc;:am in the Fed-
eral budget vihich President
Nixon will present to Congress.

LL OF US who have run a
business can agree that it is

much easier to stop a project before
it starts than to cut it down once it
has started. It is necessary there-
for that we know vhat govern-
ment is planning before the change
becomes an accomplished fact, ei-
ther by legislation or reorganiza-

, tion.
I'm not inferring by this that all

change is bad—far from it. What I
am saying is that "We the People"
must keep ourselves informed and
our elected representatives advised
of our feelings.

Sonic of you will remember my
remarks in 1f3G9 while I was presi-
dent of USITA, regarding Presi-
dent Johnson's Taskforee Report on
Telecommunications. Those of you
that didn't hear of it there may
have read Telephone Engineer &
Alanagcment ou the subject. Frank-
ly, many of the ideas brought out in
the repo,t were frightening to any
tekiph,„„e man or woman.
Some of those ideas are still be-

ing Licked :mini id in Covernment.
In December 19;19 a memoran-

dum concerning Executive Branch
Organization for Ielecommunica-

sgl

lee of
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There arc more 'pros' than 'cons' in the upcom-
ing reorganization of national telecommunications
management. But now is the eleventh hour for you
to influence final direction on important points.

COVernMent with a request
for comments. I will not bother you
with the complete memorandum
but will cover a few of the high-
lights and comment on them.

O First, it was indicated that
there is a serious lack of effective
machinery for dealing expeditious-
ly with domestic telecommunica-
tions issnes.
o Second, it was indicated that

efforts to coordinate the procure-
ment and use of telecommunica-
tions facilities and JCL vices by the

Federal Government ha', 2, lim-
ited success.
o Third, it was that

the handling or spectrum a....!,:tion
IS inefficient.
The history of the Office of Tele-

communications • the
memo indicated, revea! at-
tempts by the DIM
leadership in communic..:!1.: pol-
icy has been largely

'The several sIndics that hoen
made since World War !I v. 712. re-



OTP
Continua •

(erred to in the memo and
discussed. Reorganization
-ere also briefly cliscnssed.
The following recommendation

for reorganization was then made:
An Office of Telecommunications

Polk), should be established Os an
independent entity in the Execu-
tive Office of the President. The
Director of this office, appointed by
the President, would have primary
executive branch responsibility for
both mitional telecommunications
policies and Federal administrative
telecommunication operations. (See
boxed list)
In performing these functions,

the Director, Office of Telecommu-
nications Policy, will be assisted by
a small staff, augmented as re-
quired by: (1) ad hoc, interagency

briefly
issues

•

ci.t.ti^r1

and nongovernmcnt task groups,
(2) independent consultants, (3)
contract studies, (4) a new Tele-
communications lies care 11 and
Analysis Center, (5) the Interde-
partment Radio Advisory Com-
mittee, and (6). a new Telecom-
munications Advisory Committee
composed of experts from outside
of the government. So long as the
NCS structure is retained, he will
also be assisted by the Executive
Agent of the NCS.
A Telecommunications Research

and Analysis (Ttl...‘C) should he es-
tablished in the Department of
Commerce, reporting to the Assis-
tant Secretary for Science and
Technology. The TRAC ‘vould
provide a centralized research, en-
Onei ring and onaly:,is eapability in
support of spectrum momeement

and such other areas as may be e-
glared.
The Office of Telecommunica-

tions Policy should be established
with an initial strength of up to 30
professionals, including up to 15 at
supergradc levels. 1 The.. position of
Director, Office of Telecommunica-
tions Policy should be established
at executive pay level M. Provision
should be made within the budget
of the office for adequate consult-
ing fees and contractual support;
and for administrative support to,
and space for, task groups and per-
sonnel on short-term detail.
The Office of Telecommunica-

tions Management in the OEP_
should be abolished. All • policy
functions of that office not directly
related to emergency preparedness

• 1

•

"The cost of gov-
ernment is unpro-
ductive. While it is
necessary, we must
constantly endeav-
or to keep its costs
within hounds."

should be transferred to the Office
of Telecommunications Policy,
along with appropriate emergency
planning functions, final spectrum
management authority, and NCS
responsibilities. The major portion
of the Frequency Management Di-
rectorate of the arm should be
Ira nsferred to the Department of
Commerce to provide the technical
and clerical support functions de-
scribed above. 'The position of Spe-
cial Assistant to the President for
Telecot n munica lions should he
abolished,
The Office of Telecommunica-

tions Policy will exercise the policy
functions of the Executive Office of
the President with respect to the
planning, integration, and emer-
gency use of the telecommunica-
tions s) stems of the excentive

branch, subject to gen::ra'a 7olicy
guidance on appropri;ltc .77.1tters
from the National Secury C: nciI
and the Director, OEP.
lion will continue to be C.XiSed
through the mecha»ism f ti Na-
tional Communications System
(NCS) until changes in t:'.:kt 7" Cell-
anism are suggested by
review recommenclA .7 and
approved by the Presi(!..:1!.

I could not agree v.-:4:71 the
suggestion that the ci lc-
comm NIL-.
should be established an '27:de-
pendent agency in the
Office of the President Cr..1-_ the
Director of this
directly to the Presic:L:.t
than, as at present, threl:'.:h t: t Of-
fice of Emergency Plae_ This
would enhance the in.7i.:enz.2 of
OTM in the exercise of is
Eons.

Calling it "Office of Tcl.ecr----.7-nu-
nications Policy" seems
and the 'responsibilities oi.:-..1:ned
aro broad and all encon-.74:55::::. It
is difficult to interpret ju.;'.. the
author had in mind. 17.1.:il 7.e7son
reading these responsibfiflies :auld
make his own interpret:..ti:n just
what these respnsibr..iies are.
That can be frightening   :er-
sonally think it will frifn i lot
of people. Add to that ti. 1:1:-. that
many of the phases are r
of phases in the JobtrNoi Tf':.:0m-
inunicatioas Report and y,..1 can
see many telephone pecp!e. ing
exception.

Built-in Checks
A lot would depend Di-

rector and the President.
forget that our system c
mcnt provides for hal .,\nd
counter balances. We i: tiIl
have the judicial and;:.itive
branches of government tJsp in
if the Administrative hr,:r.,-..1!) over
stepped its bound;:. that
we would not have to
count-ries) reelect a Po •,:,*. 1.: :LIt
we did not want.

Regardless' of ;II



waY or administrating the alloca-
tion of the frequency spectrum for
USC of communicatio» services and
the Federal Government is neces-
sary and desirable. It is also neces-
sary and desirable to develop a
better method to coordinate the
manageme»t of conammications
SerVieltS for the Federal Govern-
ment. Further centralization may
be necessary awl a "systems engi-
neering" capacity seems desirable.

it is also very desirable to estab-
lish a coordinated program for
technical assistance to state and lo-
cal governments in the field of
communications.

I do not feel that the suggestions
made would greatly expand ()TM
or make it a super-regulatory body,
if for no other reason than the
checks and balances we already
have in government.

It does disturb me as to what is
meant by "representing the execu-
tive branch in FCC procedures."
There is no reason however why

this could not be explaiited to ev-
eryone's satisfaction—or, if not, left
out. After all, our government's op-
eration is based on negotiation and
compromise.

Small, FloMe Groups
I like the idea that a big perina-

nent staff would not be necessary
in the OTP but that arrangements
arc provided for the use of ad hoc,
interagency and non-government
task groups, independent consul-
tants, contract studios, the Interde-
partment Radio Committee, and a
new Telecommunications Advisory
Committee.
But what is this new Telecom-

munications Research and Analysis
Center? It seems unnecessary to
burden taxpayers to establish a re-
search capacity which would mere-
ly duplicate the facilities and
skilled scientific and technical man-
Power already Pro‘.liled bY 11 1'1 Pri-
‘;ate sector. When O.T.P. or other
government agency requires spe-
cialized R&D, they can always pro-
cure it from Lire large number of

1

01. 'ffiL MICE or TRECOii:M!.!!!;CialC:3
I) Economic, technical arid systems analysis of telc.,:ornrr... 7.-

ca1ions policies and oppoitupities in support of nct]c-1 p7
formuiation and U.5. participation in inteinationa!
cations activities.
2) Developing executive branch policy on - telecommunical.;:!.:3

matters includiNg7" but not limited to, industry organization z-1:i
practices, regulatory pelklics, and the allocation and use of
electromagnetic spectrum for both government and
meat use.
3) Advocating executive branch policies to the FCC, i.• thr7 • ;'•

the President tn the Congress; and representing the
branch in FCC piecee(Jings.
4) Exercising final authority for the assii.:nment of 01:

to government users, and developing with the FCC a
plan for improved man;ifiement of the tial radio
5) Reviewing and evaluz,ting tho research and (ievol:Tment

and planninE„ operation, te.Airig, procurement, and us:f
communication system:, and services by the Federal g7.,:e.rnrr-..-::.t;
develop:nz appropliate pehcies and stand,,rds for
and niAini; reecironi,:,nclations to the Bureau of the Jt.--:
responsib!e departmental officials concerning the scop.:.
lug of competing, overlapping, or inefficient programs.
6) Exercising the functions conferred on the Presk:--nt by Ihz,

Communications Satellite Act.
7) Urndr the policy guidance cif the Diicctor, Office of Ernerc..,-7..7.2./

Preparedness, coordinating plans and pregrams for test..-i2, of
preparing to the use of telecommunications resources in a s-ate
of national emeriiency.
8) Test, reviev! and report to the President, throwth the

Security Council, on tile ability of naticnal commun::at!en:
sources to meet establihed national security requirear.:rils

and responsively.
9) Coordinating, Federal assistance to state and Iceei g.

ments in the telecommunications field.

independent research firms. The re-
liance on privately financed re-
search and development is, in my
opinion, the wisest COUrSe for stim-
ulating initiative awl progress
communication for the economy as
a whole.
The qualifications listed as nec-

essary for the Director of OTP are
very impressive-- in fact so impres-
sive that it may maLe it a little dif-
ficult to find such a person. For that
reason it is possible that the word
must" might be changed to one
not quite so demandi»g. It is im-
portan t however that the director
of this office be well qualified and a
strong person.

All in all, this is the best recom-
mendation I have seen to date.
What disturbs me is how long it

will take to accomplish. :1 v.:
appear that no effe.:t will
to fill this position of Dirt.:
flee of Telecommunicati‘;:-.s 'a....i.n-
agernent until this reorgarl:;:a.`..1:1 is
accomplished. In the ma-ant:ale.
that office is left to drift a 7:ay
num. The handlin,..: of te! 
nications by the governie,..-:-.1
important to the
country to be left t.-) drift .1,ar
If it is the intentioa of A.... A-
istration hom off WI an •,'
merit until reorgani,.ation fs

then \ ve sLorild
AdirlilliStrail011 to as

rapidly ;Is possible.
If an agreement On ./..a-

tion might tal:e sonaaiine—tL ,.
should press for arpoinhaa;i: :I.: a
director now.
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ME;v1C)E.A.1 DU 'FOR

Davizi Packard

neptay 6ecretary of refense

As we discussed on the phone, 1 am forwarding 
the names of

four people %ye have corIrdtlered ii o,e way or a,
lc.1.11014 for poo-

Mons in the new Office of Telecommunications

you rniz;Ixt wish to consider for the position of A
ssistant to the

jecretary of Defense for Telecommunication:3.

Each is an outr.ltanding individual in his own wa
y, although each

repref;ents a different mix of abilities.

Clay T. Whitehead

Special Ass itltant

to the President

Attachment

cc: Mr. Flanigan
Mr. Whitehead
Central Files

CTWhitehead:jrn



.Assistant to Sec. Del, (Te)ecornm.  )

1. Thomas F. Rogers
Vice President, Mitre Corp.

2. Charles Joyce
NSC staff

3. Gerald P. Dineen
Assoc. Director, MIT Lincoln Lab

4. Paul. Wisher
Assoc. Head, Space Systcms.Div. , flughes Aircraft Co.



B1OGRA1J.11C, DATA - THOMAS F. ROC.a.:RS

T. F. loge is, appointed to the position of Vice President -

urban Affairs .at the Mitre Corporation on June 
1, 1969, was most recently

Director of the Office of Urban Technology and Res
earch in the Offi'ce-of

the Secretary of the Depz..rtment of Housing and Ur
ban Development. He

was born in Providence, R. I., on August 11,
 19R3. He attended

•clementary and secondary schools there, and rec
eived his B. Sc.

cum laude, in Physics, from Providence Colleg
e in 1945. In 1949 he

was awarded the M. A. degree, also in Physics, fro
m Boston University.

During his professional career, Mr. Rogers has held i
ndustrial,

university and Government positions.

Among those held were the following:. research associat
e, Radio

Research Laboratory, Harvard University, Cambridg
e, Massachusetts,

1944-45; TV project engineer, Bell & Howell Company, 
Chicago, Illinois,

1945-46; electronic scientist, U.S. Air Force Cambridg
e Research Center,

Bedford, Massachusetts, 1945.-54; associate group le
a.der, Lincoln Laboratory,

Massachusetts institute of Technology, Lexington, Ma
ssachusetts, 1951-53

(on loan to M. I. T. from AFC.RC), head, communications laboratory, U.S.

•Air Force. Cambridge Research Center, Bedford, 
Massachusetts, 1954-59;

-
head, communications division, and member of the 

steering committee,

.Lincoln Laboratory, M. I. T. , Lexington, Massachu
setts, 1959-64. In this

last position, Mr. Rogers was concerned with 
the development of large

defense tropospheric and ionospheric scatter com
munication circuits and

networks, a.nd headed most of the Laboratory's spac
e research and

development programs.

Early in 1964, Mr. Rogers took leave of M. I. T. to ac
cept an appoint-

ment with the Department of Defense as an Assi
stant Director (Communications

Electronics) of Defense Research and Engineering i
n the Office of the

Secretary of Defense. In 1965, he was promoted to a Deputy Director



(Electronics and Inform-a(.ioSyst(:ly)s). In this capacity, he was responsible

for adminiestering large research, de
velopment, e.nginecring and systems

programs in the areas of electronics
, communications, data handling,

intelligence, reconnaissance, and comm
and and control programs budgeted

at billions of dollars during
 his tenure. In particular, he was insumenial

in bringing D. 0. D. 's global sat
ellite communica.tions network int

o being,

and in initiating its tactical satellite
 communications activities.

In May, 3.967, Mr. Rogers was appo
inted by the (then) Secretary of

the Department of Housing and
 Urban Development, Robert C. Weaver,

as the first Director of the Departm
ent's newly created Office of Ur

ban

Technology and Research. This Office (now headed by an As
sistant Secretary)

served as the focal point for the stimulat
ion, coordination, analysis and

evaluation of all research and developm
ent, activities related to tI. U. D.

programs and responsibilities. ••

During his two years with H. U. 1). , be o
rganized the first Federal

office and program specifically direc
ted, from cabinet level, to a broad

scientific and technological attack upo
n urban problems. Tie saw the

Department become, by Executive Orde
r, a formal member .of the Federal

Council on Science and Technology (
chaired by the President's Science

Advisor) and was•thc Department's me
mber on the Council; helped to form

_

an Urban Urban Institute; actively encouraged 
the entrance of the Department: of

- Defense into the study of defen
se-related don-]estic problems; initiated the

country's first major national exp
erimental housing proj ect the "In-Cities"

project; stimulated a growth in ge
neral research and development appr

opriation

from l/2.million to $1] million, and successf
ully' defended an itic.rease to

$30 million requested of the Congr
ess by the new Administration.

Mr. Rogers has received seve
ral special awards, including the

Outstanding Civil Service Perfo
rmance Award in 1957, a Certificate

 of

Commendation from the Secreta
ry of the Navy in 1961, and the Me

ritorious

Civilian Service A,.T.'ard and >.,Iedal f
rom the Secretary of Defense in 196

7 -

the highest civilian award made by th
e Secretary. Early this year he



•.

received an Engineering News Record Award for "Construction's Man

of the Year" - an award shared with Secretary of Transportation John Vol pu,

Senator John Sparkman, Mayor John Lindsa.y, Whitney Young and Postmaster

General Winton Blount.

-
His professional publications reflect his work on various frspecte

of radiowave propagation, communications, electronic memory devices,

ultrasoni C S , housing and molecular physics..

Mr. Rogers has been a member of severa.l. inter--Agency Government

.groups, including the Ac-ronautics and Astronautics Coordinating Board

(the AACB), has served on'several 'Government advisory groups such as

the Communications Satellite Panel of the President's Scientific Advisory

Committee, and was a member of the United States delegation to the

United Nations' Geneva meeting on the Application of Science and Technology

• for the Benefit: of Less Developed Areas. He has testified oftentimes before

various Committees of the Congress.

He has rece.ntly been made a Senior Associate of the Joint Center

for Urban Studies of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Harvard

University.
at •

He is also a Member or Fellow of several national and international

cientific and engineering societies. He is a Yellow of !..he Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and a past member of its Board of

Directors. He is a member of the Cosmos Club, and is listed in American

• Men of Science and Who's Who in America.

" Mr. Rogers .is married to the former Estelle Elizabeth Hunt and has

three daughters, Clare, Judith and Hope. He is •a resident of McLean, Virginia.
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FOR RELF,P,SE ' •
After 10:00 A.ctic.

liarch 31, 1967
. • • •

Thomps 10. 1-103ers has bceli appointed •t•o the positio.n of ....0-1).‘ector„

of:acc U.ol-q!n Techrio).ors3, to be ectablinhcet. n tara Iroyic,5.))3

The appointment, announced today by EUD.Secretary Robcrt.C.
'

.Weaver, wi11 become effective on May 1, 1967.
•

•

• In this new post, Mr. Rogers will be directly responsi:ble.
.to Secretary Weaver and Under Secretary Robert C. Wood.
Er.. Rogers' office will be the focal point for .the stimulation,
coordination, analysis and evaluation of all research. and
development related to DUD programs.

Commenti,nri on Mr. Rogers' appointment, Secretary Weaver
•said: "New tbchnologios must be developed if we are to bring
-the physical environment of our urban areas to the level

• necessary to serve modern needs and standards. This new office
, intended to stimulate the initiative and ideas in -flUD to do
this. Ex. Roges brings us the experience and background that
W.11 help us accomplish that mission."

Mr. Roger's, a prominent scientist and enginber, is presently.
a Deputy. Direcor....of Defense Resea.:ch :ma :Engineering in the
Office Of the Secretary of Defense. He has held industrial,
university and COvc..!nment positions. Ile has been on leave from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technolouy to the Defense Depart-
ment since February

• • •
As the ITzTuty,Directo-r .for Blectronics a,nd Information

;Systems/ yr. Rocr"ha".sbeen responsible for mElnv.ingil,v.ge. .

• 

•
•• • • ' • •!,--

•••• • . • ••••
• I •

•
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' research, development, enginc
ering..and nystelivi; .1Dregri.-.1ms

such areas as electl-onics, communicat3.on,s, data hundling
, •

and command and control -- programs budgeted at billions of

dollars during his tenure. lio•-•-shas been influential in bringing'

into •being the Department's sate3.3.
..ite 'coma-mica-Lions global '

network, and has particularly encouraged
 Ole broadest of•-'sisten-nr.;',::

studios and applicationf..; within his
 area of responsibility.

•

Before joining the Department of Defe
nse, Mr. Rogers was

-liezld of the Communications 
Division and Steering Comittee .

ilerober of MIT 's Lincoln Laboratory.

• Ile ~~~~~~~~~d a B.S. degree in Physics ~~ from
 Providence ColIec.ic•. •

in 3.945, and an M.A. degree, also
 in Physics, from Boston .

University in 1949.

Dis publications reflect his research 
work on various aspects

of radiowave propagation, communica
tions, electronia .memory .

devices, ultrasonics and molecular phys
ics. He is a meMber .of

•several national and international s
cientific and engineering

'institutes and societies, a Fellow of th'e Ins
titute of Electrical

and rleetronics rngineeris and a past 
member. of its Board or

.Directors. •

Er. Rogers has been a member of sever
al inter-Agency

Government groups, including the Aero
nautics Coordinating Poard.

lie has served on such Gov.:21.11in t Cld.v3.sory groups as the
 Communi-

cations Satellite Panel of the Pres
ident's Scientific Advisory

'Committee, and was a member of the 
United States delegation '

the United Nation's Geneva meeting 
on the Application of Science

and Technology for the Benefit of 
Less Developed Areas. . .

~~ . .11.
11' r

•

•

•••
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•. BIO;311ANIC DATA Thomas F. Rogers

• . •

F. Rogers, Director of the 02fice of U:cban. 
Toehnolocy

the Of1'5.cc of the Secretary of the Depz:.rtraent of Housing

rent, was born in P.covidence, R. I., on Augu...)t 11, 1923.

elementary and seconda-ly schools there, and received his
in Physics, fro:a l>..covidence College 5.n 1945. In 1949 be

M.A. degree, in Physics, from Boston 'university.

and Research in
and
He attended.

cu.m laude
vTaS wen:eked. the

During his professional career, lir. .Rogers has held industrial, university

aria Government positions.

Among those held were the followingiY'researeh asSociate, the Radio Research

LePoratory of Harvard, 1941i-45; TV project engineer, the Dell & Howell Company,
Chicago, 1945-1;6; electronic scientist with the U. S. Air Force Canbridge

Research Center, Bedford, Mass., 1945-54; associate group leader with the

Lincoln Laboratory, ED,ssachusetts Institute of Technology, Lexington, 
Mass., •

1951-53; laboratory head, U. S. Air F0-.0cp Calbridze Research Center, Bedford,

Mass., 1954-59; head, communications division and maiiiber of the steering
committee, Lincoln Lf2ooratory, M.I.T., 1959-64.

h

EarlY in 1964, Mr. Rogers took leave from M.I.T. to acbept an appointmenC“th
the Departmept of Defense as an Assistant Director 

(Communicat5.ons &.Elect'..7onics

of Defense Research and Engineering in the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense.

In 1965 he was promoted to ti Deputy Director (E).ectronics 
and InfontlEtion

Systems). In this cay....city, he was responsible for nv.triaziric; 1.ar6e r.escarch,..,

development, ensipeering and systems programs in such areas as 
electronics,

communication, data handling, reconnaissance., and command and conio.i.ol 
pro,

grams budgeted at bi3.15.ons of dollars during his. tenure. In particular, he

was .5.nstrumental in bringing into being D.O.D.'s satellite 
communications global_

network.

Mr. Rogers has received several spec5.al awards 
including the Crotstnding Civil

Service Performance krard in D.957, a Certificat.e of. Commendation from the Office

of the Secrc.:try of the Navy in 1961, and the .Meritorious 
Civilian Service

Award from the Secretary of Defense in 1967.

In May, 1967, Mr. Rogers was appointed by Secrcita.ry 
Robert C. Weaver Fr. the

• first 3)5.recto-.1.• of the newly created Offico of .Urban Technolog,y- and. Re.7.:tarch.

This Office serves as the focal point for the 
stimulat5.on, ccordination,

analysis and evaluation of all research and development 
activities related

to H.U.D. pro 'ams and responsibilities. . •

His scientific and engineering publications reflect his 
professional work

-on -various aspects of .mfliowave propation, communic:ations, tlectronic
vemo27 devices, 'ultrasonics and molecuiar

•

. . .

•:.••
•"or

4.••• 7! • • ' • 4;. •••.„.,• ,
• • •

• . • •t• :*•

. •f •
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Mr. Boers has been a mr.iber of several inter-Ac
eney Government groups,

includinC; the Aeronautics and Astronutics Coordinatip3 Boar
d (i.e., the

AACB). He has served on such GDvum=nt advisory croups as the 
Communi-

. cations Satellite Panel of the President's Scientif
ic Ovisory Committee:,

and was a meMb:r of the United Ss delecation to 
the United 1;ations'.

Geneva meting on the Application of Science and TeChno
loa for the

. Benefit of Less Developed Areas. • ,•-• 0

Ee is also a Member or Fellow of severol nati
onal and international

scientific and ensinecring institutes and societies, a Fel
low of the

X.nixte of Electrical and,Electonics Engineers, and a pas
t mirber of

its Board of Directors. He is also a member of the Cosmos Club.

lIocers 5.s my:vied to the fonaar Estelle Elinbeth Hunt, and 
has three

dhughters, Clare, Judith, tind. Hope. He is a resident of 1 sh:U.)3ton, D. C.

Ilarch 3.968

• •.

•

•

•

•

•
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Charles C. Joyce, Jr.

5205 'Flanders Avenue

Kensington, Maryland

Age: 35

Current  Position:

Home Telephone:
Office Telephone:

National Security Council Staff.

Current Rs4Tonsibilities:

946-9072
395-3370

Plan and manage the implementation of new met
hods and

facilities for acquiring, processing and displayi
ng infor-

mation for the President and the National Securit
y Council.

Education:

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering, M.
 I. T.', 1956

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering, M. I.
 T. , 1958

Master of Science in Industrial Management, M. 
1. T., 1963

.Employment:

1969 to Present National. Security Council

(See above.)

1966 to 1969 Office, of the Assistant Secretary of

Defense (Systems Analysis)

••••

Director of the Command, Control and Communic
ations Division

(1967-69). Responsible for analysis of all Defense Department

programs in the C3 area. Specific areas analyzed included: the

Defense Communications System; Field Army and The
ater Army

Communications; Project Mallard; Fleet Communica
tions; Tac-

tical Air C3; Worldwide Navigation; Satellite Commu
nications.

Prior to 1967, performed similar work as a staff
 member of the

Command, Control., Communications and Intelligenc
e Division.
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Charles C. Joyce, Jr. Z

Ein.)loyment:
(Cont'd)

1963 to 1.966

•

• The Mitre Corporation

NMCS Division
Washington, D. C.

gir

Sub-Dei)a.rtment lie ad, Advanced Planning (1964-66). Res-

ponsible for the initial studies and plans for new Mitre sup-

port tasks for the National Military Command System and re-

lated areas. Specific tasks included: design of an economic

modeling and analysis capability for the Defense Communi-

cations System; development of a master plan for a special

Presidential Command and Control .Facility.

Prior to 1964, as a member of the Technical Staff, performed

requirements analyses, system design and cost studies in sup-

port of the National Military Command System.

1959 to 1966 The Mitre Corporation

Advanced Planning Department

Bedford, Massachusetts

Performed planning studies and cost-effectiveness studies for

Air Force Command and Control. Systems.

Sele.Oted as a Mitre Staff Scholar in 1961 and attended M. I. T.

School of Management:, I 961-63.

Honorary Societies:

Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Sigma Xi..



Gerald P. Dinneen

Agcg Education: Mathematics, 13S from
Queen's. College, New York; MS and PhD from Univ. Wisconsin.
US Army in WW2, and two years industrial experience,: WithM.It
Lincoln Laboratory since 1953. Now Associate Director and.
formerly head of Communications Division. Did significant work
on computers and software, plus modulation schemcs and communi•
cations satellites. Heavily involved in DOD problems via DDRE
and Intelligence advisory groups.

Drive: A, and a good lcadex.

Technieal: 13-, very bright and sound but not deep
in engineering problem:).

ECono:nics: C, probably no experic ,

Telecommunications: 13, mostly in military uses.

• Policy: A, very good at bridging and focusing
diverse considerations.

Dip) ornacy

Summing Up:

•••

1

A, charming, logical, and very articulate.

An unusually able and attractive man who
works easily between policy and science:.
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(3) Paul S. Visher

Age: 47 Education: Chemistry, with AB from
Univ. Indiana, and Law with LLB from Yale in 1949.-  - Practi-c-ecl
patent law for three years in San Francisco, i.;Jnd ranged for four
years. joined Hughes in 1956 and has risen to Associate Head of
Space Systems Division where he is responsible for satellite
communications. Served one year in DOD directing Civil Defense
in 1961. Totally absorbed in telecommunications technical and
policy problems for last eight years.

Drive: A, though something of a loner.

Technical:

Economics:

-Teleccm-irratnications:

Diplomacy:

Summing Up:

13, thoroughly conversant with technology
though not an engineer.

13; quite a good grasp.

A, clearly unde:rstands most of the field.

A, unusual ability to bridge over and focu
diverse considerations.

B, impressive and articulate but somev.'hr
full of himself.

A Mighty bright fellow who understands
the. telecommunications problem in all
its ramifications.

•


